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Abstract
The Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), a state of strongly-interacting matter in which
quarks and gluons are deconfined, is thought to have existed a few micro-seconds
after the Big Bang. Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions provide a unique oppor-
tunity to study the properties of such deconfined medium. These collisions are
realized at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the Relativistic Heavy Ion Col-
lider (RHIC). Jet quenching, the phenomenon in which high transverse momentum
partons undergo energy loss by collisions with medium constituents and medium-
induced gluon radiation, is widely considered as one of the evidences for QGP for-
mation. Jet quenching can be observed via the measurements of di-hadron angular
correlations, the nuclear modification factor (RAA), di-jet energy imbalance and via
the modification of the jet fragmentation function. Heavy quarks are a powerful
probe of the QGP, as they are produced in hard scattering processes on a timescale
shorter than the QGP formation time and experience the whole system evolution.
This thesis presents the measurements of jet-like correlations with neutral pion
triggers in pp and central Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV, the measurements of prompt
D0 production in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, and the on-going measure-
ments of non-prompt D0 production in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV with
the ALICE detector at the LHC.
The measurements using two-particle angular correlations between trigger par-
ticles and associated particles have been extensively used to search for remnants of
the radiated energy and the medium response to the high-pT parton. By varying the
transverse momentum for trigger and associated particles one can probe diﬀerent
momentum scales to study the interplay of soft and hard processes. Besides provid-
ing access to medium properties, measurements of ⇡0-hadron correlations determine
the most important background contribution of direct photon-hadron correlation
measurements. For this analysis, the neutral pions used as triggers are identified
in the di-photon decay channel, with energy deposits are reconstructed with the
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal), avoiding admixtures from changing particle
composition of the trigger particle, hence should simplify comparisons with calcula-
tions. Associated hadrons are reconstructed with the Inner Tracking System (ITS)
and Time Projection Chamber (TPC) down to 0.5 GeV/c, and significantly extend
the previous measurement that only used charged hadrons above 3 GeV/c. After
subtracting the dominant background, including the anisotropic flow harmonics v2
to v5, the per-trigger yields are extracted for Near side with | '| < 0.7 and Away
side with | '   ⇡| < 1.1. The per-trigger yield modification factor, IAA, defined
as the ratio of per-trigger yields in Pb–Pb to those in pp collisions, is measured on
the near and away side for the 0-10% most central Pb–Pb collisions. On the Away
side, the IAA is strongly suppressed to around 0.6 for pT > 3 GeV/c, and increase
as the momenta decrease, reaching about 5.2 at lowest pT. On the near side, an
enhancement of IAA from 1.2 to 1.8 at lowest pT is observed. The data provides
a good constrain to the theoretical models which aim to fully describe jet-medium
interactions.
The measurements of prompt D0 nuclear modification factor (RAA) can provide
iv
important information about the microscopic interactions of heavy quarks with the
medium constituents, in particular on the colour-charge and parton-mass depen-
dence of heavy-quark energy loss. The prompt D0 are reconstructed at mid-rapidity
via the hadronic decay channel D0 ! K ⇡+. Selections on the decay topology and
particle identification are applied in order to reduce the combinatorial background.
The signal is extracted via an invariant-mass analysis. The feed-down from beauty-
hadron decays is subtracted according to expectations based on FONLL calculations
and assumptions of feed-down nuclear modification factor. The prompt D0 nuclear
modification factor (RAA) has been measured in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02
TeV, in the centrality class 0-10%, 30-50% and 60-80%. The results are compatible
with those measured at psNN = 2.76 TeV, with better precision and extended pT
coverage. The data set stringent constraints to theoretical models with diﬀerent
implementations of in-medium energy loss. The cross section of non-prompt D0 has
been measured in p-Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV, with the goal to further un-
derstanding of beauty hadronisation. A multivariate technique (Boosted Decision
Trees) is utilised to improve the separation between non-prompt and prompt D0
by optimally combining discriminating variables related to the D0 decay topology.
This method can significantly improve the statistical precision with which the mea-
surement of non-prompt D0 can be made in Pb–Pb collisions with ALICE in the
future. At the same time, this technique can be utilised for extracting other physics
signal with low signal-to-background ratio.
In the first Chapter, the physics of QCD theory and Heavy Ion Collisions will
be introduced. The second Chapter describes the role of heavy flavour observables
to investigate the QGP. A brief introduction of the ALICE apparatus will be given
in Chapter 3. The fourth and fifth Chapters present the main work of the thesis,
about ⇡0-hadron correlations and promptD0 RAA measurements. These results have
already been published. The sixth chapter describes an on-going work about non-
prompt D0 analysis, which aims to prepare a new measurement in Pb–Pb collisions
in the future. Conclusions and Outlook will be drawn in the end.
Keywords: LHC, ALICE experiment, Pb–Pb collisions, ultra-relativistic heavy-
ion collisions, D mesons, heavy flavour production, nuclear modification factor,
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), two-particle correlations
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Part I
Introduction
Chapter 1
QCD theory and Heavy Ion
Collisions
Heavy ion collisions are dedicated to study the properties of deconfined mat-
ter constituted by quarks and gluon. After a short introduction about the Stan-
dard Model in Sec. 1.1, The Quantum ChromoDynamics theory which describes the
strong interaction between quarks and gluons will be discussed in Sec. 1.2. The Lat-
tice QCD approach which predicts the phase transition from hadronic matter to the
Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) will be addressed in Sec 1.3. Finally, some examples
of possible signatures of QGP existence which has been observed by high energy
heavy-ion experiments will be described in Sec. 1.4.
1.1 Standard Model
Figure 1.1: Elementary fundamental particles in the Standard Model (left) and the
interactions between them (right) [1].
There are four fundamental forces in the current understanding of nature: grav-
ity, strong, weak and electromagnetic forces. The latter three forces can be described
by the Standard Model [43, 44] with the gauge symmetry of the group product
SU(3)⌦SU(2)⌦U(1). In the Standard Model, fundamental particles can be divided
into two groups according to their properties (as shown from Fig. 1.1). In the group
of fermions with spin-1/2, there exist six "quarks" (with colour charge) interacting
via the strong interaction (details will be discussed in the next section Sec. 1.2),
as well as six "leptons" (without colour charge) interacting via the weak interac-
tion. The other group is called "bosons", which contains "gauge bosons" (spin-1)
and "scalar boson" (spin-0). The gauge bosons are recognized as force carriers me-
diating the strong (the gluon), weak (W and Z bosons) and electromagnetic (the
photon) interactions. The Higgs Boson (sole scalar boson), a massive particle en-
dues the masses of the quarks and the leptons by interacting with them and with
itself.
1.2 Quantum ChromoDynamics
Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) is the non-Albelian gauge theory developed
to describe the strong interactions between coloured quarks and gluons. It’s the
SU(3) component of Standard Model, the Lagrangian can be written as:
L =
X
q
 q,a(i 
µ@µ ab   gs µtCabACµ  ma ab) q,b  
1
4
FAµ⌫F
A,µ⌫ . (1.1)
Where,  µ are the Dirac  -matrices;  q,a are quark field spinors, q and a are the
quark flavour and colour indexes, a runs from a = 1 ! Nc = 3 (three colours of
quarks); the ACµ refer to the gluon fields with with colour-index C between C =
1 ! N2c   1 = 8 (8 types of gluons); mq are quark masses generated by the Higgs
mechanism and gs (or ↵s = gs/4⇡) is the QCD coupling constant; mq and gs (or ↵s)
are two fundamental parameters in QCD; tCab are 8 generators of SU(3) group. The
gluon field tensor FAµ⌫ is expressed as:
FAµ⌫ = @µAA⌫   @⌫AAµ   gsfABCABµAC⌫ , (1.2)
where fABC are the structure constants of SU(3), the last term gsfABCABµAC⌫ which
is main diﬀerence with QED reflects the gluon self-interactions.
QCD reveals two peculiar features of the strong interaction called colour con-
finement and asymptotic freedom.
1.2.1 Confinement and Asymptotic Freedom
Due to the quantum fluctuations, the QCD vacuum is not completely empty,
but a polarizable vacuum contains virtual particles. Gluons create virtual quark-
antiquark (qq) pairs as "dipoles". Analogous to QED, the virtual antiquark is closer
to the real quark, thus this eﬀectively cancels out some of the colour of the real quark,
smearing it out and screening it, colour charge decreases with the increase of the
distance between two quarks; however, due to the gluon self-interactions, particles
with colour charge (quarks and gluons) will be confined inside QCD potential, thus
combine into hadrons with zero net colour charge. That’s why we can’t "see" free
quarks in the nature world. Also, the colour charge of gluons will contribute to the
eﬀective colour charge of quarks, leading to an anti-screening eﬀect, colour charge
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decreases with the distance. The interplay of these screening and anti-screening
eﬀects determines how the coupling constant ↵s runs with the distance (or energy).
Within the frame-work of perturbative QCD (pQCD) [45], this property can be
described in the renormalization group equation:
 (↵s) = µ
2
R
d↵s
dµ2R
(1.3)
Where µR is the QCD renormalization scale. The first order of the     function
has been calculated as  1(↵s) = ↵
2
s
⇡ b0 =
↵2s
⇡ ( 11N6 + nf3 ) [46]. With N = 3 (SU(3)
gauge theory) and nf = 6 (6 quark flavours), this gives a negative sign, which means
that at large energy, anti-screening is greater than screening eﬀect, ↵s will go close
to zero, this property is call asymptotic freedom. Considering only the first term
(b0) , under the assumption µ2R ' Q2, one can write ↵s as [47, 48]:
↵s(Q
2) =
1
b0 ln(Q2/⇤2QCD)
, (1.4)
where, ⇤QCD is the non-perturbative QCD energy scale where pQCD cannot be
Figure 1.2: The summary of measurements of QCD running coupling ↵s as a function
of Q. Taken from [1].
used. Q2 is related to the momentum transfer. Eq. (1.4) has been confirmed exper-
imentally as shown in Fig. 1.2.
In summary, as in nature world, Q2 is always very small, thus ↵s should be very
large, quark and gluons are confined in the hadrons. On the other hand, for Q2
process, ↵s becomes close to zero, which will lead "free" quark and gluons exist in
the QCD vacuum, this is known as "asymptotic freedom".
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1.3 Quark-Gluon Plasma
As discussed in previous Sec. 1.2.1, with the increase of momentum transfer or
decrease the distance, which equivalent to heating or compression, strong interac-
tions will be weaker. At extremely high temperatures or energy densities, a phase
transition from the normal hadronic matter to a new state of matter with free quarks
and gluons is expected, this new state of matter is so-called Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP). It’s very curial to understand the properties of the phase transition.
1.3.1 Lattice QCD and QCD Phase diagram
At high Q2, a perturbative approach of QCD can be used. However the phase
transition relates to a process with long distance where pQCD is not valid. Thus
Lattice QCD (lQCD) was implemented by K. Wilson in 1974 [49], which based
on first principles to solve the non-perturbative QCD equations at low energy.
In lattice gauge theory, Euclidean space-time is discrete in a hypercubic lattice
with spacing a. The quarks are defined at the lattice sites and gluons connect the
sites to exchange the strong force. When the space between the lattice sites reduce
to zero, it approaches to the continuum QCD. Field configurations can be extracted
by calculating the gauge configurations with the interaction between gauge bosons
and gauge-fermion, then use the configurations to get hadronic propagators and
correlation functions. Physicals results can be obtained by calculating the limit for
lattice space a down to zero.
Figure 1.3: Left: energy density "/T 4, versus temperature T from Lattice QCD [2].
Right: Deconfinement and Chiral Symmetry restoration in 2-flavour QCD [3].
According to the prediction from Lattice QCD, around the critical temperature
Tc = 155 MeV, the energy density of the system will have a rapid rise in 2-flavour
QCD [2], which indicates the liberation of the quark and gluon degrees of the free-
dom, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (Left). With the increase of T , the density increases
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approximately by an order of magnitude near Tc, and becomes almost flat beyond
Tc. The flat behavior at high T depends on the degrees of the freedom, and it’s
believed the phase transition will change from second order to first order if decreas-
ing strange quark mass, so it’s hard to describe the order of phase transition as the
strange quark mass is unknown.
Another hint of the QCD phase transition [3] can be described by < L >, which
is the order parameter for deconfinement: < L >= 0 for T < Tc indicates the
confined phase, while < L >> 0 for T > Tc corresponds to the deconfined phase.
The sudden change in the long distance behavior can be observed by the Polyakov
loop susceptibility  L. Also, the chiral condensate <   > is restored at T = Tc:
<   >> 0 for T < Tc corresponds to the symmetry broken phase with large
eﬀective quark mass, while <   >= 0 for T > Tc corresponds to the phase with
small eﬀective quark mass. The results are shown in Fig. 1.2 (right).
Figure 1.4: A sketch of the QCD Phase Diagram.
Nuclear matter is expected to appear in diﬀerent states depending on the tem-
perature T and baryo-chemical potential µB [50]. Fig. 1.4 shows a sketch of the
QCD phase diagram. At low temperatures and small µB, nuclear matter is confined
as atomic nuclei and hadrons. Increasing of the system energy density, by "heat-
ing" (increasing T ) or "compression" (increasing µB), nuclear matter will reach a
hadronic gas phase in which nucleons will interact and form pions, excited states of
the protons and neutrons and other hadrons. If the system energy density is fur-
ther increased, the transition to the Quark Gluon Plasma is predicted: the confined
quarks in hadrons will vanish, thus QGP formed. Theses phase transition can be
fulfilled with diﬀerent "paths" as shown in the (µB, T ) plane. For the process of
neutron stars formation, the transition appears at T close to zero and with very
high baryonic density caused by the gravitational collapse. In the early universe
the transition took place at very high temperatures and vanishing baryo-chemical
potential. Also in high energy heavy ion collisions, for the LHC, the transition is
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expected at µB ⇠ 0.
1.4 Heavy Ion Collisions
As discussed in the previous Sec. 1.3, a transition to Quark-Gluon Plasma phase
happens at extremely high values of temperature and energy density, which is ex-
pected to have existed in the primordial Universe few microseconds after the Big
Bang [51]. Such extreme conditions can be reached in the laboratory by ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The experimental research started since1980’s, with
the fixed target experiments of the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN and
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) with maximum centre of mass energy per colliding nucleon pair psNN = 17.2
GeV and 4.6 GeV respectively; then the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
BNL has been operated with Au–Au collisions with the centre of mass energy up
to psNN = 200 GeV; Currently the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN with
Pb–Pb collisions can reach the highest centre of mass energy up to psNN = 5.02
TeV, and will increase to 5.5 TeV from 2021.
1.4.1 Space-time evolution of relativistic heavy-ion collisons
In ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, as shown in Fig. 1.5, the space-time
evolution of the collision system can be summarized as following:
Initial stage : The nuclei approach each other with the velocities close to the velocity of
light in the laboratory frame. Due to the Lorentz contraction, they look like
two "thin pancakes", as presented in Fig. 1.6. Many nucleon-nucleon collisions
happen at the same time, the overall geometry overlap region can be defined by
the distance between two colliding nucleus’s centers called impact parameter
b. The nucleons inside the overlap region which undergo the primary inter-
actions are called participants, the total number counted as "Npart"; while
the ones outside the overlap region called spectators. The total number of
nucleon-nucleon interactions are called "Ncoll". The centrality percentile which
depends on the impact parameter b can be calculated by Glauber model [52];
Pre-equilibrium : High energy partons are produced via hard scattering process, they will
interact with each other to form the fireball, this stage last the time scale
around ⌧ = 0.6-1 fm/c, high transverse momentum particles (such as jets,
heavy quarks, photons) are also generated at this stage;
QGP phase : If the temperature exceeds the critical temperature Tc, the system goes to
a deconfined phase with partonic and gluonic degrees of freedom, the QGP
expands and cools down rapidly;
Hadronisation : The medium’s temperature drops below Tc, which will lead to the transition
of QGP phase to hadrons gas. During this process, it’s expected that a "mixed
phase" exist between QGP phase and the hadronic phase.
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Figure 1.5: A sketch of the space-time evolution in a ultra-relativistic heavy-ion
collision system with (right) and without (left) QGP.
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Figure 1.6: Two heavy ions before (left) and after collision with impact parameter
b.
Chemical freeze-out : Inelastic processes cease, at this stage, all the hadron species are fixed.
Kinetic freeze-out : Elastic processes stop, the finial momentum of the produced hadrons are
determined.
1.4.2 Selected signatures of the QGP
1.4.2.1 Global Event Properties
Multiplicities and energy densities
Multiplicity is the number of particles produced in the collision system, which
is related to the collision geometry, as well as the energy density. This property
can be presented by measuring primary charged particles per unit of pseudorapidity
(⌘ =   ln(tan(✓/2))) dNch/d⌘. Usually this measurement is scaled by the average
number of nucleon pairs participating in the collision hNparti /2. Fig. 1.7 [4], shows
the charged particle pseudorapidity density per participant pair at mid-rapidity, for
proton-proton, proton-nucleus and central nucleus-nucleus collisions, as a function
of the centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon collision in diﬀerent systems (left).
The results in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions are found to be consistent
and can be fitted by a power law function (asb), with the parameter b = 0.103±0.002.
While data for the central heavy-ion collisions, can be fitted with the parameter b
= 0.155±0.004, and raise more rapidly with energy compared with small systems.
On the right, the centrality dependence of this measurement in diﬀerent collisions
and energies measured in ALICE indicates a strong dependence on hNparti, and a
decreasing from most central to peripheral collisions.
The initial energy density can be estimated by the simplified Bjorken model [53]
using the measured dNch/d⌘:
"Bj =
hmT i
⌧fA
dNch
dy
, (1.5)
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Figure 1.7: Left: the charged particle pseudorapidity density per participant pair
at mid-rapidity, for proton-proton, proton-nucleus and central nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions, as a function of the centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon collision in
diﬀerent systems. Right: centrality dependence of this measurement in diﬀerent
collisions and energies in ALICE [4].
Where hmT i is average transverse mass of produced particles, ⌧f is the formation
time of the secondary particles, A is the two colliding nuclei overlap region, and y
is the rapidity. At RHIC energy (Au+Au 200 GeV), the initial energy density is
measured around 5 GeV/fm3, while for central Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV LHC
energy, it’s as high as 12 GeV/fm3 [54]. Both are obviously above the critical point
according to the Lattice QCD prediction for the phase transition to QGP.
Integrated hadron yields
The final hadron productions are fixed after chemical free-out, which is consid-
ered to be a approximate thermal and chemical equilibrium process. The integrated
light-hadron yields can be determined via a statistical approach (Grand Canoni-
cal) [7], depending on the thermal parameters of temperature T , volume V and
chemical potentials µB. However this doesn’t apply to strange particles, which have
a deviation from the expected equilibrium abundance. The deviations from (Grand
Canonical) equilibrium can be described by introducing parameters for strange,
charm or light quarks ( s,  c and  q). The  s depends on the strangeness content
of the particle,  c is needed as charm is so heavy that can only be generated in the
initial phase of the collisions, while  q is only used for the non-equilibrium model
SHARE [8]. As shown in Fig. 1.8, Grand-Canonical thermal fit for identified inte-
grated hadron yields measured with ALICE in 0-10% central Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 2.76 TeV [5], with diﬀerent models [6, 7, 8]. The temperature from the
fit is of the order of 155 MeV, while from low energy RHIC data, the fit for the
temperature is 160 - 170 MeV. The fit temperature at LHC energy will go up to
around 160 MeV (closer to RHIC result) if excluded the proton yield, taking into
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account the disagreement between the measurement. A possible explanation for the
significant deviation is the large cross section for antibaryon-baryon annihilation in
the hadronic phase [55].
Figure 1.8: Grand canonical thermal fit of 0-10% central Pb-Pb collisions at AL-
ICE [5], with 3 models (THERMUS [6], GSI [7], SHARE [8]). Excluded volume
correction implemented in THERMUS and GSI with  q = 0.3 fm µB fixed to 0,  s
fixed to 1,  c fixed to 20 (THERMUS and GSI).
1.4.2.2 Collective Flow
The collective flow [56], which is related to the physics for the expansion of the
system, gives access to the study of the hydrodynamical properties and the Equa-
tion of State (EOS) of the medium. As shown in Fig. 1.9, in non-central heavy-ion
collisions, pressure gradient will generate between the overlap and the periphery
region, and varies with azimuth, is larger in the reaction plane than the perpen-
dicular direction. Thus the initial geometrical anisotropy is transferred to a finial
state momentum-space anisotropy. Experimentally, the azimuthal distributions can
be parametrized with a Fourier expansion:
E
d3 
d3~p
=
d2 
2⇡ptdptdy
[1 +
1X
n=1
2vn cosn(   R)], (1.6)
vn =< cosn(   R) >, (1.7)
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Figure 1.9: The cartoon of a semi-peripheral collision and the pressure gradients in
a geometrical anisotropy.
Where ~p, is the 3-momentum, pt is transverse momentum, y is rapidity,   is azimuth
of the particles.  R is the reaction plane, and vn are the Fourier coeﬃcients that
can be evaluated as shown in Eq. 1.7. The first order of harmonic coeﬃcient, v1,
is the directed flow which is related to the overall shift of the particle distribution
in the transverse plane. v2, is the so-called elliptic flow. The positive value of
v2 indicates the particle re-scattering behavior during the system evolution. Any
delays or absence of re-scatterings will lead to a reduced or null elliptic flow signal.
The non-zero value of higher harmonic coeﬃcients (n > 2) is caused by the initial
fluctuations of the positions of nucleons in the overlap region. Fig. 1.10 shows the
pT-diﬀerential v2 of pions, protons, kaons, phi, lambda and k0s mesons for various
centrality classes with the scalar product method, measured in Pb-Pb collisions atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV by ALICE [9]. In the low pT region (pT < 2 GeV/c), dominated
by the soft process, the mass ordering of v2 is found for diﬀerent particle species,
which can be described by the hydrodynamics. At middle pT region (3 < pT <
8 GeV/c), the interplay between soft and hard processes, the mass ordering eﬀect
is trivial, instead, the meson’s v2 seems to be grouped which is weaker than v2
of baryon, which is expected under the hypothesis of hadrons produced via quark
coalescence [57]. At high pT region (pT > 10 GeV/c), dominated by the hard process,
a non-zero v2 is found and attributed to the path-length energy loss.
The measurement of vn can also help to extract the information of shear viscos-
ity over entropy ⌘/s [58] of the medium. As shown in Fig. 1.11, the vn for Pb-Pb
collisions at the LHC energy (left panel) and for Au-Au collisions at RICH energy
(right panel), compared with viscous hydrodynamics calculations [10]. The value of
shear viscosity over entropy displays equal to 0.12 seems to have a good parame-
terisation of the hydro calculations for Au–Au collisions 200 GeV at RHIC energy,
while the value equal to 0.2 is found to have a good description of Pb–Pb collisions
at LHC energy. This reflects the fact that the shear viscosity over entropy ⌘/s of
the medium depends on the temperature of system.
Collectivity in small system
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Figure 1.10: The pT-diﬀerential v2 of pions, protons, kaons, phi, lambda and k0s
mesons for various centrality classes, measured with the scalar product method [9].
Figure 1.11: the vn for Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC energy (left panel) and for Au-
Au collisions at RICH energy (right panel), compared with viscous hydrodynamics
calculations [10].
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Figure 1.12: 2-D two-particle correlation functions for 7 TeV pp collisions with high
multiplicity (Nofflinetrk > 110) events with 1 < pT < 3 GeV/c [11].
A surprising "ridge" eﬀect – a significantly separated long-range rapidity cor-
relation was discovered by CMS in 2010 with high multiplicity pp collisions at
p
s
= 7 TeV [11], as shown in Fig. 1.12. After subtraction of the jet-like structures, a
"double ridge" behavior can be observed on the near and away side [59], thus the
anisotropic flow coeﬃcients can be extracted, and are found to have non-zero value.
In heavy-ion collisions, such long range ridges is attributed to collective expansion of
the medium, however, in small system, it’s still not clear whether such a phenomena
is due to the hydrodynamics or other mechanisms which gives a similar structure,
such as initial state eﬀects (glass condensate) and final-state eﬀects (multiple parton
interactions), as described in [60].
1.4.2.3 Strangeness enhancement
As the colliding nuclei doesn’t contain strange quarks, the strangeness must be
generated in the collisions or in the QGP. At T < Tc, strange hadrons have a very
small production rate since their eﬀective mass is larger than Tc where chiral sym-
metry is broken. While in the QGP (T > Tc), where chiral symmetry is restorated,
strange quarks are easier to produce, at the same time, due to the large gluon density
in the QGP, strange quarks can be generated in the gluon-fusion processes gg ! ss¯,
in consequence, strangeness enhancement is widely considered to be the signature
of QGP formation.This was first measured by the NA57 and WA97 collaborations
in fixed-target experiments in the SPS [61].
Recently, ALICE reported the first measurement about strangeness enhancement
in high multiplicity in pp collisions [12], as shown in Fig. 1.13. The left panel shows
pT-diﬀerential yields of K0s , ⇤ + ⇤¯, ⌅+ + ⌅ , ⌦+ + ⌦  measured at mid-rapidity
in ALICE, for selected event classes, indicated by roman numbers, with decreas-
ing multiplicity. The spectra becomes harder with the increase of the multiplicity,
Similar characteristic has already been observed in p–Pb [62] and Pb–Pb collisions,
and it can be explained by the hydrodynamical expansion. Simultaneously fitting
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all the highest multiplicity class pT spectra with the blast-wave model, one can ex-
tract the kinetic freeze-out temperature Tfo = 163 ± 10 MeV and the transverse
velocity h ?i = 0.49 ± 0.02. On the right, shows those pT-diﬀerential yields to
pions ratios as a function of hdNch/d⌘i in diﬀerent collision systems, and compared
with model predictions. A significant enhancement for strange hadron production
with respect to non-strange hadrons is observed, increasing with multiplicity, and
a "smooth" connection among diﬀerent systems is found, while not significant de-
pendence of centre-mass-energy is seen, indicating that the strangeness production
is relied more on the properties of the final state instead of the collision system or
energy. Unfortunately, the current available models can’t reproduce the data, so
further understanding about the potential mechanisms of strangeness production in
small systems for high multiplicity events is necessary.
Figure 1.13: Left: pT-diﬀerential yields of K0s , ⇤ + ⇤¯, ⌅+ + ⌅ , ⌦+ + ⌦  measured
at mid-rapidity in ALICE, for selected event classes, indicated by roman numbers,
with decreasing multiplicity. Right: those pT-diﬀerential yields to pions ratios as
a function of hdNch/d⌘i in diﬀerent collision systems, and compared with model
predictions [12].
1.4.2.4 Jet quenching
When high transverse momentum (pT) partons propagate inside the medium,
they will undergo the energy loss by medium-induced gluon radiation and interac-
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tions with the medium constituents. Experimentally, this phenomenon can be stud-
ied by the measurements of inclusive high-pT hadron (jet) production, di-hadron
azimuthal correlation, and di-jet energy imbalance.
high-pT hadron
Figure 1.14: Jet Quenching sketch.
As shown in Fig. 1.14, high-pT partons could fragment into two back-to-back
hadron jets. When QGP is formed, one can "trigger" on a high transverse momen-
tum jet, which will come from the "surface" of the QGP, and cross the medium
with a small path-length, losing a small fraction of its energy. While the other jet
will have a long path-length and be quenched strongly. Experimentally, the mea-
surement of nuclear modification factor (RAA) is the most common observable to
study this eﬀect, the ratio between yields measured in nucleus-nucleus collisions and
binary-scaled nucleon-nucleon collisions defined as:
RAA =
1
< Ncoll >
dNAA/dpT
dNpp/dpT
=
1
< TAA >
dNAA/dpT
d INELpp /dpT
, (1.8)
where NAA/pp is the pT-diﬀerential yield in nucleus-nucleus/pp collisions, < Ncoll >
is the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, < TAA > is the nuclear
overlap function. RAA is expected to be consistent with unity if no medium eﬀects
existed. Any deviations indicate the modification of the transverse momentum dis-
tributions of the hadrons caused by the medium. As shown in Fig. 1.15, ALICE
has measured the nuclear modification factor RAA in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
5.02 TeV for diﬀerent particle species in diﬀerent centrality classes [13]. A strong
suppression can be found in the most central collisions, and the suppression decrease
with the centrality increase, since the medium is hotter and denser in central colli-
sions. At high pT region, no significant particle species dependence can be found,
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indicates that jet quenching will not introduce large modification depending on lead-
ing particle’s species. At low pT, the mass ordering eﬀect can be attributed to the
radial flow. While at intermediate pT, not only the interplay between jet quenching
and hydrodynamics is necessary, but also additional recombination processes should
be taken into account, as already discussed in the previous subsection. Note that,
beside the in-medium energy loss eﬀect, several other eﬀects should also take into
account for nucleus-nucleus collisions, the PDFs is diﬀerent between bounded and
free nucleons, as well as cold nuclear matter eﬀects such as kT broadening in conse-
quence of multiple scattering in the nucleus. More details about RAA will be given
also in the next Chapter.
Figure 1.15: The nuclear modification factor RAA measured by ALICE in Pb–Pb
collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV for diﬀerent particle species with diﬀerent centrality
classes [13].
di-hadron azimuthal correlation
The technique of two-particle correlations has been extensively used to charac-
terize the properties of jet quenching, as it’s sensitive to the remnants of the radiated
energy and the medium response to the hard parton. For such an approach, one
can select a particle from a certain pT region named "trigger particle", then "as-
sociated particles" can be selected in another pT region, often passocT < p
trig
T . The
associated per-trigger yield can be measured as a function of the azimuthal angle
diﬀerence( ' = 'trig   'assoc or  ⌘ = ⌘trig   ⌘assoc), expressed as below:
Y ( ', ⌘) =
1
Ntrig
dNassoc
d 'd ⌘
(1.9)
Varying pT region for trigger and associated particles can help to probe the inter-
play of soft and hard processes. At RHIC energy, PHENIX measured di-hadron
correlation, per-trigger yield as a function of  ' various trigger and associated pT
in pp and 0-20% Au+Au collisions at psNN = 200 GeV [14], as shown in Fig. 1.16.
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Figure 1.16: Per-trigger yield as a function of  ' various trigger and associated pT
in pp and 0-20% Au+Au collisions at psNN = 200 GeV measured by PHENIX [14].
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 'around0and⇡ defined as the near side and away side, respectively. In away side,
with passocT > 2 GeV/c, strong suppression can be found in Au+Au with respect to pp
collisions, can be understood as the parton energy loss, with passocT < 2 GeV/c, the
distribution becomes broaden, even a double-shoulder structure appeared, which can
be explained by diﬀerent mechanisms such as Mach cone shockwave [63], Cherenkov
radiation from the jet [64], large angle gluon radiation [65]. Later, the peak in near
side was also found to be enhanced and broaden with low passocT and p
trig
T in Au+Au
collision by PHENIX [66], may related to radiated gluons broaden by longitudinal
flow [67] or radial flow and trigger bias [68]. With these, modification of the jet-like
pair yields IAA can be extracted, defined as the ratio of the integrated yields in AA
over pp, expressed as:
IAA =
Z
X
JAA( ')d '/
Z
X
Jpp( ')d ' (1.10)
Figure 1.17: IAA as a function of pT measured by ALICE in central Pb–Pb collisions
at psNN = 2.76 TeV, in both near and away side, background subtracted in diﬀerent
scenarios: flat pedestal, v2 subtraction and ⌘-gap subtraction [15].
Where X is either the near side peak region or the away side peak region. At
LHC energy, as shown in Fig. 1.17. IAA as a function of pT was measured by ALICE
in central Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76 TeV [15], in both near and away side,
with background subtracted in diﬀerent scenarios: flat pedestal, v2 subtraction and
⌘-gap subtraction. The enhancement in near side gives a hint of medium eﬀects, and
the strong suppression in away side is related to the parton energy loss. However,
later it was understood that the subtraction of v2 is not enough as the azimuthal
correlations spanning a long-range in pseudorapidity is also aﬀected by higher-order
flow harmonics (vn, n > 2), which originates from anisotropic pressure gradients with
respect to the initial-state symmetry planes [69]. More details will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
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di-jet energy imbalance
Another approach to study the strong jet energy loss in the medium is measuring
the asymmetry of di-jets in nucleus-nucleus collisions. A simple way is only focus
on the balance between the highest pT pair of jets which have the azimuthal angle
separation    = | 1    2| > ⇡/2, to avoid multi-jets in the final state. Then the
asymmetry AJ of jet energy imbalance can be defined as:
AJ =
ET1   ET2
ET1 + ET2
(1.11)
Where ET1, ET2 are the transverse energy of the back-to-back two jets. ATLAS
measured centrality dependence of the asymmetry AJ in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN
= 2.77 TeV [70], as shown in Fig. 1.18. In peripheral collisions, the di-jet asymmetry
in Pb–Pb is similar to that in pp collisions. While towards the central collisions, the
distribution in Pb–Pb develops a diﬀerent shape with respect to pp: the peak from
zero shift to a higher asymmetry values, and the asymmetry distribution broadens,
which can be attributed to the jet energy loss in the QGP medium.
Figure 1.18: Di-jet asymmetry distributions for Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.77
TeV (points) and unquenched HIJING with superimposed PYTHIA di-jets (solid
yellow histograms), as a function of collision centrality. And proton-proton data
shown as open circles 1.18.
1.4.2.5 Quarkonium production
Quarkonium, which refers to the bound state of a cc¯ (charmonium) pair or a bb¯
(bottomonium) pair, produced at very initial state in hard scatterings, is considered
as eﬀective probe of the QGP formation.
Based on the lattice QCD prediction, J/ production will be suppressed due
to the Debye screening of the quark-antiquark potential in the deconfined medium,
which will become stronger as the QGP temperature increases [71]. This was first
measured by NA38, NA50 and NA60 experiments at the SPS [72], as shown in
Fig. 1.19. The measured J/ yield is normalized the expected yield based on the
ordinary nuclear absorption in diﬀerent systems, the ratios are presented as a func-
tion of energy density ". When " < 2 GeV/fm3, the measured yield is at the similar
magnitude than the expected one, while in Pb–Pb collisions, " > 2 GeV/fm3, a large
deviation can be found between these two, and the J/ have a stronger suppression
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Figure 1.19: Ratio between measured J/ yield and expected yield as a function of
energy density " of the medium.
with the increase of ". When the collision energies increase to the LHC energy, a
reduced suppression was observed by ALICE [16]. Fig. 1.20, shows J/ RAA as a
function of centrality (left) and transverse momentum (right) measured in Pb–Pb
collisions by ALICE at psNN = 2.76 TeV [16], 5.02 TeV [17], compared with the
measurements at RHIC energy in Au–Au collisions at psNN = 200 GeV [18]. On
the left, a smaller suppression is found at higher collision energy, and ALICE results
show no significant suppression when hNparti is larger than 70. On the right, ALICE
RAA results show a factor of up to four higher compared to the PHENIX one at low
pT region. These can be explained by the (re)combination eﬀect which form low pT
J/ mesons form deconfined c and c¯ quarks.
Figure 1.20: J/ RAA as a function of centrality (left) and transverse momen-
tum (right) in nucleus-nucleus collisions measured by ALICE at 2.76 TeV [16], 5.02
TeV [17], compared with the PHENIX result at 200 GeV [18].
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Chapter 2
Heavy Flavours
The heavy quarks (charm (c) and beauty (b)) are powerful probes of the Quark-
Gluon Plasma (QGP) formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. They are produced
in hard scattering processes on a timescale (0.1, 0.02 fm/c for charm and beauty)
shorter than the QGP formation time (0.3-1.5 fm/c at LHC energy [73]) and the
long lifetime allows them to experience the whole system evolution interacting with
the medium constituents. What’s more, due to their large masses, heavy flavours
are also eﬀective tools to test the perturbative QCD predictions. In this Chapter,
after a quick description of heavy flavour production in pp collision in Sec. 2.1,
cold nuclear eﬀects in p–pb collisions, in-medium energy loss and modification of
hadronisation in Pb–Pb collisions will be focused in Sec 2.2. The experimental
results and corresponding theoretical calculations will also be discussed in each
section.
2.1 Open Heavy Flavour Production in pp collision
In proton-proton collisions (AB ! h), the production cross section of a high-pT
hadron can be calculated using the QCD "factorisation theorem" [74]:
 hardAB!h = fa/A(x1, Q
2)⌦ fb/B(xx, Q2)⌦  hardab!c(x1, x2, Q2)⌦Dc!h(z,Q2) (2.1)
Where fa/A(x1, Q2) is the parton distribution function (PDF), which is the non-
perturbative dynamic parameter of the proton, represents the possibility of gener-
ating a parton which flavour a with a certain momentum fraction x1( Bjorken x ),
at a given transfer momentum Q2.  hardab!c(x1, x2, Q
2) is the partonic cross section.
Dc!h(z,Q2) is the fragmentation function (FF), which respects the probability of
the parton c fragments into a hadron h with the fraction z of the initial parton
momentum.
Figure 2.1: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for heavy-quark pair pro-
duction.
For heavy-quark production, there are two main processes at leading order (LO)
based on perturbative theory: qq¯ ! QQ¯ and gg ! QQ¯, as shown in Fig.2.1. Based
on the pQCD calculations, the scale factors, µ  introduced for renormalising the
strong coupling ↵s, and µf used for the cross section factorising the long and small
distance eﬀects, usually can be assigned as the order of the quark mass. For heavy
quarks, the masses (mc ' 1.5 GeV/c2, mc ' 4.5 GeV/c2) are larger than ⇤QCD, so
pQCD approach is accessible down to low-pT, thus several pQCD approaches have
been develop to calculate heavy flavour production, such as GM-VFNS and FONLL.
General-Mass Variable-Flavour-Number Scheme( GM-VFNS ) [75] is the scheme,
which is applicable in the whole pT region by unifying Fixed Flavour Number (FFN)
scheme and Zero-Mass Variable-Flavour-Number Scheme (ZM-VFNS). at low pT,
FFN can be used by assuming only light flavour quarks are active in the initial state,
while heavy quarks can only appear in the finial state and never act as a parton.
While at large pT, under the framework of ZM-VFNS, conventional quarks consider
as massless parton, heavy quarks treats as additional sources absorbed into the PDF
and FF.
Fixed-Order-Next-to-Leading-Log (FONLL) [76], is another approach, that com-
bines Next-Leading-Order (NLO) calculation for low pT and Next-To-Leading-Log
(NLL) method for high pT region, the final cross section can be expressed as:
d FONLL = d FO + (d RS   d FOM0)⇥G(mQ, pˆt) (2.2)
Where d FO is based on the NLO calculation at low pT, where heavy quarks are
massive at fixed-order (FO). d RS is calculated by NLL method assuming massless
heavy quarks at high pT. and the fixed terms d FOM0 appearing in FO calculations
need to be subtracted from the NLL in the massless limit to avoid double counting,
and G(mQ, pˆt) is a matching function, the limit is
lim
mQ/pˆt!0
G(mQ, pˆt) = 1 (2.3)
Both these two calculations which based on NLO theory can have a good agree-
ment with experimental measurements, as an example shown in Fig. 2.2. pT-
diﬀerential production cross section of prompt D0 mesons at mid-rapidity in pp
collision at
p
s = 7 TeV by ALICE, compared with theoretical predictions from
FONLL (left) [77] and GM-VFNS (right) [78]. the theoretical models are consistent
with data within uncertainties at the full pT region, although the data points lo-
cated at the upper band of FONLL and lower band of GM-VFNS uncertainties. At
the same time, models based on NLO theory can also calculate the cross sections
for charmed baryon, such as ⇤c. Fig. 2.3, shows ALICE measurements [79] about
Prompt ⇤+c baryon pT-diﬀerential cross section via diﬀerent decay modes in pp
collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV, compared with GM-VFNS (blue) [78] and POWHEG (or-
ange) [80] predictions. POWHEG is based on the NLO theory and interfaced with
PYTHIA for the parton shower simulation and hadronisation. Obviously from the
plots, the models underestimate the data, so something is missing when reproduces
the charmed baryon results as the NLO theory can give a promising prediction on
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charmed meson results. One of the possible reason is that the fragmentation func-
tions used in these calculations were tuning from low energy e+e  data, gives the
hint that the fragmentation functions may not be universal, which has already been
found and discussed for light flavour sectors in [81].
Figure 2.2: pT-diﬀerential production cross section of prompt D0 mesons at mid-
rapidity in pp collision at
p
s = 7 TeV by ALICE [19], compared with theoretical
predictions from FONLL (left) and GM-VFNS (right).
2.2 Open Heavy Flavour Production in p–Pb and Pb–Pb
collisions
Due to the presence of nuclei, related eﬀects should take into account for proton-
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. In nucleus-nucleus collisions, heavy quarks
will lost their energy in the medium via elastic collisions and inelastic processes,
called hot nuclear matter eﬀects. While other processes such as modification of the
nuclear parton distribution function or multiple scatterings of partons, named cold
nuclear matter(CNM) eﬀects are not the consequence of interacting with QGP, which
are supposed breaking the binary scaling in nucleus-nucleus collisions, participating
also in proton-nucleus collisions.
2.2.1 Cold nuclear matter eﬀects
In heavy-ion collisions, nucleons are in the bounded state in which the properties
are diﬀerent from the free ones due to the interactions and correlations among them.
The nuclear modification is assumed to be sensitive to the Bjorken-x regions that
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Figure 2.3: Prompt ⇤+c baryon pT-diﬀerential cross section via diﬀerent decay modes
in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV by ALICE, compared with GM-VFNS calculations
and POWHEG event generator.
can be quantified by the ratio of the PDFs between bounded and free nucleons:
RAi (x,Q
2) =
fAi (x,Q
2)
fNi (x,Q
2)
, (2.4)
Where i is the parton specie index (valence, sea quark and gluon), fAi (x,Q2) and
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Figure 2.4: a sketch of RAi as a function of Bjorken-x.
fNi (x,Q
2) are the PDFs of nucleons in nucleus and free nucleons respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2.4, diﬀerent cold nuclear eﬀects covers the whole Bjorken-x region:
x . 0.1, shadowing eﬀect, RAi (x,Q2) < 1. 0.1 . x . 0.3, anti-shadowing eﬀect,
RAi (x,Q
2) > 1. 0.3 . x . 0.8, MC eﬀect, RAi (x,Q2) < 1. While when x! 1, Fermi
motion eﬀect, RAi (x,Q2) > 1. At LHC energy, as reported in [82], charm production
corresponds to the Bjorken x ⇡ 10 4, related to the region aﬀected by shadowing
eﬀect. That’s the reason why the measurements of charm RAA in LHC is less than
1 at low pT region. Usually, nuclear PDFs can be obtained by global fits of several
experimental data. Fig. 2.5, shows the comparison of the average valence, sea-quark
and gluon nuclear modifications at Q2 = 10 GeV2 among diﬀerent global fit models,
EPPS16 [83], EPS09 [84], DSSZ [85]. The latest EPPS16 with less biased, not
only constrained by deep inelastic lepton-nucleus scattering (DIS), Drell-Yan (DY)
di-lepton production and inclusive pion production measured at RHIC, but also
including the 2013 data from LHC, especially CMS di-jet data, which have more
constraints for the gluons than others.
Another CNM eﬀect is the Cronin Eﬀect, or called kT broadening, which occurs
at intermediate pT region (2-5 GeV/c), originates from multi parton scatterings.
It can be understood as the partons from the nucleon suﬀers several elastic scat-
terings before the hard inelastic scattering, which will lead the partons taking an
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Figure 2.5: the comparison of the average valence, sea-quark and gluon nuclear
modifications at Q2 = 10 GeV2 among diﬀerent global fit models.
extra momentum along the transverse plane, thus the hadron pT spectra will be
broaden. Commonly, the nuclear modification factor is usually measured at a cer-
tain pseudorapidity, this broadening will lead the reduction of the measured yield
in nucleus–nucleus collisions, that’s why we saw the enhancement of RAA at such a
pT region.
Experimentally, these CNM eﬀects can be tested by the measurements of nuclear
modification factor. The nuclear modification factor of muons from heavy-flavour
hadron decays as a function of pT for p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV measured
by ALICE at forward and backward rapidity [86], as shown in Fig. 2.6. Note that,
forward rapidity is located at the Bjorken-x from 5 · 10 6 to 10 2, and backward
rapidity correspond to the range from 10 3 to 10 2, which are sensitive to the
CNM eﬀects at low Bjorken-x. From the plots, at backward rapidity, RpPb is larger
than unity with a significance around 2  at low pT and compatible with unity at
high pT. At forward rapidity, it’s compatible with unity within uncertainties in
the whole pT region. the data can be reproduced by the model predictions within
uncertainties either based on pQCD calculations including nPDFs from EPS09 [87],
or CNM eﬀects with shadowing, kT broadening and energy loss in cold nuclear
matter [88], or the model considering incoherent multiple scattering eﬀects in both
initial and finial state [89]. At the same time, the models mentioned before with
only CNM eﬀects can also describe well ALICE D meson RpPb result [90] at
p
sNN
= 5.02 TeV, except the calculation by Kang et al., which is disfavoured by the data
at low pT, details can be found in the left panel of Fig. 2.7. In addition, other
models with only CNM eﬀects can also reproduce the data: the calculation based
on Color Glass Condensate formalism [91] and FONLL calculation [92] with EPPS16
NLO nuclear modification. The results imply that CNM eﬀects are very small and
dominated at low pT region, however with current uncertainties of data, it’s still hard
to discriminate diﬀerent CNM eﬀects inside the models. Nevertheless, transport
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models Duke [93] and POWLANG [94] also have the predictions for the D mesons
results, they both assume a "small-size" QGP formed in p–Pb collisions, based on
the Langevin approach for the transport of heavy quarks through an expanding
deconfined medium described by hydrodynamics. As the interplay of CNM eﬀects
and interactions of charm quarks with the radially expanding medium, their results
show a structure with a maximum at pT ⇡ 2.5 GeV/c, and followed by a moderate
suppression at higher pT which is disfavoured by the data.
Figure 2.6: The nuclear modification factor of muons from heavy-flavour hadron
decays as a function of pT for p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV measured by
ALICE at forward and backward rapidity, and the comparison with diﬀerent model
predictions.
Figure 2.7: The nuclear modification factor of prompt D mesons as a function of pT
for p–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV measured by ALIEC, and the comparison
with diﬀerent model predictions either with only CNM eﬀect (left) or transport
models (right).
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2.2.2 In-medium energy loss
When a high transverse momentum parton goes across the QGP, it will lose its
energy via either collisional or radiative processes, collisional energy loss is dom-
inated at low pT, while radiative energy loss is often occurred at high pT. The
properties of energy loss depend on the characteristics of the particle (energy E and
mass m) and the plasma (temperature T , particle-medium interaction coupling ↵s
and thickness L).
The energy loss in QCD is diﬀerent compared with that in QED, as the gluon
can interact with each other. In the medium, considering the diﬀerent coupling of
quarks and gluons, the relative strengths of the three QCD vertices( g ! qg,g ! gg,
g ! qq¯ ) can be described by the structure (Casimir factors) of the gauge SU(3)
group. the Casimir factor CR = 3 for the process g ! gg, and CR = 4/3 for g ! qg,
and CR = 1/2 for g ! qq¯.
2.2.2.1 Collisional energy loss
Collisional energy loss is in the 2! 2 process, which is due to the parton elastic
scatterings with the medium constituents. The average energy loss in one of such
elastic scattering can be expressed as following:
⌦
 E1scattcoll
↵ ⇡ 1
 T
Z tmax
m2D
t
d 
dt
dt, (2.5)
Where T is the temperature of the medium,   is the integrated cross section
of particle-medium interaction, t is the squared momentum transfer and mD is the
Debye mass. If one considers the integral limits from Debye mass squared to the
total energy in the scattering tmax = s - ET (E is the energy of initial parton),
the parton-parton t-diﬀerent cross section can be written as d dt ⇡ CR 4⇡↵
2
s(t)
t2 . For
heavy quark, if E   M2/T , the parton collisional energy loss can be calculated as
 dEcolldl |Q=  dEcolldl |q  29CR⇡T 2

↵s(m2Q)↵s(ET ))ln(
ET
m2Q
)
 
.
What’s more, the multiple scatterings of the heavy quarks can be treated as
brownian motion and be described by the Langevin equation [95]:
d~p
dt
=  ⌘D(p)~p+ ~⇠, (2.6)
Where ~⇠ is the noise term depending on the heavy quark momentum, the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient Ds can be calculated which is related to the momentum space diﬀusion
coeﬃcients via:
Ds =
T
M⌘D
=
2T 2

, (2.7)
It’s the only free parameter in the Langevin framework, as qˆ = 2CA/CF (CA and
CF are the colour factors of quarks and gluons), thus the evolution of heavy quarks
can be simulated.
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2.2.2.2 Radiative energy loss
As described in the BDMPS model [96], when a fast parton goes across the
medium along its path length, the gluons in the hard parton wave function will pick
up transverse momentum kT, then it will decohere and be emitted. The character-
istic of gluon radiated frequency wc can described as:
wc = qˆL
2/2, (2.8)
Where qˆ is the transport coeﬃcient of the medium, and L is the path length. For
the case when w ⌧ wc, the distribution of energy w of the radiated gluons can be
written as:
w
dI
dw
2↵sCR
⇡
r
wc
2w
, (2.9)
Where CR is the Casimir factor, thus the average energy loss of the patron can be
written as
h Ei =
Z wc
0
w
dIrad
dw
dw / ↵sCRwc / ↵sCRqˆL2, (2.10)
From this formula, it implies the the average energy loss doesn’t depend on the
initial patron but on CR, which means larger energy loss for gluons than for quarks.
Nevertheless, for heavy quarks, the probability of gluon radiation will be suppressed
at small angle along the quark direction when the angle ⇥0 < mQ/E, known as
the dead-cone eﬀect [97]. Taking both into account, the hierarchy of the average
radiative energy loss is:
h Egi > h Eqi > h Eci > h Ebi , (2.11)
Despite smaller energy loss for charm quark than light quark, due to the hard
initial distribution of charm quarks, the charm and light quark suppressions are
expected to be similar. In this scenario, one can predict prompt D meson RAA
should have larger suppression than charged particle’s, as prompt D meson are
composed of charm quark, light hadrons are composed of both light quarks and
gluons. However, ALICE measurements [42] shows similar results for these two at
high pT for Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, which is the well know Heavy
flavour puzzle at LHC. This can be explained as the charged particle suppression
at high pT is dominant by light quark and the harder initial distribution of charm
quark, described in [98].
2.2.3 heavy flavour in medium modification of hadronisation
The final hadron yield in heavy ion collision, not only depends on the energy loss
mechanisms in the medium mentioned above, but also hadronisation properties. An
unique hadronisation mechanism other than fragmentation has been come up, called
coalescence or recombination, which describes the phenomena that when quarks
are close to each other in position and momentum space, they will coalescence into
hadron [99]. This mechanism will have a significant eﬀect at low and intermediate pT
region. The measurements of the ⇤+c and Ds are eﬀective probes of this phenomena.
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As a strangeness enriched environment will be produced in QGP, the probability
of in-medium hadronisation of charm quarks coalescence with light quarks will be
increased, thus it’s expected an enhanced Ds in Pb–Pb collisions. In this scenario,
⇤+c production is also predicted to be enhanced, what’s more, if light di-quark bound
states exist QGP [100], charm quarks will also recombine with ud, which will lead
a further enhancement of ⇤+c production. Fig. 2.8, shows spectra of (a) ⇤c and (b)
D0, and (c) the ratio ⇤c/D0 in midrapidity for central Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN=
200 GeV [101]. Solid lines are for the three-quark model and dashed lines are for the
diquark model, compared with results from PYTHIA calculation. The calculation
from PYTHIA includes pure thermal model, while in coalescence model, they use
thermal initial momentum distributions of light quark and di-quark, and heavy
quark in pp collisions at the same energy. In addition, energy loss, resonance and
fragmentation processes are also taken into account. The ⇤c/D0 baryon-to-meson
ratio in coalescence models shows a strong enhancement compared with PYTHIA
calculation, and the three-quark model calculation(considering three-body collisions,
c, u, d, without di-quark state) shows a significant further enhancement compared
with di-quark model(two-body collisions with ud di-quark state) at pT < 6 GeV.
Experimentally, as shown in Fig 2.9, on the left panel, STAR has measured the
⇤c/D0 baryon-to-meson raito in Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN= 200 GeV in 10-60%
centrality class for the bin 3 < pT < 6 GeV/c [20], the ratio is very high and around
1 within uncertainty. on the right, later, ALICE has also measured this ratio in Pb–
Pb collisions at psNN= 5.02 TeV in 0-80% centrality class for a higher pT interval
(6 < pT < 12 GeV/c), the value is similar with STAR’s result, and hinting of the
enhancement with respect to the measurements in pp and p–Pb collisions. However,
when consulting the the models from diﬀerent system and energy [101, 102, 103, 29],
they tend to underestimate the data for the same pT interval, further understanding
is needed for such a process.
Several theoretical model calculations have been developed to describe the mech-
anisms discussed above. Mainly they can divide into two groups: pQCD-based mod-
els which use pQCD-inspired calculations to describe the energy loss, the other is the
transport models which including the heavy quarks transports through the medium
can heavy quarks are characterized by spatial diﬀusion coeﬃcient. the main ingre-
dients in these models are energy loss(including radiative and collisional), hadroni-
sation via vacuum fragmentation and/or recombination, hydro-dynamic expansion
and and CNM eﬀects.
The examples of pQCD-based models are:
• CUJET3.0 [34]: It’s improved model based on CUJET2.0 (pQCD calculation),
including some non-perturbative chromodynamical features to describe the
QCD confinement cross-over phase transition. In this model, it considers
the energy loss mechanism(including radiative and collisional), but not the
recombination, hydrodynamic and nPDF.
• Djordjevic [31]: Similar with CUJET3.0, this model also concerns the dynam-
ical energy loss formalism, including the nPDF.
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Figure 2.8: Spectra of (a) ⇤c and (b) D0, and (c) the ratio ⇤c/D0 in midrapidity
for central Au+Au collisions at psNN= 200 GeV. Solid lines are for the three-quark
model and dashed lines are for the diquark model, compared with results from
PYTHIA calculation.
• SCET [39]: Aiming to describe the interactions of hard probes with the QCD
medium by including a Glauber mode that describes the interaction of highly
energetic partons with the QCD medium, the medium interactions is described
by the eﬀective field theory which means the association and dissociation will
happen inside the medium.
• MC@sHQ+EPOS [36]: Using the pQCD to calculate the collisional and ra-
diative energy loss, adding a 3 + 1 d fluid dynamically expanding plasma
given from EPOS initial conditions. The evolution of the heavy quarks is
sampled by the Boltzmann equation. The hadronization of the heavy quarks
via coalescence and fragmentation.
Selected transport models are:
• BAMPS [33]: A partonic transport model based on the Boltzmann approach-
ing. It includes collisional energy loss but lacks radiative energy loss processes
with a correction factor applied to the binary cross section. Hadronization is
implemented via vacuum fragmentation functions.
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Figure 2.9: Left: ⇤c/D0 baryon-to-meson raito in Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN=
200 GeV in 10-60% centrality class by STAR [20]. Right: ⇤c/D0 baryon-to-meson
raito in Pb–Pb collisions at psNN= 5.02 TeV in 0-80% centrality class by ALICE,
compared with the measurements in pp and p–Pb collisions.
• LBT [35]: It’s based on the Langevin equation. In addition to elastic scat-
terings, the component about radiative energy loss is treated by considering
gluon radiation as an additional force term. The space-time evolution of the
medium is modeled using a viscous hydrodynamic simulation. the charm re-
combination process is also included.
• PHSD [37]: The degrees-of-freedom for the QGP phase are massive strongly-
interacting quasiparticles. The masses of the dynamical quark and gluon in
the QGP are distributed according to spectral functions whose pole positions
and widths, respectively, are defined by the real and imaginary parts of their
self-energies. The gradient of the potential energy density with respect to the
scalar density generates a repulsive force in relativistic heavy-ion collisions and
plays an essential role in reproducing experimental flow data and transverse
momentum spectra. In the QGP, the charm will interact with oﬀ-shell par-
tons and finally are hadronized via fragmentation or coalescence if the energy
density is close to the critical energy density for the crossover transition.
• POWLANG [38]: Describes collisional energy loss using the Langevin equa-
tion and includes a viscous hydrodynamic expansion of the medium. The
transport coeﬃcients are evaluated in a pQCD approach for hard scatterings
and with hard-thermal-loop calculations for soft processes. Also in this model,
hadronization is implemented via vacuum fragmentation functions without re-
combinations.
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• TAMU [40]: Is based on the Langevin approach, which includes only collisional
energy loss and a hydrodynamic medium evolution. The transport coeﬃcients
are calculated with a non perturbative T-matrix approach, which includes
resonances that transfer momentum from the heavy quark to the medium
constituents. the process of charm recombination with light quark in the
medium is also implemented.
ALICE preliminary results [21] about non-prompt D mesons atpsNN = 5.02 TeV
in 0-10% centrality class Pb–Pb collisions are shown in Fig. 2.10, and compared with
pQCD-based models (left panel) and transport models (right panel). In general,
pQCD-based model can have a good description of the measurements of RAA at
high pT, as the dominated eﬀect at this region is radiative energy loss, and at low
pT region, the transport models can reproduce the data well, which indicate the roles
of recombination and elastic scatterings are important, details will also be discussed
in latter Chapter.
Figure 2.10: ALICE preliminary results [21] about non-prompt D mesons at psNN
= 5.02 TeV in 0-10% centrality class Pb–Pb collisions, compared with pQCD-based
models (left panel) and transport models (right panel).
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Part II
ALICE Experiment
Chapter 3
The ALICE experiment at the
LHC
This Chapter follows the structure: firstly, a short introduction of accelerator
complex at CERN will be given in Sec. 3.1, an overview of ALICE setup will be
shown in Sec. 3.2 including the description of the detectors which is related to
the analysis discussed in this thesis, alice trigger system, and the technical about
reconstruction of vertex and tracks.
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), underground 100 m with a circumference
around 27 km, which is the world largest and most powerful particle accelerator,
located near Geneva, Switzerland. It was built by the European Organisation for
Nuclear Research (CERN) from 1998 to 2008, aiming to discover the Higgs boson
and explore its properties, search the physics beyond the Standard Model. The
design luminosity is 1034cm 2s 1 for collide protons and 1027cm 2s 1 for lead ions,
and the design centre-of-mass energies are 14 TeV for pp collision and 5.5 TeV for
Pb–Pb collisions [104].
The overview of the CERN’s accelerator complex is presented in Fig. 3.1. It’s
not feasible to reach high beam energy within only one single accelerator, so the
accelerate of the particles are in several steps(as accelerator chain described in the
figure). There are eight possible interaction points in LHC. The main large experi-
ments are located at four interaction points: ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus)
and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid experiment) are designed primarily for pp colli-
sions, in order to search for the Higgs-boson and its properties, in addition, they can
also verify Standard Model and search for the physics beyond Standard Model, thus
the detectors are designed to detect large momentum particles. The LHCb (LHC
beauty) experiment is designed to search for CP-violation through B physics chan-
nels, in order to understand the asymmetric behavior of matter and anti-matter in
the universe. The ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) experiment is mainly
built to the study the QGP formation and its properties, which concerns more about
heavy-ion collisions, details will be discussed in the next section.
In 2009, The LHC delivered first collided proton beams at a centre-of-mass
energy of 0.9 TeV, one year delayed as a major operation accident happened which
destroyed 1/8 of the magnets. During Run 1 (November 2009 - February 2013), LHC
only runs up to the centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV due to the faulty connections
Figure 3.1: The overview of CERN’s accelerator complex.
within the magnets. During this period, there were also 3 dedicated heavy-ion
programs, collecting Pb–Pb collisions data at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV in 2010 and 2011,
there was a p-Pb run at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV at the beginning of 2013. After first
long shutdown (LS), LHC restarted in April 2015 for Run 2, ramping up to its full
energy in pp collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV. The heavy-ion runs data was collected at
the end of 2015 in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV at the end of 2015(also
including xenon-xenon collisions taken at the mid of 2016, and next Pb–Pb run atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV taken at the end of 2018), and p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN= 5.02
TeV and
p
sNN = 8.16 TeV at the end of 2016.
3.2 ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) Appara-
tus
ALICE [105, 23] is the heavy-ion detector at LHC, designed to the properties
of QGP at extreme values of energy density and temperature in nucleus-nucleus
collisions. The overall layout of ALICE is sketched in Fig. 3.2, the dimensions
is 16 ⇥ 16 ⇥ 26 m3 with a total weight around 10000 t. It allows to study of
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hadrons, electrons, muons, and photons produced in the heavy-ion collisions down
to low momenta and with a wide momentum cover range, handling charged-particle
densities up to dNdy ⇡ 8000 at mid-rapidity. Meanwhile, dedicated proton-nucleus
and proton-proton runs are also needed in order to provide the reference and further
understanding of the systems.
Figure 3.2: The overview of ALICE accelerator complex.
In general, the apparatus can be divided into three parts.
Central Barrel the pseudo-rapidity range  0.9 < ⌘ < 0.9 (polar angles 45o < ✓ <
135
o). It is embedded in the large L3 solenoid magnet providing a moderate
solenoidal field of B = 0.5 T for normal running conditions. From the inside
out, the Central Barrel contains the Inner Tracking System (ITS) made of six
planes of high resolution silicon pixel (SPD), drift (SDD) and strip (SSD)
detectors, optimized for vertex reconstruction and tracking. The cylindrical
Time-Projection Chamber (TPC), main detector for tracking and particle
identification. The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD), for electron identi-
fication. The Time-Of-Flight (TOF), also used for tracking and particle iden-
tification. The High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID).
And two electromagnetic calorimeters: the PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS)
and the ElectroMagnetic CALorimeter (EMCal), used to detect neutral par-
ticles. All detectors except HMPID, PHOS, and EMCal cover the full azimuth.
There is another detector ALICE COsmic Ray DEtector (ACORDE), on top
of the L3 magnet, used to trigger on cosmic rays.
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Global Detectors Several smaller detectors, the Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD),
the Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD), dedicated to measure pho-
tons and charged particles at forward rapidity. The Zero Degree Calorimeter
(ZDC), as well as the T0 and V0 detectors, dedicated to determinate the
global characteristics of the events such as centrality , multiplicity, and event
plane and triggering.
Muon Spectrometer dedicated to measure muon productions at forward rapidity.
Tab. 3.1 summarizes the acceptance and location information of detector subsys-
tems.
3.2.1 Detector Layout
Below, gives briefly descriptions of important detectors related the analysis dis-
cussed in this thesis.
Figure 3.3: View of six silicon layers in ITS.
Inner Tracking System (ITS) The ITS consists of six cylindrical layers of silicon
detectors, with a radius between 3.9 cm and 43 cm as shown in Fig. 3.3. It contains
three sub-detectors, each contains two layers, from inside to outside are: The Sili-
con Pixel Detector (SPD), the Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) and the Silicon Strip
Detector (SSD). they allow to localize the primary vertex of the interaction, have a
very high precision reconstruction of tracking, and also contributed to the particle
identification of low-momentum particles. The Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD) is the
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Detector Acceptance (⌘, ) Position (m) Dimension (m2) Channels
ITS layer 1,2 (SPD) ±2, ±1.4 0.039, 0.076 0.21 9.8 M
ITS layer 3,4 (SDD) ±0.9, ±0.9 0.150, 0.239 1.31 133 000
ITS layer 5,6 (SSD) ±0.97, ±0.97 0.380, 0.430 5.0 2.6 M
TPC ±0.9 at r = 2.8 m 0.848, 2.466 readout 32.5 m
2
557 568±1.5 at r = 1.4 m Vol. 90 m3
TRD ±0.84 2.90, 3.68 716 1.2 M
TOF ±0.9 3.78 141 157 248
HMPID ±0.9, 1.2o <   < 58.8o 5.0 11 161 280
PHOS ±0.12, 220o <   < 320o 4.6 8.6 17 920
EMCal ±0.7, 80o <   < 187o 4.36 44 12 672
ACORDE ±1.3,  60o <   < 60o 8.5 43 120
Muon spectrometer
Tracking station 1
 2.5 < ⌘ <  4
 5.36 4.7
1.08 M
Tracking station 2  6.86 7.9
Tracking station 3  9.83 14.4
Tracking station 4  12.92 26.5
Tracking station 5  14.22 41.8
Trigger station 1  16.12 64.6
21 000Trigger station 2  17.12 73.1
ZDC:ZN |⌘| < 8.8 ±116 2⇥ 0.0049 10
ZDC:ZP 6.5 < |⌘| < 7.5 ±116 2⇥ 0.027 10
ZDC:ZEM
4.8 < ⌘ < 5.7
7.25 2⇥ 0.027 10 16o <   < 16o and
164
o
<   < 169
o
PMD 2.3 < ⌘ < 3.7 3.64 2.59 2 221 184
FMD disc 1 3.62 < ⌘ < 5.03 inner: 3.2
0.266 51 200
FMD disc 2 1.7 < ⌘ < 3.68 inner: 3.2
FMD disc 3  3.4 < ⌘ <  1.7
outer: 0.752
inner:  0.628
outer:  0.752
V0A 2.8 < ⌘ < 5.1 3.4 0.548 32
V0C  1.7 < ⌘ <  3.7  0.897 0.315 32
T0A 4.61 < ⌘ < 4.92 3.75 0.0038 12
T0C  3.28 < ⌘ <  2.97 0.727 0.0038 12
Table 3.1: Summary of the ALICE detector subsystems performance information.
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innermost 2 layers of the ITS, based on hybrid silicon pixels, it contains 9.8 ⇥ 106
pixels with the size 50(r )⇥425(z) µm2 allowing for a spatial precision of 12(100)
µm along the r (z) direction. The Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) is the two middle
layers of the ITS. The intrinsic spatial resolution is 35 µm along the r  direction and
25 µm in z direction, it also have the capability of dE/dx for particle identification.
The Silicon Strip Detector (SSD) makes up the outer two layers of the ITS, consist-
ing of double-sided silicon strip sensor modules. The precision of spatial resolution
is 20(830) µm along the r (z) direction and also the dE/dx measurement, often it
can provide the matching information with TPC for the tracks. The alignment of
the ITS sensor modules is crucial to provide precise reconstruction of space points,
allows to extract the information of low momentum and impact parameter, which
is important for heavy flavour analysis.
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) The TPC is the main tracking detector
in the ALICE central barrel. It can provide the measurement of charged particle
momentum from 0.1 GeV/c up to pt = 100GeV/c, good separation of tracks, particle
identification and vertex determination in the high multiplicity environment of Pb–
Pb collisions. The Time Projection Chamber is made of a cylindrical field cage,
filled with 903 m3 of Ne/CO2/N2.
The TPC allows to measure charged particles from pT = 100MeV/c to 100GeV/c.
Particle identification in TPC is performed by simultaneously measuring the specific
energy loss (dE/dx), charge, and momentum of each particle traversing the detector
gas. The energy loss can be described by the Bethe-Bloch formula:
f(  ) =
P1
 P4
(P2    P4   ln(P3 + 1
(  )P5
)) (3.1)
Where   is the particle velocity,   is the Lorentz factor, and P1 5 are fit parameters.
As presented in Fig. 3.4, TPC can have a clear separation among diﬀerent particle
species. And the dE/dx resolution is about 5.2% in pp collisions and 6.5% in 0-5%
central Pb–Pb collisions [23].
Time Of Flight (TOF) The TOF is located at a radius from 370 cm to 399
cm with a length of 745 cm, designed for particle identification in the intermediate
momentum range, up to 2.5 GeV/c for pions and kaons, 4 GeV/c for protons. In
Pb–Pb collisions, the TOF resolution is 80 ps for pions at the momentum around 1
GeV/c in 0-70% centrality class.
V0 Detector The V0 detector is made of two arrays of scintillators , V0A and
V0C, located 90 cm (forward side) and 340 cm (backward side) from the interaction
point. They cover the pseudo-rapidity ranges 2.8 < ⌘ <5.1 (V0A) and 3.7 < ⌘ < 1.7
(V0C). The V0 provides a minimum bias trigger as well as high-multiplicity triggers
for the central barrel detectors and can be used to estimate the centrality of the
collision based on the energy deposited in the V0 scintillator tiles. What’s more, it
can be also used for beam-gas background rejection.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the energy-loss signal in the ITS as a function of mo-
mentum.
For the centrality determination, this can be done by according to measurements
of multiplicity (energy) produced in the collision. The distribution can be described
by the Glauber model convoluted with a model for particle production based on a
negative binomial distribution (NBD) with the formula Pµ,k(n) ⇥Nancestors, where
Nancestors is independently emitting sources of particles which is related to Npart and
Ncoll . Pµ,k(n) gives the probability of measuring n hits per ancestor. One can get
the centrality using the NBD-Glauber fit to the sum of V0 amplitudes, as shown
in Fig. 3.5. It shows the NBD-Glauber fit result for the ALICE data in Pb–Pb
collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [22], the fit parameters can be extracted as f = 0.801,
µ = 29.3, k = 1.6. The fit has good agreement with data. The centrality thus
can be expressed as a percentage of the total nuclear interaction cross section   by
integrating the V0 amplitude distribution.
ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) [106] The ElectroMagnetic Calorime-
ter (EMCal) is designed as a layered lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter with a
longitudinal wavelength shifting fibers for light collection, covering with the azimuth
of107  and pseudo-rapidity |⌘| < 0.7. The EMCal detector is positioned to provide
partial back-to-back coverage with the PHOS calorimeter. As shown in Fig. 3.6,
EMCal contains 10 full size (12⇥24 modules) and 2 one-third size (4⇥24 modules)
Super Modules. Each physical module is composed by 2⇥ 2 cells. The wavelength
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of the sum of amplitudes in the VZERO scintillators [22].
The distribution is fitted with the NBD-Glauber fit shown as a line. The centrality
classes used in the analysis are indicated in the figure.
shifting fibers are bundled such that the scintillation light from each cell is read out
by an 5⇥ 5 mm2 active-area avalanche photodiode.More physical parameters about
EMCal module can be found in Fig. 3.7.
The EMCal is focused on the measurement of high pT objects(neutral mesons,
electrons and photons), allowing better reconstruction of the neutral components of
the jets. The energy resolution of EMCal can be parameterized as:
 /E =
r
(
a
E
)
2
+
b
E
+ c2 (3.2)
By fitting 2010 electron test beam, an absolute energy calibration of the test beam
data was obtained from the known incident electron energy using an iterative proce-
dure. The energy resolution obtained at the diﬀerent positions was combined. The
simulation data points and a fit to the energy resolution as a function of the incident
energy are also where the coeﬃcients of a, b and c are 0.0435, 0.0973 and 0.0163,
respectively, shown in Fig. 3.8. One can see that EMCal has a excellent resolution
as high pT with d /dE is better than 4% above 10 GeV/c.
3.2.2 Trigger System
ALICE has two diﬀerent level trigger systems. The low-level one is called Cen-
tral Trigger Processor (CTP), which is the hardware trigger collecting information
from sub-detectors, then decide whether to record this event. The high-level one is
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Figure 3.6: Layout of EMCal super module
Figure 3.7: Physical parameters of EMCal modules.
called High-Level Trigger (HLT), which is the pure software trigger providing further
sophisticated logic triggers.
The CTP evaluates the trigger inputs at every machine clock cycle (25 ns).
According to diﬀerent readout time, the trigger inputs can be divided into three
levels. The Level 0 trigger decision (L0) at 0.9 µs after the collisions using V0, T0,
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Figure 3.8: EMCal energy resolution as a function of energy, obtained by fitting the
2010 electron test beam data measurements.
EMCal, PHOS, and MTR, then Level 1 trigger (L1) further evaluate the events
using ZDC, TRD, EMCal around 6.5 µs due to the propagation and computation
time. Considering the TPC drift time, the Level 2 (L2) trigger decision around 100
µs. If the events pass L2 trigger, they will send in parallel to the Data AcQuisition
System (DAQ) and HLT, to do detailed analysis filtering, helping to reduce the data
volume before storage.
Several diﬀerent events types can be defined under diﬀerent trigger conditions.
For example, Minimum-bias (MB) events which takes smallest requirements as pos-
sible, while avoiding empty events, is the L0 triggered events. In pp collisions, it
requires a logical OR between a hit in the SPD and in either of the two hits in
V0 (V0A or V0C). More complex triggers which involving various properties of the
detected particles can be taken at level 1 such as jet trigger events in the EMCal,
even based on rough PID estimation as  -jet triggers in the EMCal.
3.2.3 Track and Vertex Reconstruction
3.2.3.1 Primary Vertex Determination
The first two innermost of ITS, SPD, provides the first estimation of the primary
vertex. The pairs of reconstructed points are selected in these two layers, When
the reconstructed points are close in azimuthal in the transverse plane, they’re
considered as pairs, then z-position of the primary vertex can be estimated using a
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linear extrapolation. A similar procedure is repeated in the transverse plane. The
resolution in the x and y coordinates is worse than for the z coordinate due to
the bending in the magnetic field. However, due to the short distances from the
interaction point, these information can be used to improve the estimation of the
z-coordinate. The resolution on the position of the primary vertex  vtx depends on
the track multiplicity ntrklet, its fluctuation can be expressed as:
 vtx =
↵p
ntrklet
 K. (3.3)
In pp collisions (Ntrklet ' 6  7) the z-vertex resolution ⇠ 150 µm, while in Pb–Pb
collisions, it can go down to 50 µm with Ntrklet > 60. After track reconstruction, the
precision of the primary vertex can be further reduced by using the global tracks
reconstructed in TPC and ITS. Since the readout time of the SPD is 200 ns, so
one SPD event could contain several bunch crossings. Especially, for pp collisions,
pile-up events are necessary to be removed. In ALICE, the main method used for
this removing is called PileupAlgo1 which runs vertexing algorithm N times (usually
N = 10) with the SPD tracklets not contributed to the main vertex (the one with
largest multiplicity). Then the pile-up candidate can be chosen if there a minimum
number if tracklets contributed to it and if the new reconstructed vertex have a z
separation (larger than the cut value) with the main vertex.
3.2.3.2 Track Reconstruction
The track reconstruction in ALICE is performed in three steps by finding and
fitting using Kalman filtering. Space points chosen from the end of TPC are used as
seeds for the Kalman filter. Then the seeds are combined with nearby clusters into
tracks inwards to the collision vertex (primary or secondary vertex) until it reaches
the innermost pad row of the TPC. A space point will be assigned to a track if
it’s close to its trajectory, afterwards the covariance matrix is recalculated. When
reaches the inner boundary of the TPC, the track are propagated to the ITS layer by
layer, using the same procedure as for the TPC. After that, using the combined fit
from ITS and TPC, the procedure will be repeated again but start with the primary
vertex, in this case, improper points will be removed from the track, and the missed
points will be included, when exceed the boundary of TPC, the space points from
TRD, TOF, HMPID and the calorimeter towers in the EMCal or PHOS will be
assigned to the associate tracks, although they don’t have many contributions to
the momentum fit. Finally the Kalman filter will be inverted again to calculate the
final track parameters assuming the track from primary vertex or secondary vertex.
Both final parameters information will be stored. Due to the dead areas of the TPC,
some tracks can’t be reconstructed in this way, another approaching is developed
by removing all the hits which associate to the tracks, using the remaining points
in ITS to reconstruct tracks, providing the ITS standalone tracks.
Fig.3.9 shows the TPC tracking eﬃciency for diﬀerent collision systems as a
function of pT, the eﬃciency can be defined as the ratio between reconstructed
tracks and generated primary particles. The steep dropping at low pT is due to the
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energy loss and multiple scattering in the detector material. The fraction is not
equal to 1 at high pT caused by the dead zone of readout sectors. The eﬃciency
doesn’t depend so much on the collision systems.
Figure 3.9: Monte Carlo simulations of TPC track finding eﬃciency for diﬀerent
collision systems [23].
As described above, the reconstruction of the secondary vertex is important
especially for the weak-decay particles which contains strange, charm and beauty
quark as they will decay after a certain distance away from the primary vertex.
Thus some of the track will displace from the primary vertex, such displacement can
be estimated by the impact parameter, which is defined as the distance of closest
approach of the reconstructed particle trajectory to the primary vertex. The impact
parameter resolution can be obtained by fitting the impact parameter distribution
in pT intervals, using a Gaussain plus two exponential (Gaussian from primary
particles, exponential from the secondary particles from weak decay), the width
  is the resolution. Fig. 3.10 shows the resolution of the r' projection impact
parameter for ITS-TPC tracks as a function of pT in diﬀerent collision systems.
The contribution from the vertex resolution is included. The resolution is decrease
from pp to Pb–Pb collisions attributed to the improved precision of the primary
vertex at higher multiplicity events.
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Figure 3.10: Resolution of the r' projection impact parameter for ITS-TPC tracks
as a function of pT in diﬀerent collision systems. The contribution from the vertex
resolution is included.
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Part III
Analysis Topics
Chapter 4
Neutral pion-hadron correlations
In this Chapter, the analysis of neutral pion-hadron correlations will be per-
formed, which can get the access to the information of the jet-medium interactions
in Pb–Pb collisions. What’s more, it’s also the main background of direct  -hadron
correlations which is the golden probe of the QGP medium as   will not interact with
its constituents when go through it. The chapter organized as following: Sec 4.1 will
introduce the data and event selections used for the analysis. After that, an unique
technique used to identify high-pT ⇡0 will be explained in Sec. 4.2. Then the correc-
tion procedures and details of systematic uncertainties evaluation will be given in
Sec. 4.3 4.4 and 4.5. Finally, the results about azimuthal pion-hadron correlations
and the measurement of yield modification factor IAA will be shown in Sec 4.6. The
brief summary will be presented in Sec. 4.7.
4.1 Data Sets and Event Selections
This work was performed on the data collected by ALICE detector in 2011 with
pp and Pb–Pb collisions at centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon pair of psNN
= 2.76 TeV. For pp collisions, the minimum bias (a hit in either V0 or SPD) data
was further selected by the EMCal level-0 trigger, which requires a single shower
energy larger than 3.0 GeV, the remain number of events are 440k (the integrated
luminosity corresponding to 0.5/nb) after all the selections, the dedicated MC was
generated using PYTHIA6 jet-jet events with 12 pT-hard bins (named LHC15g1b
below). For Pb–Pb collisions, the data was selected by an online trigger in order
to central collisions, 5.2M events are kept (corresponding to 0.6/µb), the dedicated
MC using HIJING with added signals at 0-10% centrality class (named LHC14a1a
below). In addition, only events with a reconstructed primary vertex within ±10 cm
from the nominal interaction vertex position along the beam line were used for the
analysis. The in-bunch collision pileup is negligible not only for EMCal triggered
events in pp collision, but also for Pb–Pb collisions.
4.2 High-pT ⇡0 Identification and Track Reconstruction
4.2.1 High-pT ⇡0 Identification
4.2.1.1 Clusterisation
In the EMCal, a calorimeter cluster can be defined as an aggregate of calorimeter
towers/cells. The physical information of a cluster is the energy deposited of a
particle either from a single photon, electron or photons from ⇡0 and ⌘. There are
several clusterisation method in EMCal such as V1, V2, N ⇥ M, V1 + splitting
method. Taking V1 method as an example, it selects a seed cell with energy above
a given threshold Eseed, adding all cells to the cluster with common side to the
seed tower until their energy is below Emin. A cell can only belong to one cluster.
In general, V1 is used for pp collision, while V2 clusterisation is used for Pb–Pb
collisions. Details of each method will not be discussed, but I will focus on the V1+
splitting method as it’s eﬀective for high-pT ⇡0 identification, thus will be used for
both pp and Pb–Pb collisions in this work. The reason can be briefly described as
below: We use the decay channel ⇡0 !    to reconstruct ⇡0, the invariant mass can
be calculated as:
M 1 2 =
p
2E1E2(1  cos ✓12) (4.1)
Where E is the two decay photon energy, cos ✓12 is the relative angle between the
two photons in the laboratory frame. As shown in Fig. 4.1, according to Lorentz
boost, cos ✓12 will become smaller with the increase of the energy. In EMCal, the
two photon clusters decayed from ⇡0 start to merge with the energy larger than 5-6
GeV. In this scenario, a simulation study has been done for single ⇡0, the phenomena
can be found in Fig. 4.2 that above 9 GeV, more than half of the ⇡0 deposit their
energy in a single merged cluster instead of two clusters.
4.2.1.2 Shower Shape of the cluster
The characteristic of cluster is very sensitive to shower surface ellipse [106],
which can be defined by the intersection of the cone containing the shower with the
front plane of the calorimeter. By building a four terms covariance matrix, which
is related to the cluster position in ⌘ and   direction in the calorimeter plane, and
their logarithmically by the cell energy, the shower surface ellipse axis long  0 and
short axis  1 can be expressed as:
 20 = 0.5( '' +  ⌘⌘) +
q
0.25(  ''    ⌘⌘)2 +  2'⌘ (4.2)
 21 = 0.5( '' +  ⌘⌘) 
q
0.25(  ''    ⌘⌘)2 +  2'⌘ (4.3)
Where   are the weighted coeﬃcients by the cell energy. the half long axis square
 20 as a function of cluster energy E in ALICE at
p
s = 7 TeV is presented in Fig. 4.3.
Two clear band region can be found in the plots, the bottom one is dominant by the
single photon cluster, while the upper band is mainly formed by ⇡0. In this case, the
 20,min cut is set to 0.3 in order to remove the contribution from single photon or ⌘
contribution. According to this, further study has been done to better discriminate
single or merged ⇡0 band curves, thus a new observable Number of Local Maxima
(NLM) need to be defined as the number of cells which have the energy  Eseed
higher than the Eseed. In general, below 15 GeV, most merged clusters from ⇡0 have
two local maxima, while with increasing energy the showers further merge, thus the
merged clusters from ⇡0 will mainly have one local maximum above 25 GeV. Finally,
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Figure 4.1: The topological cartoon of ⇡0 decay two photon.
the Band Criterion selection on  20 can be given by  20,min <  20 <  20,max, the  20,min
and  20,min/max can be expressed as:
 20,min/max(E) = e
a+b⇥E + c+ d⇥ E + e/E (4.4)
After the simulation study, for  20,min, we use a = 2.135, b = -0.245, c = d = e =
0. While for  20,max, the values depend on the number of local minima, and are a =
0.066, b = -0.020, c=-0.096, d=0.001, and e=9.91 for NLM =1, a=0.353, b=-0.0264,
c=-0.524, d = 0.006 and e = 21.9 for NLM = 2. Within 8 < pT < 16 GeV/c, the
range for neutral pions considered in this analysis, more than 80% of the clusters
have two local maxima.
4.2.1.3 Cluster Splitting
The merged cluster is subsequently splited into two sub-clusters by grouping
neighboring cells into 3 ⇥ 3 clusters centered around the two highest cells (seeds)
of the merged cluster. Cells that are neighbor of both seeds are splited based
on the fraction of seed to cluster energy, the example can be found in Fig. 4.4,
thus the invariant mass can be builded with the two sub-clusters. We use the
M(E) 3  < M   < M(E)+3 , 3  window cut to select ⇡0 candidate. Concerning
the discrepancy of ⇡0 invariant mass peak and sigma between diﬀerent NLM, the
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Figure 4.2: The fraction of V1 clusters generated by the electromagnetic shower of
two ⇡0 decay photons (solid points) or a single ⇡0 decay photon (open points) in a
simulation of single ⇡0 (flat energy distribution from 1 to 50 GeV) over EMCal.
study has been done as shown in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6, the mean mass (upper) and
width (lower) of split sub-clusters invariant mass distribution versus cluster energy,
for diﬀerent values of NLM in data and MC in pp and Pb–Pb collisions. MC can
reproduce data’s result well, for diﬀerent collision systems and NLM. The selection
of ⇡0 will fail if taking 3  from expected ⇡0 mass. In this case, a polynomial fit of
the first order can be performance for each scenario expressed as:
M(E), (E) = a+ b⇥ E (4.5)
We can extract the information for the analyzed pT, the parameters for hMi, a
= 0.044 and b = 0.005 for NLM = 1, and a = 0.115, b = 0.001 for NLM =2. While
for   they are a = 0.012 and b = 0 for NLM = 1, and a = 0.009, b = 0.001 for
NLM = 2. The Emin and Eseed are set to 50 MeV and 100 MeV for pp collision, 150
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Figure 4.3: The performance study for the half long axis square of a cluster as a
function of cluster energy E in ALICE at
p
s = 7 TeV.
Figure 4.4: An example of the procedure of cluster splitting.
MeV and 300 MeV for Pb–Pb collisions. In order to cross check this ⇡0 selection
method, we performed the MC closure test for the shower shape band criterion and
invariant mass showed in Fig. 4.7 for 0-10% central Pb–Pb collisions. For 8 < E
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Figure 4.5: Mean mass (upper) and width (lower) of split sub-clusters invariant
mass distribution versus cluster energy, for diﬀerent values of NLM in data and
corresponding MC in pp collisions
< 16 GeV and NLM = 2 case, the band criterion selection has a good agreement
between data and MC as shown in the left panel. In the right panel, the invariant
mass distribution also has a good match between data and MC, and the peak is
0.135 GeV/c2 at the expected PDG mass of ⇡0.
4.2.1.4 Other selection of the cluster
Concerning the properties of the EMCal, other selections are also needed for the
clusters. The minimum energy of the cluster is requested larger than 0.3 (0.5) GeV
in pp (Pb–Pb) collisions. The cell with highest energy in a cluster should be one
cell away from the border of the EMCal, and one cluster should contain at least
two cells. Taking bad channels in EMCal into account, the cluster should not have
bad channels inside, besides, the highest energy cell in cluster should have two cells
away from the bad channels. Cluster time is defined the highest energy cell time in
a cluster. After the recalibration at the analysis level for the cluster time, one can
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Figure 4.6: Mean mass (upper) and width (lower) of split sub-clusters invariant
mass distribution versus cluster energy, for diﬀerent values of NLM in data and
corresponding MC in Pb–Pb collisions.
recenter the time around 0 ns, and gain the time resolution. To further remove the
pile up especially for pp collision, the cluster time cut is set to -25 < t < 20 ns.
There are a small fraction of clusters which have large energy but small number of
towers, named exotic clusters. These clusters are always generated by slow neutrons
(anti-neutrons) interactions with the calorimeter avalanches photo-diodes (APD),
specially in EMCal triggered events. However, simulation approach is not available
for such process. The rejection is done by identifying these clusters on the quantity:
Fcross = 1  Ecross
Emaxcell
(4.6)
Where Emaxcell is the energy of the most energetic cell in a cluster. Ecross is the
summed energies of the three or four cells in the same cluster that share an edge
with the Emaxcell cell. If one requires Fcross > 97%, most of such exotic clusters can
be removed. In addition, the contributions from the clusters which originated by
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Figure 4.7: Cluster shower shape (left panel) and invariant mass (right panel) dis-
tributions for 8 < E < 16 GeV and NLM = 2 compared between reconstructed ⇡0
candidates in data and clusters originating from ⇡0 in HIJING for 0-10% Pb–Pb col-
lisions. The distributions are shown after applying the energy-dependent selections
on  2long( 
2
0) and M   [24].
charged hadrons or electrons can be removed by matching the tracks projected to
the surface of the EMCal. Due to the tracks interaction with the magnetic field,
the ⌘ and ' are not exactly the same in the calorimeter, thus the residual requires
 '  0.03 and  ⌘  0.025 for pp collision, and  '  0.035 and  ⌘  0.03 for
Pb–Pb collisions.
4.2.2 Track selection
The track reconstruction strategy has been described in Sec. 3.2.3.2. The charged
hadron reconstruction uses a approach called hybrid tracks in order to compensate
local ineﬃciencies in the ITS guaranteeing the uniform distribution in the ⌘ and '
direction. It requires tracks containing at least three hits in the ITS, including at
least one hit in the SPD, with momentum determined without the primary vertex
constraint, and tracks containing less than three hits in the ITS or no hit in the SPD,
with the primary vertex included in the momentum determination. The first case
contains 90% of the tracks and the latter has 10% of all accepted tracks, independent
of pT. Track candidates are further required to have a Distance of Closest Approach
(DCA) to the primary vertex less than 2.4 cm in the plane transverse to the beam,
and less than 3.0 cm in the beam direction. Accepted tracks are required to be in
|⌘|< 0.8 and pT> 0.5 GeV/c [24].
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4.3 Per-trigger correlated yields
With the identified ⇡0 as trigger particles and reconstructed tracks as associate
particles, one can build the correlation for azimuthal angel and pseudo-rapidity
diﬀerence  ' = 'trig   'assoc,  ⌘ = ⌘trig   ⌘assoc. The associated per-trigger
yield as a function of these diﬀerence can be calculated, details have already been
discussed in the first Chapter. In this analysis, we select trigger ptrigT range from
8.0 to 16.0 GeV/c, and associate charged hadron in seven passocT bin: 0.5-1.0, 1.0-
2.0, 2.0-3.0, 3.0-4.0, 4.0-6.0, 6.0-8.0, 8.0-10.0 GeV/c. In principle, the correction
and yield extraction should be done for  ' and  ⌘ 2-D map, however, due to the
statistic limit(also limited by the EMCal acceptance), the procedures are done only
for  ' (integrated  ⌘) to avoid bias from the limited statistics.
4.3.1 Event mixing
The event mixing method is widely used to subtract the combinatorial back-
ground (in this analysis, we use another approach instead of it which will be de-
scribed below. Because mixed events will introduce additional bias if the statistic
is not enough). In addition, it’s also used for the correlation analysis to correct the
detector acceptance and analysis cut eﬀects (the detectors are not perfect, there
should exist some missed TPC sectors). The event mixing method by correlating
the trigger ⇡0 with the charged hadron in diﬀerent events can destroy the correlation
when the trigger and associated particles are from the back-to-back jets. However,
the mixed events distribution also depends on the transverse momentum, primary
vertex position and events multiplicity, it’s necessary to build the mixing event pool
in the same vertex position and multiplicity class with the one from the same events.
Taking also the statistics and memory cost into account, for pp collision, we use 100
events in the pool, z vertex divides into 10 bins from -10 to 10 cm, multiplicity bins
are 0-5, 5-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-55, 55-70, >70. For central Pb–Pb collisions,
considering the memory cost, the events in the pool reduce to 50, z vertex bins keep
the same. multiplicity class uses 2% bin for 0–10% centrality class. What’e more,
the mixing event should select the no bias events (using MB trigger instead of other
centrality or EMCal trigger events).
As the mixed events are got in the pool, it need to be normalized properly.
Commonly, it will be scaled to unity using the value which is the entries of mixed
events at  ' = 0 (why we don’t do this correction in  '    ⌘ 2-D plane has
been explained before). Fig. 4.8 shows same event (black point) and mixed event
(red point, after normalization) azimuthal correlations with ⇡0 trigger transverse
momentum of 8.0 < ptrigT < 16.0 GeV/c, associated charged hadrons transverse
momentum for 1.0 < passocT < 2.0 GeV/c. the same event uses EMCal L0 trigger,
while the mixed event uses the MB trigger. The mixed event distribution is almost
flat (our detector is in good performance), the correction for detector acceptance
is done by using the same events azimuthal correlations divide the mixed events
ones. It’s needed to point out that we don’t correct the mixed events for high pT
associated bins because the statistics of the mixed event are not enough which will
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introduce additional bias to the correlation distribution. In order to overcome this
diﬃculty for the statistics, another approach is to use Toy-MC simulation to build
the mixed events, which will not be discussed in this thesis.
Figure 4.8: Same event (black point) and mixed event (red point, after normaliza-
tion) azimuthal correlations with ⇡0 trigger transverse momentum of 8.0 < ptrigT <
16.0 GeV/c, associated charged hadrons transverse momentum for 1.0 < passocT <
2.0 GeV/c. the same event uses EMCal L0 trigger, while the mixed event uses the
MB trigger.
4.3.2 Yield extraction
For the azimuthal correlation distribution, it contains the correlated and un-
correlated pairs as shown in Fig. 4.9. Due to not well understand the yield distri-
bution, we don’t use the fit method to extract the un-correlated yield. Instead, the
counting pairs technique is used in diﬀerent  ' width. Pedestal subtraction ex-
tracting correlated yield of charged hadrons uses the technique called Zero Yield At
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Minimum (ZYAM) which allows to minimum estimate the background. The yield
on the near (away) side is summed over a region of 0 (⇡) ± some width. In our
analysis, two regions are taken into account to extract the yield.
• Near side | '| < 0.7 radians
• Away side | ' ⇡| < 1.1 radians (considering the broaden of Away side peak
in Pb–Pb collisions for low passocT )
Figure 4.9: The example of ⇡0 triggered charged particles azimuthal correlations.
The red and green regions are the signal correlated pairs in near and away side, and
the blue region is the un-correlated paris (underlying event contributions).
Fig. 4.9 shows the example of ⇡0 triggered charged particles azimuthal correlations.
The red and green regions are the signal correlated pairs in near and away side, and
the blue region is the un-correlated pairs (underlying event contributions). Con-
sidering the near (aways) side jet peak broaden in Pb–Pb collisions, we modify the
definition of the regions, details will be discussed later.
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4.3.2.1 Pedestal (flat) subtraction
Considering uncorrelated pairs as a flat distribution in  ', it’s true for the pp
collision case. The uncorrelated background is determined by ZYAM method which
uses three calculations, and take the average as center value. The three values can
also be used to estimate the systematic uncertainties for yield extraction, will be
discussed later.
• 1. Two minimum points are taking at 1 < | '| < ⇡2 plus two smallest points
within 0.2 around the minimum, then the average is decided as the center
value.
• 2. Constant fit in 1 < | '| < ⇡2 . Fig. 4.10 shows the constant fit in 1 <
| '| < ⇡2 in pp (left) and Pb-Pb (right).
Figure 4.10: The constant fit for the pedestal in 1 < | '| < ⇡2 in pp (left) and
Pb-Pb (right) according to calculation 2.
• 3. Average value of the eight smallest points in full | '| range.
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Figure 4.11: The extracted signal using the three diﬀerent calculations in Near
side | '| < 0.7 (left), Away side | '   ⇡| < 0.7 (right) in pp at ps = 2.76 TeV,
respectively. The ratio is each calculation’s results with respect to the average
among these three.
Figure 4.12: The extracted signal using the three diﬀerent calculations in Near side
| '| < 0.7 (left), Away side | ' ⇡| < 0.7 (right) in Pb-Pb 0-10% at psNN = 2.76
TeV, respectively. The ratio is each calculation’s results with respect to the average
among these three.
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Figure 4.13: The raw azimuthal correlations for trigger pT at 8.0 < pT< 16.0 GeV/c
and associated hadrons pT at 8.0 < pT< 10.0 GeV/c in pp at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
In addition, Fig. 4.13 shows the raw azimuthal correlations for trigger pT at 8.0 <
pT < 16.0 GeV/c and associated hadrons pT at 8.0 < pT < 10.0 GeV/c in pp atp
s = 2.76 TeV. A lot of empty bins appear in background region. the standard fit
method will underestimate the background. Thus we use Likelihood fit method for
high associate pT which is suitable for such low statistics case (fit option is ’LLIE’,
’LL’ is an improved Log Likelihood fit in case of very low statistics and when bin
contents are not integers. ’I’ uses integral of function in bin instead of value at bin
center. ’E’ performs better errors estimation using the Minos technique). Fig. 4.11
and Fig. 4.12 show the results of extracted per-trigger yield of hadrons using the
three diﬀerent methods in Near side | '| < 0.7 and Away side | '   ⇡| < 0.7
regions for pp at
p
s = 2.76 TeV and Pb–Pb at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, respectively.
Taking the Root Mean Square (RMS) of these three calculations, one can get the
yield extraction systematic uncertainties as the blue boxes shown in Fig. 4.14 in pp
collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV and Fig. 4.15 in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV. In
general, the systematic uncertainties are larger in Pb–Pb than pp collisions due to
the large background fluctuation in Pb–Pb collisions. and Away side uncertainties
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are larger compared with Near side as the signal in Away side is smaller.
Figure 4.14: The systematic uncertainty for yield extraction (flat background) on
Near side | '| < 0.7 (left) and Away side | ' ⇡| < 0.7 (right) in pp at ps = 2.76
TeV, respectively. The blue boxes are the systematic uncertainties.
Figure 4.15: The systematic uncertainty for yield extraction (flat background) on
Near side | '| < 0.7 (left), Away side | '   ⇡| < 0.7 (right) in Pb-Pb 0-10% atp
sNN = 2.76 TeV, respectively. The blue boxes are the systematic uncertainties.
4.3.2.2 Flow subtraction
In above, we present the subtraction of the background which is considered as
a flat distribution. It makes sense only in pp collisions. While for Pb-Pb collisions
as discussed in Chapter 1, not only v2 but also higher-order flow should have no
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negligible contributions to the background. Thus in this analysis, we consider v2– 5
contributions for the yield extraction in Pb-Pb collisions.
For the v2 contribution, we extract v2 from [107]. Since the v2 of ⇡0 was not
obtained at ALICE, the v2 of charged pions is used instead of the v2 of ⇡0. For
v3–v5, we take ALICE published charged hadrons result [108] for associate hadrons,
and it’s also used for ⇡0 as it’s known that ⇡0 vn contribution at high pT is similar
with that for charged hadron.
Figure 4.16: v2 flow of charged pions in Pb-Pb 0-10% at
p
sNN= 2.76 TeV. The
blue line is the polynomial one fit at 8.0 < pT < 16.0 GeV/c, the value obtained
is0.0347± 0.0043. The fit error can be used to estimate the systematic uncertainty.
The v2 of charged pions is shown in Fig. 4.16. As the flow is almost flat as high
transverse momentum, we use polynomial one to fit the region 8.0 < pT < 16.0
GeV/c. The fit result is 0.0347± 0.0043. The fit error will be used to estimate the
systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 4.17: vn and fit function of charged hadrons in Pb–Pb 0-10% at
p
sNN= 2.76
TeV. The last plot is the charged hadrons’ raw spectrum from the Pb–Pb data in
the analysis.
 2– 5 of charged hadron is showed in Fig. 4.3.2.2. Firstly, we use landau dis-
tribution or high-order polynomial to fit them and extend to high pT (16 GeV/c),
using the integrated fit value for 8.0 < pT < 16.0 GeV/c as trigger ⇡0 vn. For the
vn of associate charged hadron, it’s not exactly in the same binning as we used,
it’s necessary to re-weight them with charged hadron spectrum got in this analysis
(the bottom plot is the charged hadrons’ raw spectrum from the Pb–Pb data in
the analysis), after re-weighting, they can be applied for each pT integral. After
calculation, the re-weighted vn value is less than 4% diﬀerent from the one before
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re-weighting. The fit error is also used to calculate the systematic uncertainties of
flow.
Finally, the jet-like correlations can be obtained by
J( ') = C( ')  b0(1 + 2h trig2 vassoc2 i cos(2 ') + 2hvtrig3 vassoc3 i cos(3 ') + ...)
(4.7)
where J( ') and C( ') are the jet-like correlations and all correlations. vtrign and
vassocn are the flow of trigger particles and associated particles, b0 is the background
scaled factor, which is obtained using ZYAM method of background estimation
shown in Sec. 4.3.2.1. The flow contribution is dominant at Near and Away side
region, at the background region (1 < | '| < ⇡2 ), it’s very small and can be treated
as flat. we estimated two cases: one is treating background region is flat, the other
is considering background region with flow contribution (used for the analysis). The
extracted b0 have 0.62% diﬀerence between these two.
However, there are also other methods to subtract the flow contribution, such as
⌘-gap method, which getting the azimuthal distribution at large  ⌘ region where is
believed to have no jet contribution (but have flow contribution), then use it as the
source to subtract the background in central  ⌘ region. It was tried for this analysis
but due to the lack of statistic, it will introduce large bias thus abandoned for this
analysis. At the same time, it’s argued whether the background (included flow) is
the same between central and large  ⌘, thus this is the weak point for this method.
Recently, an updated method was developed which is actually the combine of ⌘-gap
and vn parameters fit method: by fitting the whole azimuthal distribution with flow
contribution at large  ⌘ region, then applying the extracted fit parameters to the
central  ⌘ region fit. I think this method can be used in the future analysis if we
have more statistics, at the same time, v1 contribution can be taken into account.
4.4 Correction
The correction for the azimuthal correlation should be considered on both trigger
⇡0 and associated charged hadrons sides, mainly about the reconstruction eﬃciency,
purity (contamination) and pT resolution. Usually these corrections are done both
as a function of  ' and pT (only selected plots are showed): After got the azimuthal
correlations, the Ntrig should be normalized after the ⇡0 eﬃciency correction, other
corrections will be applied separately on the azimuthal  ' correlation and Near
(Away) side yields (after the underlying subtraction), details will be described as
below:
4.4.1 ⇡0 contamination correction
With the cluster splitting method for reconstruction ⇡0, it will contain the fake
contribution of single   and hadrons. Fig. 4.18 show the MC simulations for the
ratio of true ⇡0 (black), single   (red) and hadrons (blue) cluster over all the clusters
using the cluster splitting reconstruction method for pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 and 7
TeV (left plot), and for Pb–Pb collisions at 0-10% at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV (right plot).
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As the purity of ⇡0 is very high with this reconstruction method (90% in pp and
85% in Pb–Pb collisions), instead building fake ⇡0-hadron correlation to correct for
the purity, we can use a simple ratio between reconstructed candidate ⇡0-hadron
correlations and true reconstructed ⇡0-hadron correlations as the correction factor
for ⇡0 purity, expressed as:
P (Gen.pT, pair) =
reconstructed candidate ⇡0   h±(Gen.pT )
reconstructed true⇡0   h±(Gen.pT) (4.8)
The ⇡0 trigger contamination correction factors are shown in Fig. 4.19, 4.20, 4.21
Figure 4.18: The MC simulations for the ratio of true ⇡0 (black), single   (red) and
hadrons (blue) cluster over all the clusters using the cluster splitting reconstruction
method for pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV (left plot), and for Pb–Pb collisions
at 0-10% at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV (right plot).
and 4.22. Either as a function  ' or pT for Near and Away side in both pp and
central Pb–Pb collisions. Diﬀerent fits are performed in order to calculate the sys-
tematic uncertainties, details are described in each caption.
4.4.2 ⇡0 eﬃciency correction
Fig. 4.23 shows the ⇡0 reconstruction eﬃciency using the cluster splitting method
in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV (left), and 0-10% central Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 2.76 TeV (right). The eﬃciency is around 30% for pp and 20% for Pb–Pb
collisions (really higher than the traditional method) considering the limit of EMCal
acceptance and reconstruction method. Although, we measure the per-trigger yield,
with or without correction of trigger eﬃciency should not have a eﬀect on the total
production, it could have some modification about the Near or Away side correlation
jet shape if we use a wide pT integral, besides, the eﬃciency is not flat as a function
of pT, the correction for the trigger eﬃciency is necessary. A better way to do it is
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Figure 4.19: The ⇡0 trigger contamination correction factor as a function of pT from
LHC15g1b simulation for pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV on Near side | '| < 0.7.
exponential and polynomial 1 fit results are performed in diﬀerent colour which will
be used for the systematic uncertainty estimation.
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Figure 4.20: The ⇡0 trigger contamination correction factor as a function of  '
with trigger pT region in 8.0 < pT < 12.0 GeV/c , associated pT region in 1.0 <
pT < 2.0 GeV/c, from LHC15g1b simulation for pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV. A
polynomial 1 fit is performed in three diﬀerent  ' ranges, which will be used for
the systematic uncertainty estimation.
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Figure 4.21: The ⇡0 trigger contamination correction factor as a function of  '
with trigger pT region in 8.0 < pT < 12.0 GeV/c , associated pT region in 1.0 <
pT < 2.0 GeV/c, from LHC14k1a simulation for 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV. A polynomial 1 fit is performed in three diﬀerent  ' ranges, which will
be used for the systematic uncertainty estimation.
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Figure 4.22: The ⇡0 trigger contamination correction factor as a function of pT from
LHC14k1a simulation for 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV on Near side
| '| < 0.7. exponential and polynomial 1 fit results are performed in diﬀerent
colour which will be used for the systematic uncertainty estimation.
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to fit the eﬃciency, then apply the correction before build the correlation. In this
analysis, we first build the correlation in smaller trigger pT then do the bin-by-bin
correction (the minimum pT bin is set to  pT= 1.0 GeV/c) before summed the
correlation distribution in bins, which can be expressed as:
Figure 4.23: ⇡0 reconstruction eﬃciency using the cluster splitting method for pp
collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV (left) , and 0-10% central Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV (right).
1
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Fig. 4.24 shows the comparison of azimuthal correlations with (red) and without
(blue) ⇡0 trigger eﬃciency correction and ratio in pp (top plots) and 0-10% Pb–Pb
(bottom plots) collisions for two diﬀerent trigger pT region with associated pT region
in 1.0 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c. One can find that this correction has some modification
about the  ' shape, and within 2% eﬀects at this specific pT integral region.
4.4.3 ⇡0 and track pairs pT resolution correction
Similar with what we did for trigger ⇡0 purity correction, the correction for pT
resolution of trigger ⇡0 and associated charged hadron are done at the same time
at the level of correlation pairs. Thus the correction factor can be expressed as:
R(Rec.pt, Gen.pt, pair) =
reconstructed true ⇡0   h±(Rec.pT )
reconstructed true ⇡0   h±(Gen.pT ) (4.10)
Which is the ratio between reconstruction and generated pT of the ⇡0-hadron cor-
relations. Fig. 4.25 and 4.26 show the simulations of the correction factors as a
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Figure 4.24: The comparison of azimuthal correlations with (red) and without (blue)
⇡0 trigger eﬃciency correction and ratio in pp (top two) and 0-10% Pb–Pb (bottom
two) collisions for two diﬀerent trigger pT region with associated pT region in 1.0 <
pT < 2.0 GeV/c.
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function of  ' and pT on Near side | '| < 0.7 from LHC15g1b for pp collision and
LHC14a1a for 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV, diﬀerent fits are performed in
order to calculate the central correction factor and systematic uncertainty, details
are explained in each caption.
Figure 4.25: The MC simulation of ⇡0-hadron correlations pT resolution correction
factor as a function of  ' from LHC15g1b for pp collision (left) and LHC14a1a for
0-10% Pb–Pb collisions (right) at 2.76 TeV with trigger pT region in 8.0 < pT < 12.0
GeV/c , and associated charged hadron region in 1.0 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c. Polynomial
0 fits are performed in diﬀerent  ' region in order to calculate the central correction
factor and systematic uncertainty.
4.4.4 Track purity and eﬃciency corrections
The track eﬃciency need to be corrected considering the ITS+TPC acceptance
(we choose |⌘| < 0.8) and the hybrid track reconstruction method, it can be got
from the ratio between reconstruction and generated level number of primary tracks.
For the track purity, what we need for the physical analysis is the charged tracks
(charged pions, kaons and protons) which from the primary decay, so that the ones
from secondary decay should be removed. the track eﬃciency (red line) and purity
(blue line) are around 85% and 95% estimated with PYTHIA generator (LHC15g1b)
simulation in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV as shown in Fig. 4.27. For 0-10% central
Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, Fig. 4.28 indicates the track purity (black
points) is 98% and eﬃciency (red points) is 78% by HIJING generator (LHC14a1a).
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Figure 4.26: The MC simulation of ⇡0-hadron correlations pT resolution correction
factor as a function of pT on Near side | '| < 0.7 from LHC15g1b for pp collision
(left) and LHC14a1a for 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions (right) at 2.76 TeV with trigger pT
region in 8.0 < pT < 16.0 GeV/c , and associated charged hadron region in 1.0 <
pT < 2.0 GeV/c. Polynomial 0, 1 and exponential fits are performed in order to
calculate the central correction factor and systematic uncertainty.
Figure 4.27: Hybrid track purity (blue line) and eﬃciency (red line) estimated with
PYTHIA generator (LHC15g1b) simulation in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 4.28: Hybrid track purity (black points) and eﬃciency (red points) simulated
by HIJING generator (LHC14a1a) for 0-10% central Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV.
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4.5 Systematic uncertainty
In this section, the systematic uncertainty sources will be discussed. As we
know, for the data analysis, we should use as looser cuts, less steps of correction
procedures as we can to avoid bias the data. However, due to the limited statistics,
we have to apply some tighter cuts optimized the selections of the observables. For
this analysis, the systematic uncertainty sources mainly come from the selections
of trigger ⇡0 and associated charged tracks, at the same times, the uncertainties
to obtain the correction factors. The systematic about the correction factors are
calculated using diﬀerent fit (either using diﬀerent fit function or diﬀerent fit regions
 ⇡2 <  ' < 3⇡2 , 1.0 <  ' < 1.0 and 2.0<  ' < 4.0, according to the RMS), and
the flat or flow background subtraction system uncertainties are also described in
Sec. 4.4. Below, details about each systematic sources will be given.
4.5.1 MC closure test
Before MC closure test, a useful check has been done before correlation on ⇡0
and charged hadron which makes sure the identification of the trigger and associated
particle is in good quality. Fig. 4.29 shows the charged hadron spectrum use for
this analysis (black points) compared with ALICE published result (red points) in
pp [109] and Pb–Pb [110] collisions at 2.76 TeV. Note that, in order to get the
same physical results, the correction procedures are followed exactly the same with
in the papers, in addition, we rerun the pp data with MB trigger events (in this
analysis, we use EMCal-level 0 trigger) using the same framework. these results
match well within uncertainties. Due to the lack of sources for the publications
about ⇡0 spectrum, we only compare the result of ⇡0 at raw spectrum level with
the one got from spectrum analyzer in ALICE for pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV,
the results are also consistent with each other within uncertainties as shown in
Fig. 4.30. The correction factors are obtained from MC simulation, it’s necessary
Figure 4.29: The comparison of our charged hadron spectrum with the ALICE
published results in pp (left) and Pb–Pb (right), and the ratio of them.
to guarantee the MC can reproduce the data. Fig. 4.31 shows azimuthal correction
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Figure 4.30: The comparison of ⇡0 raw spectrum with the one got from spectrum
analyzer in ALICE for pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
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of ⇡0-hadron in diﬀerent cases for pp (left) and Pb–Pb (right) collisions at 2.76
TeV, the correction procedure applied to MC reconstruction level (black points), it
has good agreements with MC generated level (blue points), the ratio is fluctuation
around unity (from the below of the plots). At the same time, the MC simulation
matches the corrected data spectrum well for the pp collisions (left), and lower than
that in Pb–Pb collisions as it’s known that HIJING generator can’t describe the
background well. Thus less than 2% systematic uncertainties are assigned to it.
Figure 4.31: The correction procedure applied to MC simulations as a closure test
for pp LHC15g1b (left) and Pb–Pb LHC14a1a (right), details explained in the text.
4.5.2 Centrality check
The online trigger for high centrality collisions selects events based on the sum
of amplitudes measured in the forward V0 detectors above some fixed threshold.
However online we can access the signal only in 25ns (1 LHC clock cycle), oﬄine
we can sum over several clock cycles, in central collisions up to 6-7 clock cycles are
needed. So oﬄine the threshold that was approximately set to 0-10% is smeared
and the trigger eﬃciency is smaller than 1. The centrality dependence of events
for the Pb–Pb data taken in 2011 is showed in Fig. 4.32 (left panel), the eﬃciency
is almost 100% for 0-8% centrality class, while around 80% for 8-10%. In order to
check the eﬀect of the not fully eﬃcient for the centrality. We use polynomial 0 to
fit the centrality region 0-8%, then flatten the centrality by scaling the region 8-10%
to the fit value: add about 10% events for centrality class 8-9% and 43% events for
centrality class 9-10% obtained by rerunning the analysis in the centrality classes
for 8-9% and 9-10%). Finally, we compare the azimuthal correlation with flatten
centrality and without flatten centrality (right panel), the diﬀerence is less than 1%
(even less after the background subtraction), so it should have negligible eﬀect on
our final results.
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Figure 4.32: The centrality dependence of events and polynomial 0 fit for centrality
class 0-8% (left), right plot shows the comparison of azimuthal correlation with
flatten centrality (blue points) and without flatten centrality (red points), and the
ratio of them.
4.5.3 systematics on the cuts
4.5.3.1 cuts on trigger ⇡0
As described before, the shower shape cuts are used to select trigger ⇡0, in order
to cross check it, another rough cut is applied which requests 0.3 <  20 < 5. Fig. 4.33
shows the comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT in Near
side (right) obtained using shower shape cuts (red points) and 0.3 <  20 < 5 cut
(blue points) in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV, and Fig. 4.33 shows the results
for Pb–Pb collisions. In general, the discrepancy for the  ' distribution between
these two selections are very small, while for the pT distribution, it’s around 2-3%.
The invariant mass window cuts are also checked. We change from the default cut
M(E)   3  < M   < M(E) + 3  to the 2.5  cut. Fig. 4.35 shows the comparison
of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT in Near side (right) obtained
using standard invariant mass 3  cut (red points) and 2.5  cut (blue points) in pp
collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV, and Fig. 4.36 gives the comparison in Pb–Pb collisions
at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The uncertainties are less than 3%.
4.5.3.2 cuts on associated charged hadron
In this analysis, we use hybrid tracks for the charged hadrons selections, another
selection which reconstruct tracks only based on the information from TPC called
TPC-Only track are used to estimate the cut systematic uncertainties. Fig. 4.37
shows the comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT in Near
side (right) obtained using standard Hybrid track cut (red points) and TPC-Only
track cut (blue points) in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV, and the check for Pb–Pb
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Figure 4.33: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT
in Near side (right) obtained using shower shape cuts (red points) and 0.3 <  20 <
5 cut (blue points) in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
Figure 4.34: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT
in Near side (right) obtained using shower shape cuts (red points) and 0.3 <  20 <
5 cut (blue points) in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 4.35: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT
in Near side (right) obtained using standard invariant mass 3  cut (red points) and
2.5  cut (blue points) in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
Figure 4.36: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and pT
in Near side (right) obtained using standard invariant mass 3  cut (red points) and
2.5  cut (blue points) in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
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collisions is presented in Fig. 4.38.
Figure 4.37: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and
pT in Near side (right) obtained using standard Hybrid track cut (red points) and
TPC-Only track cut (blue points) in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
4.5.4 systematics on track eﬃciency and purity
For the track purity and eﬃciency systematics, we tried to tighter and looser the
hybrid track selections on TPC clusters, the chi2 of the cluster, the distance close
approach, the crossed rows and crossed rows/findable clusters, the details are should
in Fig. 4.39 for pp collision and 4.40 for Pb–Pb collisions. Thus the track eﬃciency
(left) and contamination (right) can be got with diﬀerent settings, the comparison
with the default hybrid track setting are shown in Fig. 4.41 for pp collision and 4.42
for Pb–Pb collisions. the eﬃciency changes less than 5%, while the purity aﬀected
only less than 1% related to this.
4.5.5 The summary of systematic uncertainties
All the systematic sources are treated as uncorrelated to each other except uncer-
tainties on tracking eﬃciency and MC closure, which are considered as correlated in
 ', the total systematic can be computed by sum in quadrature of each individual
source. Fig. 4.43 and Fig. 4.44 show each source and total systematic uncertainties
for per-trigger yield as a function of pT in Near (left panel) and Away (right panel)
side in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV, respectively. And the systematic uncer-
tainties in pp and Pb–Pb collisions are also considered independent with each other,
depending on pT. The maximum values of per-trigger yield in pp and Pb–Pb colli-
sions and IAA are summarized in Tab. 4.1. In pp collision, the largest uncertainty
comes from the tracking eﬃciency estimation, while in Pb–Pb collisions, due to the
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Figure 4.38: The comparison of per-trigger yield as a function of  ' (left) and
pT in Near side (right) obtained using standard Hybrid track cut (red points) and
TPC-Only track cut (blue points) in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Figure 4.39: The summary of the hybrid track cut modifications for pp collision atp
s = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 4.40: The summary of the hybrid track cut modifications for Pb–Pb collisions
at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Figure 4.41: The diﬀerent settings of hybrid track compared with the default one
for the track eﬃciency (left) and track contamination as a function of pT simulated
in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 4.42: The diﬀerent settings of hybrid track compared with the default one
for the track eﬃciency (left) and track contamination as a function of pT simulated
in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Source Y ( ') pp Y ( ') Pb–Pb IAA (NS) IAA (AS)
Tracking eﬃciency 5.4% 6.5% 8.5% 8.5%
MC closure 1.0% 2.0% 1.2% 1.2%
TPC-only tracks 1.0% 3.5% 4.3% 3.8%
Track contamination 1.0% 0.9% 1.1% 1.1%
Shower shape 1.2% 0.7% 3.4% 2.6%
Invariant mass window 1.3% 1.0% 3.5% 3.3%
Neutral pion purity 0.3% 1.1% 0.6% 0.5%
Pair pt resolution 1.0% 1.1% 0.3% 0.3%
Pedestal determination – – 9.4% 11.7%
Uncertainty on vn – – 7.1% 5.1%
Total 6.7% 7.4% 12.6% 15.0%
Table 4.1: Summary of sources and assigned systematic uncertainties for the per-
trigger yield in pp, and 0–10% Pb–Pb collisions, as well as IAA. For each source
of systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty listed, the maximum values of
all pT intervals are given. Uncertainties on tracking eﬃciency and MC closure are
correlated in  '. For IAA, pp and Pb–Pb yield uncertainties are assumed to be
independent.
large background fluctuation, the main sources are attributed to the pedestal deter-
mination and flow values uncertainties which is dominated in low associated charged
hadron pT bin (for high pT associated charged hadron, the pedestal is very small,
and flow contribution is negligible at that region, so the systematic uncertainties are
smaller.)
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Figure 4.43: The systematic uncertainties for the per-trigger yield as a function of
pT on the near side (left) and away side (right) in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV.
Figure 4.44: The systematic uncertainties for the per-trigger yield as a function of
pT on the near side (left), away side (right) in 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV.
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Figure 4.45: The per-trigger yields as a function of  ' with diﬀerent associate pT
intervals in pp collision at
p
s = 2.76 TeV [24], details are described in the text.
The results about per-trigger yields of azimuthal correlation (without back-
ground subtraction) with ⇡0 trigger region in 8 < ptrigT < 16 GeV/c and associated
charged hadrons with pT intervals 0.5 < passocT < 1, 1 < passocT < 2, 2 < passocT <
4 and 4 < passocT < 6 GeV/c are shown for pp in Fig. 4.45 and 0–10% central Pb–
Pb collisions in Fig. 4.46. The bars are the statistical uncertainties and the grey
boxes are the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, while the correlated ones are
presented in the corresponding legends. In addition, the background which is de-
scribed by the dash lines estimated using the ZYAM method considered as flat in pp
collision, and included vn contribution in Pb–Pb collisions, already explained in the
previous sections. It can be found that the background for Pb–Pb collisions with 4
< passocT < 6 GeV/c is nearly flat, due to the flow contribution is really small at high
trigger and associate pT. In general, double peaks can be found in Near and Away
side for the azimuthal correlation which indicate the di-jet behavior. And the Near
side peak gets broader for low passocT in Pb–Pb collisions which should relate to the
jet-medium interaction.
The integrated yield can be extracted in Near side with | '| < 0.7 and Away
side with | '   ⇡| < 1.1 after background subtraction. the modification of the
per-trigger yield, IAA, can be calculated as the ratio of the corresponding yields
in Pb–Pb over pp, which have already explained in Eq. 1.10. Fig. 4.47 shows the
IAA of ⇡0-hadron correlation (red points) as a function of pT in Near side (left
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Figure 4.46: The per-trigger yields as a function of  ' with diﬀerent associate pT
intervals in Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [24], details are described in the
text.
panel) and Away side (right panel) with trigger ⇡0 region in 8 < ptrigT < 16 GeV/c
for 0-10% Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, and the bars are the statistical
uncertainties, boxes represent the systematic uncertainties, and the measurements
are compared with di-hadron correlation measurement (showed as the black points,
sightly displaced to improve the visibility) by ALICE at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [15],
neglecting the higher order harmonics (vn, n > 2) contributions in the background.
On the near side, it can be found that from the high to low passocT , IAA increase
from 1.2 to around 1.8, which is consistent with the di-hadron measurement above
3 GeV/c, the slightly enhancement from unity, could leaded by hot medium eﬀects
in Pb–Pb collisions which may change the fragmentation function or the quark-
to-gluon jet ratio has already discussed in [15], the trend of further enhancement
below 3 GeV/c was first observed. For the IAA in Away side, at high pT, it’s almost
flat and strong suppressed (⇡0.6), which is also consistent with di-hadron result
within uncertainties (the diﬀerence for the bin 3 <passocT < 4 GeV/c should relate
to the contribution from v3 which is no negligible and negative at this region),
it’s dominant by the parton energy loss [111, 112, 113, 114, 115]. While at low
pT, strong enhancement can be observed which reaches around 5 for the lowest
passocT . The interpretation of the enhancement is not straight forward, it acts as the
interplay of such as cronin eﬀect [116], medium excitation [26] and large angle gluon
radiation [117]. What’s more, if compared with the results at RHIC energy [66],
the away side enhancement at low pT is similar which reaches 2-3 at lowest pT with
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Figure 4.47: Per-trigger yield modification, IAA, on the near side (left) and away
side (right) for 0–10% Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [24], details described
in the text.
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Figure 4.48: The IAA, on the near side (left) and away side (right) [24] compared
with theoretical model predictions [25, 26, 27] as explained in the text.
v2 background subtraction, however, the Near side yield is consistent with unity,
no significant enhancement can be observed. Nevertheless, the IAA > 1 at low pT
is consistent with the enhancement of charged jet fragmentation function in Pb–Pb
with respect to pp collisions at LHC [118, 119].
The IAA are compared with theoretical calculations in Fig. 4.48 including JEWEL
(blue line) [25] and AMPT (black line) [26] event generators, as well as pQCD cal-
culation (brown line) [27]. JEWEL [25] is based on pQCD calculations, which use
the transport coeﬃcient qˆ to describe the parton-medium interaction. Hard scatters
are generated according to Glauber collision geometry including the eﬀects of soft
scatterings by continuing the pQCD matrix elements into the infra-red region. Par-
tons suﬀer from elastic and radiative energy loss in the medium, including a Monte
Carlo implementation of LPM interference eﬀects. However, in the default JEWEL
model, the total pT is not conserved in the event and some soft particle production
is missing. Thus the so called ’recoil hadrons’ are included which produced by frag-
menting medium partons that interacted with the propagating hard parton. Note
that the JEWEL model used here is without mixed events correction, which should
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aﬀect the yields, but will have negligible eﬀect on the IAA. Another pQCD calcu-
lation [27] is performed within the next-to-leading order perturbative QCD parton
model with modified jet fragmentation functions due to jet quenching. It uses nu-
clear parton distribution functions for initial-state cold nuclear matter eﬀects, and
a phenomenological model for medium-modified fragmentation functions calculated
in leading-order (LO) at twist-4 in the high-twist approach of jet quenching. The
evolution of bulk medium for parton propagation is done with a 3+1 dimensional
ideal hydrodynamic model, and the value qˆ is from JET collaboration, which was
extracted using experimental data [120]. AMPT [121] is a transport model which
uses a standard HIJING triggered jet technique, followed by parton and hadron cas-
cades with elastic scatterings for final-state interaction. String melting with a parton
interaction cross section of 1.5 mb and parton recombination for hadronization is
used with parameters from [122], which was shown to well describe collective flow in
heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC, the flow background determined following
the same strategy in [26].
All the models can qualitatively the IAA strong suppression at high pT for Away
side, which is attributed to the radiative energy loss in the QGP medium. JEWEL
can’t give reasonable predictions for low pT as ’recoil hadrons’ will produce unreli-
able soft contributions, also shows unexpected behavior of IAA < 1 for Near side,
probably related to transverse jet profile in JEWEL is more strongly modified than
in data and that the fragmentation in JEWEL gets a bit harder at high pT. And
pQCD calculation shows suppression at low pT which is caused by jet quenching.
However, this suppression is not reliable since the low pT region are aﬀected by
many other processes such as the initial kT broadening and the medium excitation
by jets will enhance the final yield at low pT region in AA collisions compared to
that in pp collisions. In fact, NLO pQCD parton model calculations are still valid in
the collinear factorized form. Strictly speaking, the collinear model doesn’t work at
low pT region. Inclusion of transverse momentum and broadening will influence the
low pT IAA. While AMPT can quantitatively describes the enhancement at both
the Near (except at lowest pT) and Away side, which is attributed to the excitation
of soft particles by jet. However, AMPT shows a strong suppression of IAA( around
0.6) on Near side, and more suppression on Away side the with pT > 5 GeV/c,
which is disfavored by the data. It’s also found that AMPT overestimates the
single-particle suppression in central Pb–Pb collisions [123], indicating the AMPT
model is still not complete.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we measured two-particle correlations with trigger ⇡0 neutral
pions region in 8 < ptrigT < 16 GeV/c and associated charged hadrons region in 0.5
< passocT < 10 GeV/c, the azimuthal correlations  ' at midrapidity are presented
in pp and central Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV. After subtracting the flat
(vn) background in pp (Pb–Pb) collision, the per-trigger yields can be extracted
in Near side with | '| < 0.7 and Away side with | '   ⇡| < 1.1. The IAA mea-
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sured as the ratio of per-trigger yields in Pb–Pb to that in pp collisions. On the
Away side, the IAA is strongly suppressed to around 0.6 with pT > 3 GeV/c, and
increase as the momenta decrease, reaching about 5.2 at lowest pT. On the near
side, an enhancement of IAA from 1.2 to 1.8 at lowest pT is observed. Consulting
the model predictions with the JEWEL and AMPT event generators, as well as a
pQCD calculation.All the models can qualitatively describe the strong suppression
on Away side at high pT. Only AMPT can qualitatively predict the enhancement
at low pT on both Near and Away side. However, it’s disfavored by data above 5
GeV/c, especially on the Near side. The data itself not only gives the main back-
ground source of  -hadron correlations, but also provides a important constrain to
the model calculations which aim to fully describe jet-medium interactions.
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Chapter 5
D0 production in Pb–Pb collisions
This chapter is dedicated to describe the D0 analysis in Pb–Pb collisions. The
analysis goal is to measure the D0 production yield and nuclear modification factor
in Pb–Pb collisions. In Sec. 5.1, the Pb–Pb data sample will be described. The
D0 reconstruction and selection strategy will be presented in Sec. 5.2. After giving
the description of the correction procedures in Sec. 5.3, the systematic uncertainties
estimation will be discussed in Sec. 5.4. Finally, the results about D0 production
yield, diﬀerent D-meson ratios and nuclear modification factors will be presented in
Sec. 5.5, and a brief summary will be given in Sec. 5.6.
5.1 Data Sets and Event Selections
This work was based on the LHC run 2 data acquired by ALICE detector in
2015 with Pb–Pb collisions at centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon pair ofp
sNN = 5.02 TeV, using the minimum-bias trigger according to the information of
the define V0AND VZERO detector, the number of events used for the analysis after
reconstructed primary vertex cut (± 10 cm) are 10.4M for 0-10% (central), 20.8M
for 30-50% (semi-central) and 60-80% (peripheral). The corresponding integrated
luminosity is Lint ⇡ 13µb 1. The dedicated MC was generated using the HIJING
generator, with addition of D-meson signal decaying by the hadronic channel from
PYTHIA6 requesting the cc¯ pairs in 50% of the events and the bb¯ pairs in the
remaining half. The in-bunch collision pileup was negligible for Pb–Pb collisions.
5.2 D0 Reconstruction
The D0 mesons and their charge conjugates can be reconstructed via their
hadronic decay channel at mid-rapidity in ALICE. In this analysis, we use the
channel D0 ! K ⇡+ with the branch ratio (3.88 ± 0.05)% [44]. There is another
decay channel D0 ! K ⇡+⇡0, with branching ratio more than three times larger
than the previous channel. The reconstruction of a three prongs channel is more
challenging than the two prongs one, but this channel can be tried in the future
using the technical of cluster splitting to identify ⇡0 which mentioned in Chapter. 4
and with EMCal triggered events, can significantly improve the statistics at high-pT.
5.2.1 Secondary Vertex Reconstruction and Single Track Selection
D0 mesons decay through weak decay processes few hundred microns (c⌧ ⇡
123 µm) away from the primary vertex, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The secondary vertex
can be reconstructed at the point of closest approach (PCA) between the pair of
opposite-sign tracks. The PCA is calculated using the minimum distance segment
between the two helices, based on the diﬀerent spatial precision of the track tra-
jectories, which can be estimated by the track covariance matrix. High momentum
tracks can be better reconstructed as the multiple scattering is small, thus the PCA
is closer to the track with higher momentum. The resolution of secondary vertex is
related to the impact parameter resolution, at low pT, the resolution is bad due to
the multiple scattering, while at high pT, it is limited by the small the angle between
decay tracks.
Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the decay channel D0 ! K ⇡+.
Secondary vertices of D0 meson candidates were constructed using tracks having
|⌘| < 0.8, pT > 0.5 GeV/c obtained with Kalman filter fit in TPC and ITS. Moreover,
a minimum number of 70 crossed rows in the TPC together with a crossed rows
over findable clusters ratio of 0.8 was required. A cut on the transverse impact
parameter d0 was applied for tracks with pT < 2 GeV/c, requiring d0 > 50 µm.
These selections were meant to limit the CPU time needed to perform the track
combinatorics when creating the AODs with the D meson candidates. Furthermore,
all tracks were selected requiring at least 70 (out of a maximum of 159) associated
space points and  2/ndf < 2 in the TPC, and at least one associated hit in either
of the two pixel layers (SPD) to remove the contributions from the secondary tracks
and increase the secondary vertex resolution.
5.2.2 Topological Selections
The D0 can be selected based on the secondary vertices which are computed
from the charge opposite K, ⇡ tracks. However, most of them are combinatorial
association. In order to improve the signal-to-background ratio and have a better
statistical significance of the signal and at the same time, reduce the fraction of
candidates which originated from beauty hadron decay, selections are optimized
according to the typical kinematical and geometrical properties of the secondary
vertex. The variables used are described below: prefernoiaccy
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Figure 5.2: The pp simulation for DCA (left) and cos(✓⇤) (right) distributions, the
red points are the signal D0 candidates, while the black points are the background
candidates.
DCA(distance of closest approach) This variable is defined as the minimum
distance between the two track trajectories. In ideal case, the distance is
equal to zero if they have a common secondary vertex, however, they could
have some distance away from each other depending on the resolution of the
track positions. The simulation of signal and background distributions can be
found in the left panel of Fig. 5.2.
cos(✓⇤) The angle between D0 flight line and the pion momentum direction is named
as ✓⇤. If the pion origins from D0, the cos(✓⇤) distribution is almost flat as the
pions are emitted isotropic. On the contrast, the background candidates have
the cos(✓⇤) = ±1, thus the background can be significantly removed with the
cut of | cos(✓⇤)| < 0.8, the details can be found in the right panel of Fig. 5.2.
d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ d0, the distance of closest approach of the reconstructed particle tra-
jectory to the primary vertex, the kaon and pion from D0 decay will more
probably have d0 in opposite sign, while the background one will have sym-
metric d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ distribution with respect to zero, as shown on the left panel
of Fig. 5.3. So one can select the cut d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ < 10000 um2 to suppress
the background.
cos(✓point) the ✓point is defined as the angle between the direction of one recon-
structed D0 momentum and the line connecting secondary and primary vertex
(D0 flight line). For the signal, it’s almost located at the cos(✓point) = 1, as
shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.3. A similar variable ✓pointXY is the ✓point
projected in the (x,y) plane.
Norm LXY LXY is the decay length of D0 (the distance between primary vertex
and secondary vertex) projected on the transverse plane. LXY normalized by
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its uncertainty, was used with the cut > 2.
|d0   dexp0 |prong(n ) It is defined as the diﬀerence between the expected impact pa-
rameter value dexp0,t,  ⇡ LXY · sin (✓XY ) where LXY is the decay length on XY
plane and ✓XY is the angle between the reconstructed D meson and the charged
particle on xy plane, and the reconstructed one dreco0 , then normalized by the
square root of their respective uncertainties summed in quadrature. A selec-
tion based on this variable can reduce the feed-down D-meson eﬃciency while
keeping higher that of prompt D mesons. The cut < 2 significantly removes
the contributions from feed-down D0 and the background.
Figure 5.3: The pp simulation for d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ (left) and cos(✓point) (right) distribu-
tions, the red points are the signal D0 candidates, while the black points are the
background candidates.
Finally we applied the cuts depending on pT interval and centrality classes as
listed in Table. 5.1 5.2 5.3.
Table 5.1: List of the main topological selections applied for the D0 analysis in
0-10% centrality class.
pt (GeV/c)/variable [1,2] [2,3] [3,4] [4,5] [5,6] [6,7] [7,8] [8,10] [10,12] [12,16] [16,24] [24,36] [36,50]
 MD0 (GeV) < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040
DCA (cm) < 0.040 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040
Cos(✓⇤) < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
pt(K)(GeV/c) > 0.5 > 0.6 > 0.6 > 0.6 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
pt(⇡)(GeV/c) > 0.5 > 0.6 > 0.6 > 0.6 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
d0,K (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,⇡ (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ (⇥10 3) (cm2) <  0.30 <  0.36 <  0.36 <  0.36 <  0.23 <  0.23 <  0.23 <  0.10 <  0.10 <  0.10 <  0.10 <  0.10 <  0.10
Cos(✓point) > 0.90 > 0.92 > 0.92 > 0.92 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.90
Cos(✓point)XY < 0.991 < 0.997 < 0.997 < 0.997 < 0.998 < 0.998 < 0.998 < 0.998 < 0.998 < 0.998 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995
LXY > 5 > 7 > 7 > 7 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5
|d0   dexp0 |prong(n ) < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 2 < 2 < 2 < 2§
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Table 5.2: List of the main topological selections applied for the D0 analysis in
30-50% centrality class.
pt (GeV/c)/variable [1,2] [2,3] [3,4] [4,5] [5,6] [6,7] [7,8] [8,10] [10,12] [12,16] [16,24] [24,36]
 MD0 (GeV) < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040
DCA (cm) < 0.030 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.027 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.035 < 0.040 < 0.040
Cos(✓⇤) < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
pt(K)(GeV/c) > 0.4 > 0.5 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
pt(⇡)(GeV/c) > 0.4 > 0.5 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
d0,K (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,⇡ (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ (⇥10 3) (cm2) <  0.43 <  0.40 <  0.36 <  0.27 <  0.21 <  0.14 <  0.14 <  0.05 <  0.05 < 0 < 0 < 0
Cos(✓point) > 0.92 > 0.95 > 0.95 > 0.95 > 0.92 > 0.88 > 0.88 > 0.85 > 0.85 > 0.83 > 0.83 > 0.8
Cos(✓point)XY < 0.993 < 0.991 < 0.993 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995 < 0.995
LXY > 6 > 6 > 6 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 6
|d0   dexp0 |prong(n ) < 1 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 2 < 2 < 2 < 1.5 < 1 < 1 < 1§
Table 5.3: List of the main topological selections applied for the D0 analysis in
60-80% centrality class.
pt (GeV/c)/variable [1,2] [2,3] [3,4] [4,5] [5,6] [6,7] [7,8] [8,10] [10,12] [12,16] [16,24] [24,36]
 MD0 (GeV) < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040
DCA (cm) < 0.030 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.025 < 0.027 < 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.035 < 0.040 < 0.040
Cos(✓⇤) < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 0.8 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
pt(K)(GeV/c) > 0.4 > 0.5 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
pt(⇡)(GeV/c) > 0.4 > 0.5 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7 > 0.7
d0,K (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,⇡ (cm) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
d0,K ⇥ d0,⇡ (⇥10 3) (cm2) <  0.30 <  0.36 <  0.36 <  0.27 <  0.21 <  0.14 <  0.14 <  0.05 <  0.05 < 0 < 0 < 0
Cos(✓point) > 0.80 > 0.94 > 0.92 > 0.92 > 0.92 > 0.90 > 0.90 > 0.85 > 0.85 > 0.83 > 0.83 > 0.8
Cos(✓point)XY > 0.993 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.995 > 0.994 > 0.994 > 0.994
LXY > 5 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 6 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5 > 5
|d0   dexp0 |prong(n ) < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 2 < 2 < 2§
5.2.3 Particle IDentification
Identification of the charged tracks in the TPC and TOF detectors provides
additional background rejection in the low momentum region.Cuts are applied to
the diﬀerence in the expected and measured signals, which are the specific energy
deposited in the TPC, and the particle flight-time for the TOF. A 3  compatibility
cut was applied to the D0 candidate’s daughters. When tracks were without TOF
signal, only the TPC particle identification was used. Tracks with contradicting
particle identification were considered to be non-identified and retained for further
analysis.
5.2.4 "Reflected" signal
The invariant mass distributions contain both D0 ! K ⇡+ and D¯0 ! K+⇡ .
However the candidates are also kept if they match both decay channels. Some of
the true D0 will be counted twice, one of them, of course, enters the wrong mass
hypothesis assignment, which is called "reflection". PID can significantly reduce the
probability of the wrong assignment, but the residual reflection contributions still
exist due to the conservative PID cuts.
In order to subtract the contribution of reflection from the real D0 signal, a
template fit of the reflection and the true D0 signal can be obtained by MC sim-
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Figure 5.4: D0 reflections distributions, estimated from the Monte Carlo.
ulation for each pT interval. Fig. 5.4 shows D0 reflection distributions, estimated
from the Monte Carlo simulation for 30-50% Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV.
The fit function is a double Gaussian. Thus the parameter of the template fit and
the fraction between true D0 signal and reflections will be kept and used for the D0
yield extraction, which will be discussed in the next subsection.
5.2.5 Yield Extraction
The D0 raw yield can be extracted using the invariant mass analysis. In general,
the signal can be fitted by a Gaussian function, while the combinatorial background
can be described by an exponential function. The total fit can be expressed as:
f(M) =
P1(P0   P2)
exp( P1Mmin)  exp( P1Mmax)exp( P1M)+
P2p
2⇡P4
exp

 (M   P3)
2
2P 24
 
(5.1)
In Eq. 5.1, Mmin and Mmax are the minimum and maximum value of the fit region,
normally it’s 1.72 and 2.05 GeV/c2, with the upper limit changed to 2.15 at high pT
considering the large mass width. P0 is integral of the total contents in the whole
range. P1 is the background fit function, sets to exponential as default. At low pT,
a background shape was observed which can be better described by a polynomial
function. Thus, for 1-2, 2-3 GeV/c, a second-order polynomial function is used (a
fourth-order polynomial is used for 0-10% centrality class). P2, P3, P4 are integral,
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Figure 5.5: The raw yields comparison between Gaussian and double Gaussian fit
reflections template.
central value and sigma of the signal peak. The signal is fitted by Gaussian function,
the central and sigma of the peak is left free except 1-2 GeV/c for 0-10%(For this
bin, the sigma is fixed to the value obtained from simulation as the significance of
the signal is poor and sigma is found that has a large discrepancy between data and
MC). First, an exponential fit is applied to the side-bands region of the distribution,
to obtain the parameter of P1. Then with P1, and including the template of the
reflection according to the ratio of the total reflection and Gaussian fit of the signal
obtained from simulation, an new fit is applied to the whole region to determine the
final value of P1, P2, P3 and P4.
Fig. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 show the invariant mass fit in diﬀerent pT intervals for Pb–Pb
collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV in the centrality classes, 0-10%, 30-50% and 60-80%
respectively. The information for number of signal S, number of background B,
signal over background ratio S/B and significance can be found in each panel. In
general, a good quality of fit can be obtained in each pT interval with the significance
range from 3 to 29 depending on pT. For the bin 1-2 GeV/c at 0-10%, the signal
peak is not visible by "eye" due to the big amount of combinatorial background, the
residual of the signal peak after background subtraction can be found in Fig. 5.9.
The comparison of the Gaussian mean and widths between Data and Monte-Carlo is
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shown in Fig. 5.10, 5.11, 5.12. The width is found to have a good agreement between
data and MC, while a significant deviation of the data’s peak position with respect to
MC can be found, which could be caused by the residual tracking systematic biases
in data. a summary of the signal raw yield and S/B ratio in diﬀerent centrality
classes is reported in Tab. 5.4.
Figure 5.6: The invariant mass fit of D0 signal with reflection in 13 pT bins in the
range, 1 < pT < 50 GeV/c for the 0-10% centrality class in Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
5.3 Corrections
In order to obtain the pT-diﬀerential yield of prompt D0 mesons, several correc-
tion factors need to be applied to the raw yield. The equation can be expressed as
following:
dND
0
dpT
     |y|<0.5 =
1
2
1
 y pT
fprompt(pT) ·ND0 raw(pT)
   |y|<yfid
(Acc⇥ ")prompt(pT) · BR ·Nevt . (5.2)
Where fprompt is the prompt D0 meson fraction in a given pT bin. The D me-
son yields were measured in a rapidity range varying from |y| < 0.5 at low pT to
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Figure 5.7: The invariant mass fit of D0 signal with reflection in 12 pT bins in the
range, 1 < pT < 36 GeV/c for the 30-50% centrality class in Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
Table 5.4: D0 raw yields and signal over background per pT bin.
Centrality Class (%) 0-10 30-50 60-80
pT bin (GeV/c) D0 raw yield S/B D0 raw yield S/B D0 raw yield S/B
[1,2] 13544 ±1990 0.0033 2043±273 0.0442 330 ±53 0.1747
[2,3] 12065±753 0.0333 5966± 306 0.1110 448± 32 0.8814
[3,4] 8725±380 0.0742 4762± 152 0.2922 425±25 1.9827
[4,5] 3971 ±189 0.1589 3433±116 0.3962 273 ± 20 2.3040
[5,6] 2662 ±138 0.1898 2172± 78 0.6419 217±19 1.8040
[6,7] 1480±84 0.3668 1627± 69 0.6766 224±18 2.2823
[7,8] 776±51 0.5815 908± 45 1.0474 139±15 2.31
[8,10] 1259±68 0.5226 1334± 58 0.8588 167 ± 17 1.8803
[10,12] 591±38 0.9428 485± 28 1.7633 81 ±11 2.5683
[12,16] 483±35 1.0210 397± 30 1.2024 83±13 1.3209
[16,24] 277± 31 0.5194 185± 20 1.0977 31±7 1.5502
[24,36] 176 ± 26 0.5482 57± 12 0.9701 19±6 1.6447
[36,50] 29 ±9 0.5812 57± 12 0.9701 - -
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Figure 5.8: The invariant mass fit of D0 signal with reflection in 12 pT bins in the
range, 1 < pT < 36 GeV/c for the 60-80% centrality class in Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
|y| < 0.8 at high pT. The rapidity acceptance correction factor  y = 2 yfid assumes
an uniform rapidity distribution for D mesons in the measured y range. This as-
sumption was verified with PYTHIA. The raw yield is scaled with 1/2 as it also
contains charged conjugates. Nevt is the number of analyzed events, and "BR" is
the branching ratio of the D0 ! K ⇡+ hadronic decay channel. This assumption
was verified to the 1% level with PYTHIA [124] proton–proton simulations with
the Perugia-0 [125] tuning. The acceptance times eﬃciency corrections Acc ⇥ "
were obtained using Monte Carlo simulations. As already shortly described before,
minimum-bias Pb–Pb collisions at psNN =5.02 TeV were produced with the HI-
JING v1.36 [126] event generator . Prompt and feed-down (B decays) D meson
signals were added using pp events from the PYTHIA v6.4.21 event generator with
the Perugia-0 tuning. Each injected pp event was required to contain a cc or bb
pair and D mesons were forced to decay in the hadronic channels of interest for
the analysis. Only particle coming from the heavy quark hadronisation and decays
were injected in the HIJING event. The number of pp events added to each Pb–Pb
event was adjusted according to the Pb–Pb collision centrality. The simulations
used the GEANT3 particle transport package together with a detailed description
of the geometry of the apparatus and of the detector response. The simulation was
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Figure 5.9: The residual of the signal peak after background subtraction for 1-2
GeV/c at 0-10% centrality class.
Figure 5.10: The comparison of data (green points) and MC (red points) for the D0
signal peak mean (left) and width (right) at 0-10%.
configured to reproduce the conditions of the luminous region and of all the ALICE
subsystems, in terms of active electronic channels, calibration level, and their time
evolution within the Pb–Pb data taking period.
As mentioned before, the impact parameter resolution in MC is better than that
in data. The top panel of Fig. 5.13 shows the impacter parameter resolution (left)
and mean value (right) comparison between 2015 Pb–Pb data (solid points) and MC
(open points). For the low interaction rate runs (collisional frequency < 2kHz), the
impact parameter resolution in data is not fully reproduced in MC, and a clear shift
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Figure 5.11: The comparison of data (green points) and MC (red points) for the D0
signal peak mean (left) and width (right) at 30-50%.
Figure 5.12: The comparison of data (green points) and MC (red points) for the D0
signal peak mean (left) and width (right) at 60-80%.
can be observed for the impacter parameter mean value, which has a dependence
on pT (top left panel of Fig. 5.13) and azimuthal angle (bottom panel of Fig. 5.13).
This discrepancy origins from the bias of residual alignment and three SPD modules
which were not included in the detector alignment for data. In order to reduce the
potential bias caused by this discrepancy, a tuning procedure is applied to MC by
applying the tracks in simulation a scaling of the residuals dtrue0   drec0 according to
the impact parameter resolution ratio of data-to-MC, and using the same shift of
drec0 observed in data. In addition, both the covariance matrix of single tracks and
secondary vertex are updated after these corrections to avoid a bias for cuts on the
standardized topological variables such as the normalized decay length.
In addition, considering that the D0 pT shape in the Monte Carlo are generated
using PYTHIA which could bias the eﬃciency, the MC shape is matched to data by
applying a weight function to the D0 shape in MC. In the left panel of Fig. 5.14, the
comparison of the cross section in data for the 0-10% centrality class (green points)
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Figure 5.13: Top: the impacter parameter resolution (left) and mean value (right)
comparison as a function of pT between 2015 Pb–Pb data (solid points) and MC
(open points). Bottom: the comparison of impacter parameter mean value in data
and MC as a function of phi.
and the MC production at the acceptance level (red points) are presented, both are
scaled with the integral of the entries. A big discrepancy can be found for these two
distributions. Then one can fit the ratio of these two distributions to obtain the
weight. Fits are applied with Landau, polynomial 5 and exponential functions for the
pT region 1-1.5, 1.5-14 and 14-50 GeV/c, respectively. The right panel of Fig. 5.14
shows that the MC with a proper scale can have a good agreement with the corrected
yield from data after applying the weight. For the 30-50% centrality class, the weight
is calculated using the FONLL calculation [76, 77] multiplied by the RAA predicted
by the BAMPS model which implements both elastic and radiative processes [127,
128, 129]. For the 60-80% centrality class, only the FONLL calculations are used as
the RAA is nearly flat in the measured pT interval.
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Figure 5.14: Left: the comparison of the cross section in data (green points) and
the MC production at the generated limited acceptance level (red points). Right:
the comparison of data corrected yield and MC production at the generated limited
acceptance level times weight with the same scale.
5.3.1 Eﬃciency Correction
The raw yield extracted from the invariant mass only contains a fraction of total
D0 production in the collisions, because of the detector limited acceptance, detector
dead zone, vertex and track reconstruction, decay topological selections. The raw
yield was to be corrected for the reconstruction and selection eﬃciency in order to
get the total yield.
Fig. 5.15 shows the Acc ⇥ " for the prompt (red points) and feed-down (green
points) D0 mesons in Pb–Pb collisions with the rapidity |y| < yfid at 0-10% (top
panel), 30-50% (middle panel) and 60-80% (bottom panel) centrality classes respec-
tively. It rises from few per thousand in the lowest transverse momentum bins
included in the analysis and reaching around 20–25% at high pT, and the Acc ⇥ "
is higher for more peripheral collisions, since less stringent selections need to be
applied because of the less combinatorial background. Feed-down D0 eﬃciency is
usually higher than the prompt D0 one, because some of the topological selections,
such as decay length, will reject less feed-down contribution (large B-meson lifetime
c⌧ ⇡ 500 µm [44]). At high pT, thanks to the |d0   dexp0 |prong(n ) selection, the
contributions of feed-down D0 meson can be eﬃciently removed.
5.3.2 Correction for feed-down from B decays
As described in [42], the prompt D0 meson production yields dN/dpT in Pb–Pb
collisions are obtained by subtracting the contribution of D mesons from B decays
with the same procedure used for the measurement of the production cross sections
in pp collisions [130]. In detail, the feed-down contribution was estimated using
the beauty production cross section from the FONLL calculation, the B!D decay
kinematics from the EvtGen package, and the Monte Carlo eﬃciencies for feed-
down D mesons. For Pb–Pb collisions, the FONLL feed-down cross section in pp
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Figure 5.15: The Acc⇥ " for the prompt (red points) and feed-down (green points)
D0 mesons in Pb–Pb collisions at 0-10% (top panel), 30-50% (middlepanel) and
60-80% (bottom panel) centrality classes respectively.
at
p
s =5.02 TeV was scaled by the average nuclear overlap function hTAAi in each
centrality class. Thus, omitting for brevity the symbol of the pT-dependence (pT),
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the fraction of prompt D mesons reads:
fprompt = 1  (ND0 feed down raw/ND0 raw) =
= 1  hTAAi ·
✓
d2 
dy dpT
◆FONLL
feed down
· (Acc⇥ ")feed down · y pT · BR ·Nevt
ND0 raw/2
,
(5.3)
where (Acc⇥ ")feed down is the acceptance-times-eﬃciency for feed-down D mesons
and the factor 2 at the denominator comes for counting both particle and antipar-
ticle are combined while in FONLL not. The nuclear modification factor of the
feed-down D mesons, Rfeed downAA , is related to the nuclear modification of beauty
production in Pb–Pb collisions, which is currently unknown. The comparison of the
RAA of prompt D mesons (RpromptAA ) at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [131] with that of J/ 
from B-meson decays [132] at the same energy measured by the CMS Collabora-
tion indicates that prompt charmed hadrons are more suppressed than non-prompt
charmed hadrons. The RAA values diﬀer by a factor of about two in central col-
lisions at a transverse momentum of about 10 GeV/c [131] and this diﬀerence is
described by model calculations with parton-mass-dependent energy loss. There-
fore, for the centrality classes 0–10% and 30–50%, the value Rfeed-downAA = 2 ·RpromptAA
was used to compute the correction for D0 mesons with 3 < pT < 24 GeV/c.
This hypothesis was varied in the range 1 < Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA < 3 considering
the data uncertainties and model variations to estimate a systematic uncertainty.
For 1 < pT < 3 GeV/c and 24 < pT < 50 GeV/c, where model calculations
predict a reduced diﬀerence between the RAA values of prompt and non-prompt
charm hadrons [31, 40], the hypothesis Rfeed-downAA = 1.5 · RpromptAA was used, with
a variation in 1 < Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA < 2 for the systematic uncertainty. For
the peripheral class 60–80%, in which the medium eﬀects are milder, also the dif-
ference between charm and beauty mesons is assumed to be reduced: the value
Rfeed-downAA = 1.5 ·RpromptAA , varied in the range 1 < Rfeed-downAA /RpromptAA < 2, was used.
The resulting fprompt values, for the central hypotheses on Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA , range
from about 0.80 to 0.85, depending on the centrality class and pT interval, an ex-
ample of the prompt fraction of D0 yield in the 0-10% centrality class as a function
of pT can be found in Fig. 5.16. The systematic uncertainties obtained from the
variation of the hypotheses are discussed in Section 5.4.
5.4 Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties on the D-meson yield in Pb–Pb collisions were esti-
mated considering the following sources: (i) extraction of the raw yield from the
invariant-mass distributions; (ii) track reconstruction eﬃciency; (iii) D-meson selec-
tion eﬃciency; (iv) PID eﬃciency; (v) generated D0-meson pT shape in the simu-
lation; (vi) subtraction of the feed-down from beauty-hadron decays. In addition,
the uncertainties on the branching ratios [133] were considered. A procedure similar
to that described in [134, 42, 131, 135] and outlined in what follows was used to
estimate the uncertainties as a function of pT and centrality.
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Figure 5.16: The prompt fraction of D0 yield in the 0-10% centrality class as a
function of pT based on the FONLL calculation and Rfeed-downAA hypothesis.
5.4.1 Raw yield extraction
The systematic error on the yield extraction is determined by repeating the
fitting procedure described in Sec. 5.2.5 with a diﬀerent mass range, diﬀerent his-
togram bin widths and/or diﬀerent fitting functions, and using a method based on
bin counting after the subtraction of the background estimated from the fit of the
side bands. The variations listed above are obtained considering the yields once the
reflection contribution has been subtracted.
The systematic uncertainty on the raw yield extraction is evaluated in each pT
interval using a multiple trial approach. The fits to the invariant mass distributions
are repeated several times varying i) lower limit of the fit (6 steps in the range 1.65-
1.75 GeV/c), ii) upper limit of the fit (6 steps in the range 1.95-2.05 GeV/c), and iii)
background fit function (3 cases: exponential, linear and second order polynomial).
In addition, all the fits are repeated with the sigma of the Gaussian function fixed to
the values obtained from the MC simulation and the mean of the Gaussian function
to the PDG value of the D0 mass. The fits which did not converge or had  2/ndf >
2.0 are rejected and not considered in the evaluation of the systematic uncertainty.
In addition, the results obtained with the fitting technique are compared to those
obtained by counting the entries within 3.5   of the peak in the invariant mass
histogram after subtracting the background counts calculated from the background
fit function. Also for this check, a multiple trial approach is used. An example of the
result for 7 < pT < 8 GeV/c with the 30-50% centrality class is shown in Fig. 5.17,
the top left, middle and right panels show the Gaussian  , mean and  2/ndf in
diﬀerent trails, respectively. The bottom left and middle panel show the raw yield
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Figure 5.17: D0 yield extraction systematic uncertainties checks with a multiple
trail approach for the bin 7 < pT < 8 GeV/c with the 30-50% centrality class.
in diﬀerent trails and raw yield distributions after sum of all the trials for fitting
(blue lines) and bin-counting (red lines) methods. The systematic uncertainty is
defined looking at the following statistical parameters:
• diﬀerence between the mean and the median of the distribution.
• diﬀerence between the mean of the fitting and bin-counting approaches.
• r.m.s. of the distribution.
• full spread of the distribution (i.e. maximum-minimum) divided by p12.
For some of the pT intervals, a diﬀerence is observed between free and fixed sigma
cases. This suggests that the invariant-mass resolution in these pT bins is not exactly
reproduced in the MC simulation. Therefore, the spread induced by fixing the sigma
in the Gaussian function is not considered for the systematic uncertainty evaluation,
not to introduce a bias given by the possible not perfect description of the invariant-
mass resolution in the MC simulation. At high pT, a discrepancy between the fitting
and the bin counting method is also observed, However, in these ranges, the poor
statistics plays a significant role in the raw-yield extraction with the bin counting
method, since statistical fluctuations aside the peak could artificially enlarge the
signal. Therefore the final systematic uncertainty in these bins is tested with the
barlow criterion [136].
The amount of reflected singal also aﬀects the yield extraction, which can be
evaluated by varying the reflection shape and reflection/signal ratio, as shown in
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Fig. 5.18 for the 0-10% centrality class. The reflection shape is fitted by addi-
tional Gaussian, third and sixth order of exponential function, and reflection ratio
is changed from half to two times of the standard value. The raw yields obtained
with diﬀerent options are compared with each other. One can found 2% diﬀerence
from 1-24 GeV/c and 4% for 24-50 GeV/c by varying the reflection shape (left panel),
2% at low pT and up to 5% at high pT by varying the reflection/signal ratio (right
panel). This systematic contribution is combined with the one on yield extraction.
Figure 5.18: The raw yield comparison in the 0-10% centrality class obtained with
diﬀerent reflection shape (left panel) and reflection/signal ratio (right panel).
The total systematic uncertainty for yield extraction is summarized in Tab. 5.5.
At both low and high pT, the systematic uncertainty is higher than the one at
middle pT region (around 3%), because the huge combinatorial background and
lack of signal statistics aﬀect the quality of fitting at low and high pT, respectively.
5.4.2 Interaction rate and rapidity dependence
The final result is checked with the charged K,⇡ requested only from either
positive rapidity region or the negative one, the comparison of these two cases is
shown in Fig. 5.19: all the cases are compatible with each other within statistical
uncertainty, which reflects no systematic bias originates from it.
Another check has been done for the interaction rate eﬀects by separating the
sample into high or low interaction rate subsamples. the prompt eﬃciency for these
two cases is diﬀerent from the mixed sample, which is presented on the left panel of
Fig. 5.20 for the 30-50% centrality class. Then the final RAA results are showed on
the right panel for these three case, the low or high interaction rate results fluctuate
around the mixed one within uncertainties, thus no systematic bias can be found
within the current uncertainty for this source.
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Table 5.5: Systematic on yield extraction for D0 in the centrality classes 0-10%,
30-50% and 60-80%.
pT bin (GeV/c) 0-10% 30-50% 60-80%
[1,2] 14.5 13 10
[2,3] 4.5 9.5 5
[3,4] 2.5 3 2.5
[4,5] 3.5 2 3.5
[5,6] 3.5 2 4
[6,7] 3.5 2.5 4
[7,8] 4.5 3 4
[8,10] 4.5 3 4
[10,12] 4.5 3 4
[12,16] 6 4 4
[16,24] 9.5 4 10
[24,36] 9.5 9.5 10
[36,50] 9.5 – –
Figure 5.19: The variation of prompt eﬃciency (left panel) and the final RAA (right
panel) with diﬀerent selections for the 30-50% centrality class.
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Figure 5.20: The variation of prompt eﬃciency (left panel) with diﬀerent interaction
rate samples and the final RAA (right panel) of these three cases for the 30-50%
centrality class.
5.4.3 Selection eﬃciency
A further systematic uncertainty can arise due to diﬀerences in cut variables
shape in data and Monte Carlo and due to residual misalignment. These sources
where checked by repeating the analysis varying the main selection cuts by around
30% up and down from the standard set of cuts. Moving the main cuts all left or
all right may introduce a bias due to the fact that all the cuts goes in the same
direction. Due to this concern, diﬀerent sets of cuts, alternative to the standard one
were tested. An example of the results of the cut variation procedure is shown in
Fig. 5.21 for the 30-50% centrality class, two looser and two tighter selections with
respect to the standard one have been applied. The selections have been applied
for all variables in the same direction, one at a time, in order to search for possible
trends or biases. The left panel shows that the prompt eﬃciency varies by more
than 15% with respect to the standard selection. After that, the variation of the
RAA is obtained as shown in the right panel. For the bin 1-2 GeV/c, the variation
is within ±10%, while for the higher pT region, the variation is within ±5%. All the
numerical values assigned as a systematic uncertainty for the selection eﬃciency are
reported in Tab 5.6.
5.4.4 Generated pT shape for eﬃciencies
Another source of systematic uncertainty investigated is the one arising from the
D meson pT shape assumed in the Monte Carlo used for corrections, which has been
mentioned in Sec. 5.3. In order to check the stability of our eﬃciencies against the
change in pT shape and to define a systematic uncertainty, several set of weights
were used. For 0-10%, the eﬃciency obtained using the FONLL times LBT [35]
weights are considered as the alternative shape, for 30-50%, FONLL shape is used,
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Figure 5.21: The variation of prompt eﬃciency (left panel) and the final RAA (right
panel) with diﬀerent selections for the 30-50% centrality class.
Table 5.6: Systematic uncertainties on selection eﬃciency for D0 in the centrality
classes 0-10%, 30-50% and 60-80%.
pT bin (GeV/c) 0-10% 30-50% 60-80%
[1,2] 10 10 10
[2,3] 5 5 5
[3,4] 5 5 5
[4,5] 5 5 5
[5,6] 5 5 5
[6,7] 5 5 5
[7,8] 5 5 5
[8,10] 5 5 5
[10,12] 5 5 5
[12,16] 5 5 5
[16,24] 5 5 5
[24,36] 5 5 5
[36,50] 5.5 – –
while for 60-80%, the additional weights are FONLL times BAMPS [127]. Fig. 5.22
shows the relative change for eﬃciencies by using LBT and FONLL (blue) or data-
driven (red) weights (default) in the left panel for the 0-10% centrality class, and
relative change for eﬃciencies by using FONLL (green) or FONLL times BAMPS
(red) weight in the right plots for the 60-80% centrality class.
The analysis is stable against the variation of the MC pT shape above 4 GeV/c,
while in the transverse momenta range 2 < pT < 3 GeV/c a systematic eﬀect of
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Figure 5.22: Relative change for eﬃciencies by using LBT and FONLL (blue)
or data-driven (red) weights (default) in the left panel for the 0-10% centrality
class, and relative change for eﬃciencies by using FONLL (green) or FONLL times
BAMPS (red) weight in the right plots for the 60-80% centrality class.
about 3% is visible and around 8–14% for the bin 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c. For the 0-10%
centrality class, the LBT weight increases the systematic uncertainties to 7% for
the bin 2-3 GeV/c, because the model predicts the maximum value of the RAA to
be at 3 GeV/c, unlike the other models. The values of the MC generated pT shape
systematic uncertainty are reported in Tab 5.7.
Table 5.7: Systematic uncertainties on generated pT shape for D0 in the centrality
classes 0-10%, 30-50% and 60-80%.
pT bin (GeV/c) 0-10% 30-50% 60-80%
[1,2] 8 14 12
[2,3] 7 3 3
[3,4] 1 1 1
[4,5] 0 0 0
[5,6] 0 0 0
[6,7] 0 0 0
[7,8] 0 0 0
[8,10] 0 0 0
[10,12] 0 0 0
[12,16] 0 0 0
[16,24] 0 0 0
[24,36] 0 0 0
[36,50] 0 – –
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5.4.5 PID eﬃciency
In the analysis, a PID selection at 3  level on TPC and TOF signals was applied.
The systematic eﬀect due to the PID selection is studied by repeating the analysis
without PID selection and comparing the resulting cross section with the one ob-
tained with PID. In the case of the analysis without PID the width of the Gaussian
function in the invariant-mass fits is kept fixed to the value obtained with PID.
The ratio of raw yield with and without PID is compared with the PID eﬃciency
from MC. In the left panel of Fig. 5.23 for the 0-10% centrality class. The ratios
are compatible with unity for most pT bins, the last bin is aﬀected by the diﬃcult
signal extraction and is dominated by fluctuations. For the bin 1-2 GeV/c, a large
discrepancy can be found for the PID eﬃciency obtained by data. The residual of
the invariant mass after background subtraction for the no PID case is shown in
the right panel of Fig. 5.23: It’s clear that the fit quality is insuﬃcient, therefore no
systematic uncertainty is assigned for the PID eﬃciency source.
Figure 5.23: The PID eﬃciency comparison between data and MC at 0-10% is
presented in the left panel. The residual of raw yield obtained for the bin 1-2 GeV/c
with no PID case showed on the right panel.
5.4.6 Track reconstruction eﬃciency
The systematic uncertainty related to the tracking eﬃciency includes the eﬀects
arising from track finding in the TPC, from track propagation from the TPC to the
ITS, and from track quality selections. It was estimated with the following tests:
• comparison of the cross sections obtained with diﬀerent track selection cuts;
• comparison of the TPC-ITS track matching eﬃciency in data and simulations.
These checks are discussed in detail in the following subsections.
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5.4.6.1 Variation of track selections
The D-meson raw yields, eﬃciency and corrected yields are evaluated with dif-
ferent sets of track selection cuts. Only one cut at a time is changed with respect
to the standard values reported in Sec. 5.2.5. The following four cut variations are
tested:
1. additional cut on number TPC crossed rows > 120  (5/pT);
2. number of TPC clusters > 0.65⇥ number of TPC crossed rows;
3. additional cut on number of clusters with TPC dE/dx signal > 0.5⇥ number
of TPC crossed rows;
4. ratio of crossed rows over findable clusters in the TPC > 0.9.
An example of the result for the 30-50% centrality class is reported in Fig. 5.24,
which shows the RAA results obtained with various track-cut selections compared
with the default one. One can see that a systematic deviation of, on average, about
2% is observed for the two-body decay channel to obtain D0. So one could account
for a 1% systematic uncertainty per track.
Figure 5.24: The RAA comparison from track selection variations for the 30-50%
centrality class.
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5.4.6.2 Matching eﬃciency
Matching eﬃciency is defined as the fraction of tracks with clusters in both ITS
and TPC over the total number of tracks with clusters in TPC. Systematic un-
certainty on its determination arises from discrepancies in eﬃciency between data
and Monte Carlo. Matching eﬃciency for primary tracks is expected to be higher
than for secondary tracks (originating from strangeness decay, thus with secondary
vertices likely to be out of SPD) or tracks arising from interaction with material.
If the fractions of primary and secondary tracks are diﬀerent in data and in Monte
Carlo, this could lead to a wrong estimation of systematic uncertainty in the match-
ing. Hence, the idea here is to evaluate the real fraction of track types in data, and
to use them to re-weight respective MC eﬃciencies to obtain a corrected inclusive
MC eﬃciency. The latter will be compared with eﬃciency on data to extract the
systematic uncertainty.
The ingredients are:
• Matching eﬃciencies for diﬀerent particle types: EﬀMCprimaries, EﬀMCsecondaries, EﬀDatainclusive
• Fraction of primary tracks in data: f’primaries
• Corrected MC-inclusive eﬃciency: EﬀMCinclusive = f’primaries ⇥ EﬀMCprimaries + (1-
f’primaries) ⇥ EﬀMCsecondaries
• Systematic uncertainty: (EﬀDatainclusive - EﬀMCinclusive)/EﬀDatainclusive
The Charm-enriched productions were not used in this study as not advisable for
fitting the DCA distribution at the level of the primary fraction extraction, since
the peak shape of the DCA is slightly modified by the heavy flavour enrichment.
Eﬃciency was studied as a function of pT, in 7 bins from 0.5 to 15 GeV/c.
We explain below in detail the steps needed to calculate the systematic uncer-
tainty.
1. ITS-TPC matching eﬃciency: calculated separately for primary and sec-
ondary tracks in MC, inclusively on data. For the denominator of the eﬃciency,
i.e. tracks with TPC clusters, the selection was made requiring a TPC refit on
the tracks, with no further requests on SPD clusters neither other ITS selec-
tions or refit. As for the numerator of the eﬃciency, the tracks were required
to pass the "kAny" selection on SPD clusters, i.e. to have a cluster on at least
one of the SPD layers. Tracks were selected requiring a cut on |DCAxy| <2.4
cm and on |DCAz| <3.2 cm.
In Fig. 5.25, matching eﬃciency for primary (blue) and secondary (green)
tracks in diﬀerent pT intervals from 0.5 to 20 GeV/c is shown for the MC
sample.In Fig. 5.26 the comparison among matching eﬃciency, both in data
and MC, for the three samples analyzed. What one can notice from this
plot, is that matching eﬃciency in data is influenced by pile-up contribution
that makes the eﬃciency lower for samples with higher interaction rate (IR).
Moreover, there are eﬀects also on MC eﬃciencies at high pT coming from
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Figure 5.25: Matching eﬃciency for primaries (blue) and secondaries (green) tracks
in the full pT intervals from 0.5 to 20 GeV/c.
Figure 5.26: Matching eﬃciency, both in data and MC, for the three sample analyzed
versus pT.
residual track distortion eﬀects which are not fully corrected. For this rea-
son, the matching eﬃciency of the low IR period was used for the systematic
uncertaintiy evaluation.
2. Fractions of primary tracks: extracted from a fit to the impact parameter
distribution on data using MC templates for primary and secondary contribu-
tions. The ROOT TFractionFitter package was used to perform the fit. The
fit could be resolved using three templates describing primary particles, secon-
daries from strangeness and secondaries from material. A selection on tracks
requiring SPD kAny was used, to assure enough resolution and distinguish pri-
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mary from secondary DCA distributions. Fit was performed on the DCAxy
distributions of charged particles in the range [-1,1] cm, in diﬀerent intervals
of pT and constraining the 3 fractions within reasonable minimum and max-
imum values. The fractions were then calculated integrating the histograms
resulting from the fit in the range |DCAxy| < 2.4 cm, for consistency with the
matching eﬃciency calculation. In Fig. 5.27 the distributions of DCAxy in
data and in MC for the diﬀerent contributions are shown in diﬀerent colours,
in pT intervals from 0.5 to 15 GeV/c. Finally, in Fig. 5.28, the primary and
secondary fractions extracted from fit on data are shown and compared to the
ones obtained from MC truth (empty markers). As a closure test, it was ver-
ified that the latter MC fractions did not change when extracting them from
a fit using TFractionFitter on MC inclusive distribution itself, with the three
usual MC templates. The fraction of secondaries in the figure already includes
the contribution from material. The fraction of secondaries is underestimated
in MC.
3. Correction to the primary fraction: since the fraction of primary particles
was calculated on tracks passing the selection SPD kAny, we need to rescale
the primary fraction to the total number of tracks in TPC. The correction
factor is based on MC information and obtained as the ratio of the fraction
of primary tracks in TPC with the fraction of primary tracks with match
TPC-ITS. The final fraction of primary tracks is hence f’primaries = fprimaries
x correction factor, where fprimaries is the fraction obtained at step 2. Typical
values of correction factor are around ⇠ 0.95-0.98.
4. ITS-TPC corrected matching eﬃciency: calculated as EﬀMCinclusive = f’primaries
x EﬀMCprimaries + (1- f’primaries) x EﬀMCsecondaries. The corrected matching eﬃciency
is shown in Fig. 5.29 as a function of pT, for kaons and pions only (using par-
ticle identification, requiring a 3-sigma cut). Finally, the ratios of the latter
inclusive MC-corrected eﬃciencies with data are shown in Fig. 5.29. It is evi-
dent how the re-weighting of MC with the real fractions of track types is useful
in quoting a truthful and reduced systematic uncertainty.
Error bars were assigned to matching eﬃciency to account for statistical fluc-
tuations. A systematic uncertainty of 2% for particles with pT <2 GeV/c and
3 < pT <9 GeV/c, of 3% for 2 < pT <3 GeV/c and of 3.5% for pT > 9 GeV/c
per track was assigned. This per-track uncertainty needs to be summed in
quadrature with the 1% uncertainty coming from systematic on track selec-
tion.
Finally, a MC simulation was used to propagate the uncertainty at the track
level to the D meson level, accounting for the daughter’s kinematic in the D-
meson pT range of our analysis. In the MC simulation the same topological
and PID cuts used on data were applied, to account also for possible influ-
ence of topological selection on daughter’s kinematics. In the left column of
Fig. 5.30, one can see the scatter plot of D-meson pT versus daughter’s pT.
The right column shows instead the final systematic on matching eﬃciency for
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2-prong D mesons as a function of pT.
Figure 5.27: DCAxy distributions in data and in MC for primary and secondary
tracks in diﬀerent colours, in pT intervals from 0.5 to 15 GeV/c.
5.4.7 B feed-down subtraction
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty from the B feed-down subtrac-
tion, the perturbative uncertainty on the FONLL beauty production cross section
was considered, by varying the b quark mass and the factorization and renormaliza-
tion scales as suggested in [130]. Another contribution is estimated by varying the
range of Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA which has been discussed in Sec. 5.3.2. An example of
the relative variation of prompt D0 yields is presented as a function of the hypothesis
on Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA is showed in Fig. 5.31 for 30-50% centrality class. It ranges
between 5% to 12% from low pT to high pT region.
5.4.8 Summary of systematic uncertainties
After obtaining the pT-diﬀerential yield described by Eq. 5.2, the measurement
of RAA can be calculated using Eq. 1.8. The systematic uncertainties on the RAA
measurement include those on the D-meson corrected yields described above, those
on the proton–proton reference cross section, and the uncertainties on the average
nuclear overlap function.
In the calculation of the nuclear modification factor, the systematic uncertainty
on the feed-down subtraction deriving from the variation of the parameters of the
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Figure 5.28: Example of fractions of primary (red) and secondary (blue) tracks in
data (no marker) and MC (marker) as a function of pT, together with reduced  2
values of the fits, involved n.d.f and ratio of fractions from data and MC.
Figure 5.29: Left: Matching eﬃciency for data and for MC (before and after the
correction) in diﬀerent colours. Right: Systematic uncertainties due to the matching
eﬃciency as a function of pt for low IR. The systematics is shown for the MC
corrected (blue) and the uncorrected MC (red).
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Figure 5.30: Left column: scatter plot of daughter’s pT versus D0 pT. Right col-
umn: final systematic uncertainties propagated at D-meson level after weighting for
daughter’s kinematics, as a function of pT.
Figure 5.31: The relative variation of prompt D0 yields is presented as a function
of the hypothesis on Rfeed-downAA /R
prompt
AA for 30-50% centrality class.
FONLL calculation was considered to be correlated in the Pb–Pb and pp mea-
surements, while all the other sources of systematic uncertainties were treated as
uncorrelated and added in quadrature.
5.4.8.1 Proton-proton reference
The reference pT-diﬀerential cross section of prompt D0-meson at mid-rapidity
in pp collisions at
p
s = 5.02 TeV was not available at the first Pb–Pb analysis.
Instead, a scaling to
p
s = 5.02 TeV is applied to the measurements at
p
s = 7
TeV [137] based on the FONLL calculation [92]. Also, the results are extrapolated
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to higher pT intervals. The results can be written as:
d 
dpT
(5.02TeV, p1T, p
2
T) =
Fitintergral(data/FONLL, p3T, p
4
T)
p4T   p3T
⇥( d 
dpT
(5.02TeV, p1T, p
2
T))
FONLL
(5.4)
The procedure can be briefly described as: 1) compute the ratio between data and
theoretical prediction considering the measurement statistical uncertainties, 2) do-
ing the exercise for all the calculation parameters, 3) doing this by shifting up/down
the data points by their systematic uncertainties. Then fitting the ratio between
data and theoretical prediction. The uncertainties on the pT-dependent scaling
factor from
p
s =7 TeV to
p
s =5.02 TeV are determined by varying the FONLL pa-
rameters (charm-quark mass, factorisation and renormalisation scales) as described
in [138]. The uncertainties range from +17  4% for 1<pT<2 GeV/c to about ±3%
for pT>10 GeV/c. As mentioned, at high D0-meson pT (36<pT<50 GeV/c), the
FONLL calculation at
p
s = 5.02 TeV [92] is used as a reference by scaling the
values to match the central value of the scaled data at lower pT. This procedure is
described in Ref. [42]. As an example, the total systematic uncertainties on the pp
reference with 36<pT<50 GeV/c is +38 28%.
5.4.8.2 Normalisation
The uncertainties on the RAA normalisation are the quadratic sum of (i) the pp
normalisation uncertainty (3.5%), (ii) the uncertainty on hTAAi, which ranges from
1.9% to 3.4% depending on the centrality, and (iii) the variation of raw yield (<
0.1%, 2% and 3% for the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality classes, respectively)
obtained when the centrality intervals are varied to account for the uncertainty on
the fraction of the hadronic cross section used in the Glauber fit to determine the
centrality [42]. The branching ratio uncertainty cancels out in the ratio.
The systematic uncertainties on the pT-diﬀerential spectra and RAA in the two
extreme centrality classes are listed in Table 5.8 for the lowest pT interval accessible
as well as for the intermediate range 7 < pT < 8 GeV/c.
5.5 Results
The transverse-momentum distribution dN/dpT of prompt D0-meson is shown
in Fig. 5.32 for the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality classes. The vertical bars
represent the statistical uncertainties and the empty boxes the systematic uncer-
tainties. The uncertainty on the branching ratios is quoted separately.
Figure 5.33 shows the pT-dependent ratios of meson yields, D+/D0, D⇤+/D0,
D+s /D0 and D+s /D+, in the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality classes in Pb–
Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV [28], compared to the values measured in pp
collisions at
p
s =7 TeV [137]. The systematic uncertainties are propagated to the
ratios, considering the contribution from the tracking eﬃciency as a fully corre-
lated uncertainty among the four D-meson species. The beauty-hadron feed-down
subtraction is considered as fully correlated among the three non-strange D-meson
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0–10% centrality class 60–80% centrality class
pT interval (GeV/c) 1–2 7–8 1–2 7–8
Syst. on dN/dpT in Pb–Pb +21 22%
+16
 17% 22%
+12
 13%
Yield extraction 15% 5% 10% 4.5%
Tracking eﬃciency 6% 7% 6% 7%
PID eﬃciency 0 0 0 0
Cut eﬃciency 10% 6% 10% 5%
MC pT shape 8% 0 12% 0
Branching ratio 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Feed-down subtraction +6.8 7.3%
+12.4
 12.8%
+9.0
 9.7%
+6.1
 7.2%
Centrality limit <0.1% 3.0%
Syst. on dN/dpT in pp and +8.8
 9.0%
+8.4
 9.4%
+8.8
 9.0%
+8.4
 9.4%p
s-scaling of the pp ref.
Syst. on RAA +22 27%
+17
 16%
+23
 28% 14%
Table 5.8: Relative systematic uncertainties on the dN/dpT in Pb–Pb collisions,
on the extrapolated dN/dpT in pp collisions and on the RAA in two centrality
classes considered in the analysis for the lowest accessible pT intervals and for the
intermediate range 7 < pT < 8 GeV/c .
species, while uncorrelated between D+s and non-strange D mesons. The D+/D0
and D⇤+/D0 ratios are compatible in Pb–Pb and pp collisions, indicating no signif-
icant modification of their relative abundances as a function of pT and in centrality
classes. The D+s /D0 and D+s /D+ ratios are measured at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV with
a precision better by a factor about two with respect to 2.76 TeV [42]. The val-
ues of these ratios are larger in Pb–Pb than in pp collisions, in all three centrality
classes, however the measurements in the two systems are compatible within about
one standard deviation of the combined uncertainties. At the same time, in Pb–Pb
collisions, there is no evidence for centrality dependence within uncertainties, while
theoretical calculation with pure-coalescence scenario [29] also expected negligible
centrality-dependence as shown in Fig. 5.34.
Fig. 5.35 shows the prompt D0 in the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality
classes. And the RAA of prompt D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons is shown in the left-
hand panels of Fig. 5.36, from central (top) to peripheral (bottom) collisions. The
nuclear modification factors of the three D-meson species are compatible within sta-
tistical uncertainties, which are obtained by propagating those on the Pb–Pb yields
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Figure 5.32: Transverse momentum distributions N. /p.T of prompt D
0-meson in the
0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality classes in Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02
TeV [28]. Statistical uncertainties (bars) and systematic uncertainties (boxes) are
shown. The uncertainty on the branching ratios is quoted separately. Horizontal
bars represent bin widths, symbols are placed at the centre of the bin.
and those of the pp reference. Their average was computed using the inverse of
the quadratic sum of the relative statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertain-
ties as weights, in the pT intervals where more than one D-meson species is avail-
able, (Fig. 5.36, right-hand panels). The systematic uncertainties were propagated
through the averaging procedure, considering the contributions from the tracking ef-
ficiency, the beauty-hadron feed-down subtraction and the FONLL-based
p
s-scaling
of the pp cross section from
p
s = 7 TeV to
p
s = 5.02 TeV as fully correlated uncer-
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Figure 5.33: Ratio of prompt D-meson yields as a function of pT [28]. Statistical
(bars) and systematic (boxes) uncertainties are shown.
tainties among the three D-meson species. The average nuclear modification factors
in the 0–10% and 30–50% centrality classes (top and middle right-hand panels of
Fig. 5.36) show a suppression that is maximal at pT = 6–10 GeV/c, where a reduc-
tion of the yields by a factor of about 5 and 2.5 with respect to the binary-scaled pp
reference is observed in the two centrality classes, respectively. The suppression gets
smaller with decreasing pT for pT < 6 GeV/c, and RAA is compatible with unity
in the interval 1< pT < 3 GeV/c. The average RAA in the 60–80% centrality class
shows a suppression by about 20–30%, without a pronounced dependence on pT.
The RAA of prompt D+s mesons is shown in the right-hand panels of Fig. 5.36,
where it is compared with the average RAA of non-strange D mesons: the values
are larger for D+s mesons, but the two measurements are compatible within one
standard deviation of the combined uncertainties, as is the case for the ratios shown
in Fig. 5.33. The average RAA of prompt D0, D+ and D⇤+ in the 10% most cen-
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Figure 5.34: Ratio of prompt D+s /D0 in
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV Pb–Pb collisions at 0-10%
and 30-50% centrality classes [28], compared with pure coalescence and coalescence
plus fragmentation Monte-Carlo predictions [29].
tral collisions is compared with a measurement of prompt D0 mesons by the CMS
Collaboration [30] in the rapidity interval |y| < 1 in Fig. 5.37 (left panel): the mea-
surements are compatible in the common pT interval 2–50 GeV/c. In the right panel
of Fig. 5.37, the nuclear modification factor of D mesons at psNN = 5.02 TeV in
the 0–10% centrality class is compared with the same measurement at psNN = 2.76
TeV [42]. The measurement at psNN = 5.02 TeV have total uncertainties reduced
by a factor of about two and extended pT coverage from 36 to 50 GeV/c. The sup-
pression is compatible within uncertainties at the two energies, as also observed for
charged particles [32].
The close similarity of the RAA measurements at the two energies was predicted
by the Djordjevic model [31] (Fig. 5.37, right panel), and it results from the com-
bination of a higher medium temperature at 5.02 TeV (estimated to be about 7%
higher than at 2.76 TeV), which would decrease the RAA by about 10%, with a
harder pT distribution of charm quarks at 5.02 TeV, which would increase the RAA
by about 5% if the medium temperature were the same as at 2.76 TeV.
As explained in Chapter. 1, the measurement of the RAA of open-charm mesons
is essential to understand in-medium parton energy loss, in particular its colour-
charge and quark-mass dependence. In Fig. 5.38, the RAA of prompt D mesons is
compared with that of charged particles in the same pT intervals, at the same energy
and in the same centrality classes [32]. The ratio of their nuclear modification factors
is displayed in the bottom panels, for the three centrality classes. The RAA of D
mesons and charged particles diﬀer by more than 2  of the combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all the pT intervals within 3<pT<8 GeV/c in central
collisions. The diﬀerence is less than 2  in this range for semi-central collisions,
while the two RAA are the same within 1  for pT>10 GeV/c in both central and
semi-central collisions. In the 60–80% class the measurements are compatible in the
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Figure 5.35: RAA of prompt D0 for the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality
classes [28]. Statistical (bars), systematic (empty boxes), and normalisation (shaded
box around unity) uncertainties are shown. Filled markers are obtained with the pp
rescaled reference, empty markers with the pT-rescaled reference.
common pT interval. The interpretation of the diﬀerence observed for pT < 8 GeV/c
in central and semi-central collisions is not straightforward, because several factors
can play a role in defining the shape of the RAA.
In presence of a colour-charge and quark-mass dependent energy loss, the harder
pT distribution and the harder fragmentation function of charm quarks compared
to those of light quarks and gluons should lead to similar values of D-meson and
pion RAA at high-pT region, as discussed in [98]. Since the pions are the dominant
contribution in the inclusive charged-particle yields, this statement is expected to
be still valid for the comparison of the D-meson and the charged particle RAA. In
addition, it should be considered that the yield of light-flavour hadrons could have
a substantial contribution up to transverse momenta of about 2–3 GeV/c from soft
production processes, such as the break-down of participant nucleons into quarks
and gluons that subsequently hadronise. This component scales with the number
of participants rather than the number of binary collisions. Finally, the eﬀects of
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radial flow and hadronisation via recombination, as well as initial-state eﬀects, could
aﬀect D-meson and light-hadron yields diﬀerently at a given pT.
The average RAA of the three non-strange D-meson species in the three cen-
trality classes are compared with theoretical models in Fig. 5.39. Models based
on heavy-quark transport and models based on perturbative QCD calculations of
high-pT parton energy loss are shown in the left and in the right panels, respectively,
details about the models have already been discussed in Chapter. 1. Transport mod-
els in the left panels include: BAMPS el. [33], POWLANG [38] and TAMU [40],
in which the interactions are only described by collisional (i.e. elastic) processes;
BAMPS el.+rad. [33], LBT [35], MC@sHQ+EPOS2 [36] and PHSD [37], in which
also energy loss from medium-induced gluon radiation is considered, in addition to
collisional process. In the right panels, the CUJET3.0 [34] and Djordjevic [31] mod-
els include both radiative and collisional energy loss processes, while the SCET [39]
model implements medium-induced gluon radiation via modified splitting functions
with finite quark masses. All models, with the exception of BAMPS and CU-
JET3.0, include a nuclear modification of the parton distribution functions. The
LBT, MC@sHQ, PHSD, POWLANG and TAMU models include a contribution of
hadronisation via quark recombination, in addition to independent fragmentation.
Most of the models provide a fair description of the data in the region pT<10 GeV/c
in central collisions (except for BAMPS el., where the radiative term is missing), but
many of them (LBT, PHSD, POWLANG and SCET) provide a worse description
of non-central collisions. In the high-pT region above 10 GeV/c only the BAMPS
el.+rad., CUJET3.0, Djordjevic, MC@sHQ+EPOS2 and SCET models can describe
the data in central collisions. The CUJET3.0 and Djordjevic models provide a fair
description of the RAA in all three centrality classes for pT > 10 GeV/c, where radia-
tive energy loss is expected to be the dominant interaction mechanism, suggesting
that the dependence of radiative energy loss on the path length in the hot and dense
medium is well understood.
In Fig. 5.40, the non-strange and strange D-meson RAA are compared with the
models that provide both observables. An increase of the D+s RAA is expected in
the two models, PHSD and TAMU, in particular for pT < 5 GeV/c, with respect
to non-strange D mesons. This increase is induced by hadronisation via quark
recombination in the QGP, as well as by diﬀerent interaction cross sections for
non-strange D and for D+s in the hadronic phase of the system evolution. In the
transverse momentum interval covered by the D+s measurement (pT > 4 GeV/c), the
PHSD model predicts the eﬀect to be very small, while the TAMU model predicts
a sizeable diﬀerence of about 30% up to about 8 GeV/c, similar to the trend shown
by the data.
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Figure 5.36: RAA of prompt D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons (left-hand panels) and of
prompt D+s mesons compared with the average RAA of the non-strange D-meson
states available in each pT interval (right-hand panels) for the 0–10%, 30–50% and
60–80% centrality classes [28]. Statistical (bars), systematic (empty boxes), and
normalisation (shaded box around unity) uncertainties are shown. Filled markers
are obtained with the pp rescaled reference, empty markers with the pT-rescaled
reference.
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Figure 5.38: Average RAA of prompt D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons in the 0–10% (left),
30–50% (middle) and 60–80% (right) centrality classes at psNN = 5.02 TeV com-
pared to the RAA of charged particles in the same centrality classes [32]. The ratios
of the RAA are shown in the bottom panels. Statistical (bars), systematic (empty
boxes), and normalisation (shaded box around unity) uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 5.39: Average RAA of D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons compared with model calcu-
lations. The three rows refer to the 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% centrality classes.
The left panels show models based on heavy-quark transport, while the right pan-
els show models based on pQCD energy loss. Model nomenclature and references:
BAMPS [33], CUJET3.0 [34], Djordjevic [31], LBT [35], MC@sHQ+EPOS2 [36],
PHSD [37] POWLANG [38], SCET [39], TAMU [40]. Some of the models are pre-
sented with two lines with the same style and colour, which encompass the model
uncertainty band.
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Figure 5.40: Average RAA of D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons and RAA of D+s mesons in
the 0–10% centrality class compared with the PHSD [37] and TAMU [40] model
calculations.
The simultaneous comparison of RAA and elliptic flow v2 measurements at
p
sNN
= 5.02 TeV [41] with models can provide more stringent constraints to the implemen-
tation of the interaction and hadronisation processes for heavy quarks in the QGP.
The comparison with models that compute both observables is shown in Fig. 5.41
for the RAA and v2, in the 0–10% and 30–50% centrality classes, respectively. The
level of model-to-data consistency was quantified in terms of the reduced  2 in the
pT interval where the calculations are available. Values of reduced  2 for RAA in
the 0–10% and 30–50% centrality classes and for v2 in the 30–50% centrality class
are reported in Table 5.9. Note that the  2 values for the TAMU and MC@sHQ
take into account the model uncertainties, in addition to the data uncertainties.
The TAMU model yields large  2 values because it overestimates RAA and under-
estimates v2 at high pT, probably because it does not include radiative energy loss.
The TAMU model overestimates RAA and underestimates v2 at high pT, probably
because it does not include radiative energy loss. The BAMPS el.model overesti-
mates the maximum flow while underestimating the RAA value at high pT. The
radiative energy loss contribution in BAMPS el.+rad. improves the description of
RAA but gives v2 values lower than the data. The LBT, PHSD, POWLANG and
MC@sHQ models provide instead a fair description of v2, but cannot describe RAA
with a small  2 in both centrality classes. The MC@sHQ model describes the three
data sets with  2/ndf < 1. Nevertheless, energy loss is overestimated at high pT in
the 0–10% centrality classes (but also in semi-central events) by PHSD, POWLANG
and LBT, while at low pT the measured RAA is slightly higher than what predicted
within LBT, PHSD and MC@sHQ.
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 2/ndf RAA (0–10%) RAA (30–50%) v2 (30–50%)
BAMPS el. 3.3 3.8 1.9
BAMPS el.+rad. 1.2 0.5 6.7
LBT 1.4 1.7 0.8
MC@sHQ 0.4 0.8 0.5
PHSD 0.9 1.8 0.8
POWLANG 2.8 2.3 0.5
TAMU 1.5 0.6 4.1
Table 5.9: Reduced  2 values for RAA in 0–10% and 30–50% centrality classes and
v2 in 30–50% centrality class.
5.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we have presented measurements of the pT-diﬀerential produc-
tion yields of prompt D0 meson at central rapidity in Pb–Pb collisions in the three
centrality classes 0–10%, 30–50% and 60–80% at a centre-of-mass energy per nucleon
pair psNN = 5.02 TeV, as well as its nuclear modification factor RAA. The pp ref-
erence was obtained by scaling the recently-published measurements at 7 TeV [137]
to
p
s = 5.02 TeV.
The average RAA of the three non-strange D-meson species (D0, D+ and D⇤+)
shows minimum values of 0.2 and 0.4 in the centrality classes 0–10% and 30–50%,
respectively, at pT of 6–10 GeV/c. RAA increases for pT < 6 GeV/c, and it is
compatible with unity at 1<pT<3 GeV/c. The average RAA values are compatible
with those measured at psNN =2.76 TeV and they have smaller uncertainties by
a factor of about two, as well as extended pT coverage up to 50 GeV/c in central
collisions. The similarity of the RAA values at the two energies was predicted by
the Djordjevic model, and it results from the combination of a higher medium
temperature at 5.02 TeV (estimated to be about 7% higher than at 2.76 TeV) with
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Figure 5.41: Average RAA of D0, D+ and D⇤+ mesons in the 0–10% centrality class
(left) and their average elliptic flow v2 in the 30–50% centrality class (right) [41],
compared with models that have predictions for both observables at low pT.
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a harder pT distribution of charm quarks at 5.02 TeV.
In central and semi-central collisions the average RAA of non-strange D mesons
is compatible with that of charged particles for pT < 6 GeV/c, while it is larger at
lower pT. The RAA of D+s mesons have generally larger central values than those
of the average of non-strange D mesons, but the two measurements are compatible
within about one standard deviation of the combined uncertainties.
TheRAA of non-strange D mesons at high pT (above 10 GeV/c) is fairly described
in the three centrality classes by model calculations that include both radiative and
collisional energy loss. This indicates that the centrality dependence of radiative
energy loss, which is the dominant contribution at high pT, is under good theoretical
control. The RAA in the transverse momentum region below 10 GeV/c is described
by several transport model calculations in central collisions, but most models fail in
describing the centrality dependence of RAA and in describing simultaneously RAA
and the elliptic flow coeﬃcient v2. Therefore, the measurements provide significant
constraints for the understanding of the interaction of charm quarks with the high-
density QCD medium, especially at low and intermediate pT, where the RAA is the
result of a more complex interplay among several eﬀects.
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Chapter 6
Towards a measurement of
non-prompt D0 using TMVA
technique in p–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV
This chapter describes the non-prompt D0 analysis in p–Pb collisions. A novel
machine learning based method is used, aiming to separate the non-prompt and
prompt D0. In Sec. 6.1, the physics motivation of this non-prompt D0 analysis
will be described. A short introduction of Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm
will be given in Sec. 6.2.1. The non-prompt D0 selection strategy and correction
procedure are described in Sec. 6.3 and Sec. 6.4, respectively. The results of non-
prompt D0 cross section in p–Pb collisions atpsNN = 5.02 TeV are shown in Sec. 6.5.
6.1 Introduction
At LHC energies, the inclusive D-meson yields not only originates from the decay
of charm hadrons (prompt D mesons), but also from the decay of beauty hadrons
(non-prompt D mesons). A measurement of the latter would be a indirect observ-
able of beauty production. Experimentally, non-prompt and prompt D mesons can
be distinguished according to the diﬀerent decay topologies, such as the impact pa-
rameter. In ALICE, a data-driven method [42] has been employed to extract the
non-prompt fraction fnon prompt in the raw yield of D0 mesons in p-Pb collisions.
It exploits the diﬀerent shapes of the distributions of the transverse-plane impact
parameter to the primary vertex (d0) of prompt and feed-down D mesons. Thus
the non-prompt fraction can be estimated via an unbinned likelihood fit of the d0
distribution. The fit function equation can be expressed as:
F (d0) = S·[fnon promptF feed down(d0)+(1 fnon prompt)F prompt(d0)]+B·F backgr(d0),
(6.1)
where F feed down(d0), F prompt(d0) and F backgr(d0) are the templates describing
the impact parameter distributions of prompt D mesons, feed-down D mesons, and
background, respectively. The template fit of the impact parameter for the three
sources can be found on the left panel of Fig. 6.1 in p-Pb collisions [42]. The
prompt fraction of D0 can be estimated with the impact parameter fits found to be
compatible with the FONLL-based estimation within uncertainties, as shown in the
right panel of Fig. 6.1.
A novel method based on TMVA technology is developed to obtain high fraction
of non-prompt D0. The TMVA approaching is widely used to reduce the combina-
torial background for the yield extraction based on the diﬀerent decay topology
between signal and background. Nevertheless, TMVA can not only be used for two
elements classification, but also the three elements classification. Thus it’s suitable
for this case, where we can treat the non-prompt D0 as signal, prompt D0 and
combinatorial background as background.
Figure 6.1: Left panel: the template fit of the impact parameter for F feed down(d0),
F prompt(d0) and F backgr(d0). Right panel: the prompt fraction of D0 as a function
of pT using the data-driven method and the FONLL-based approach [42].
6.2 TMVA technology
The goal of data analysis is to extract the best possible signal. For our HEP anal-
ysis, the task follows the procedure: 1.classification 2.parameter estimation 3.func-
tion fitting. Classification is the process of assigning objects or events to one of
the possible discrete classes. Parameter estimation is the extraction of one or more
parameters by fitting a model to data. By function fitting I mean the derivation of
continuous functions of variables. While, in our traditional analysis, we often look
at the parameter distribution of signal and background, and use a cut by "eye" to
gain more signal and reduce more background. However, if the statistics are limited,
and the S/B is low, the traditional cuts are not that suﬃcient. In this case, machine
learning methods help to give the rank of each variable to help better understand
the cuts which we used in traditional method.
The machine learning method has been widely used in particle physics to search
for dark matter or particles beyond SM. To explain it in a simple way, in this
method, if we can define enough kind of variables and give it to the machine, it can
automatically distinguish the signal and background, and give a cut (not a continue
cut) to maximize the significance. For ALICE analysis, we have used one of the
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machine learning method (BDT) to extract the ⇤+c signal [139], which have a better
significance compared to the traditional method, and the results are compatible with
traditional rectangular cut method.
6.2.1 Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)
In the ROOT framework, there is a package called "TMVA" [140] which can
be used to do many kinds analysis based on machine learning and deep learning
methods. Here I take the BDT as an example.
6.2.1.1 Decision Tree
Decision trees (DT) employ sequential cuts as in the standard grid search to
perform the classification (or regression) task, but with a critical diﬀerence. The
flow chart of DT is shown in Fig. 6.2, at each step in the sequence, the best cut is
searched for and used to split the data and this process is continued recursively on the
resulting partitions until a given terminal criterion is satisfied. The DT algorithm
starts at the so-called root node with the entire training data set containing signal
and background events. At each iteration of the algorithm, and for each node, one
finds the best cut for each variable and then the best cut overall. The data are split
using the best cut thereby forming two branch nodes. One stops splitting when no
further reduction in impurity is possible (or when the number of events is judged
too small to proceed further).
The DT algorithm is applicable to discrimination of n-classes, even though what
I have described is the binary decision tree method used in 2-class signal/background
discrimination.
Decision trees are very popular because of the transparency of the procedure
and interpretation. They also have some other advantages: (a) tolerance to missing
variables in the training data and test data; (b) insensitivity to irrelevant variables
since the best variable on which to cut is chosen at each split and therefore ineﬀec-
tive ones do not get used; (c) invariance to monotone transformation of variables
which makes preprocessing of data unnecessary. However, decision trees also have
serious limitations: (a) instability with respect to the training sample (a slightly
diﬀerent training sample can produce a dramatically diﬀerent tree); (b) sub-optimal
performance due to the piece-wise constant nature of the model, which means that
the predictions are constant within each bin (region represented by a leaf) and dis-
continuous at its boundaries; (c) poor global generalization because the recursive
splitting results in the use of fewer and fewer training data per bin and only a small
fraction of the feature variables may be used to model the predictions for individual
bins.
6.2.1.2 Boosting
Within the last few years a great improvement has been made. Starting with
unweighted events and build a tree as above, If a training event is misclassified, i.e,
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of a decision tree
a signal event lands on a background leaf or a background event lands on a signal
leaf, then the weight of that event is increased (boosted).
A second tree is built using the new weights, no longer equal. Again misclassified
events have their weights boosted and the procedure is repeated. Typically, one may
build 1000 or 2000 trees this way.
A score is now assigned to an event as follows. The event is followed through
each tree in turn. If it lands on a signal leaf it is given a score of 1, and if it lands on
a background leaf it is given a score of -1. The renormalized sum of all the scores,
possibly weighted, is the final score of the event. High scores mean the event is
most likely signal and low scores that it is most likely background. By choosing a
particular value of the score on which to cut, one can select a desired fraction of the
signal or a desired ratio of signal to background. High scores (BDT response) mean
the selected sample is most lickly to be ea signal, low scores mean it seem to be a
background.
6.3 Non-prompt D0 Reconstruction
This work was based on the LHC run 2 data acquired by ALICE detector in 2016
with p–Pb collisions at centre-of-mass energy per nucleon-nucleon pair of psNN
= 5.02 TeV, using the minimum-bias trigger according to the information of the
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VZERO detector, the in-bunch collision pileup is removed. The number of events
used for the analysis after reconstructed primary vertex cut (±10 cm) is 624M. The
corresponding integrated luminosity is Lint ⇡ 292nb 1. The dedicated MC was
generated using HIJING generator, with addition of D-meson signal decaying by
the hadronic channel from PYTHIA6 requesting the cc¯ pairs in 50% of the events
and the bb¯ pairs in the remaining half.
The strategy of non-prompt D0 reconstruction is similar with prompt D0 one
which has been described in the previous chapter, thus the same procedure will not
be discussed in details. The only diﬀerence comes from the topological selections
which will of course lead to a diﬀerence for the reconstruction eﬃciency calculation.
6.3.1 Multivariate Selection
Before using BDT to optimize the rectangular topological selections, a pre-
selection is applied, including the PID and very loose selection on the topological
variables such as the minimum pT of the daughter tracks and the DCA. the topo-
logical variables used for BDT training are the same as the ones used for prompt
D0 which has been described in the previous chapter. The variable distributions of
signal and background after pre-selection are showed in Fig. 6.3.
6.3.1.1 BDT training
The training stage is performed using one dataset to train the BDT, while an-
other independent sample will be used for test and BDT eﬃciency calculation. This
split is done to ensure a statistically independent evaluation of the BDT algorithm
is performed with the test sample, as well as a statistically independent evaluation
of the BDT cut eﬃciency. The training sample fully determines each stage of the
BDT, and the BDT response for the training dataset is calculated. The test sample
is then used to test the level of overtraining, which can occur when statistical fluc-
tuations are interpreted as features of a variable. The BDT training is performed
individually for each pT bin, to optimize discrimination power of the BDT in each
bin. Fig. 6.4 shows the BDT responses for training and test sample. It can be found
that the training and test sample agree reasonably well.
The sidebands of the invariant mass distribution from data are taken as the
combinatorial background, the sidebands are defined asMD0 0.165 < M < MD0 
0.065 GeV/c2 andMD0+0.065 < M < MD0+0.165 GeV/c2. 2000 events of prompt
and non-prompt D0 are randomly taken from the corresponding MC for each pT
bin, the other events are used for testing.
At the beginning, we tried to use non-prompt D0 as signal, prompt D0 and
sidebands simultaneously as background for training. However, it was found that
the fraction of non-prompt can only reach 40% even with an aggressive selection.
Then, we attempted to scan the weight of prompt D0 and sidebands, and observed
that, the higher weight of the prompt we use, the higher fraction of non-prompt we
will obtain. Thus a two steps training model has been developed, the work flow can
be found in Fig. 6.5: the first step treats the non-prompt D0 as signal and prompt
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Figure 6.3: The topological variables distributions of signal and background non-
prompt D0 after pre-selection.
D0 as background, and aims to separate these two sources. After a selection which
guarantee a high fraction of non-prompt, we use filtered non-prompt D0 as signal
and combinatorial background as background to do the second step training, which
will reduce the combinatorial background and improve the fit quality (significance).
A study is performed on the configuration options, only one varies at a time, to
see if the performance can be improved. Finally, we Choose 500 trees in the forest
maximized the signal eﬃciency, and the max. depth of the decision tree allows as 2
in both cases decreases the level of overtraining significantly, while also giving the
best signal eﬃciency. And Minimum percentage of training events require in a leaf
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Figure 6.4: The BDT responses for training and test sample.
Figure 6.5: The work flow of two steps BDT training for non-prompt D0.
node is 2.5%. The separation criteria is Gini Index, which defined by p⇤(1 p). Since
the splitting criterion is always a cut on a single variable, the training procedure
selects the variable and cut value that optimizes the increase in the separation
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index between the parent node and the sum of the indices of the two daughter
nodes, weighted by their relative fraction of events. The cut values are optimized by
scanning over the variable range with a granularity that is set via the option nCuts.
the default value of nCuts is 20 which has a good compromise between computing
time and step size. In order to optimal cut, given the training sample, the value is
set to -1. Bagged Boost is also applied in order to avoid overtraining.
6.3.1.2 BDT application
The BDT weights obtained by training are applied to the datasets mentioned
above. In order to simultaneously get high fraction of non-prompt and best fit
significance, a study of BDT response cuts as a function of fnon prompt and fit sig-
nificance is performed in Fig. 6.6 left and right panels respectively. The fnon prompt
is calculated by Eq. 6.2. The fit significances are obtained by invariant mass of non-
prompt D0 candidates after diﬀerent BDT selections. The final choice guarantees a
very high non-prompt fraction (90%) and the best significance. Fig. 6.7 shows an
example of candidates invariant mass at 4 < pT < 5 GeV/c after each step BDT
cuts. In the left panel, we have the significance around 24 after pre-selection cuts,
the non-prompt fraction is around 5%. After first step of BDT selection, the frac-
tion of non-prompt increase to around 60%, the significance reduces to 6. However,
after second step of BDT selection aiming to reduce the combinatorial background,
we achieve similar significance with pre-selection, but the non-prompt fraction stays
around 60%.
fnon prompt = 1 
✓
d2 
dy dpT
◆FONLL
prompt
· (Acc⇥ ")prompt · y pT · BR ·Nevt
ND0 raw/2
, (6.2)
Figure 6.6: Left: BDT response 1 and 2 as a function of non-prompt fraction. Right:
BDT response 1 and 2 as a function of fit significance.
Fig. 6.8 shows the impact parameter distributions after BDT selections from the
total or sideband distributions (data), and prompt or non-prompt D0 signal (MC).
It can be found that, even after BDT selection, there are still large discrepancy
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Figure 6.7: An example of candidates invariant mass at 4 < pT < 5 GeV/c after
each step BDT cuts, details described in the text.
between each source, which will allow us to calculate the fnon prompt using data-
driven method as described in Sec. 6.1.
Figure 6.8: The impact parameter distributions after BDT selections from the total
or sideband distributions (data), and prompt or non-prompt D0 signal (MC).
6.3.2 Raw yield extraction
The raw yield of non-prompt D0 can be extracted via invariant mass analysis
after pre-selection and BDT cuts, as described in Sec. 5.2.5. Fig. 6.9 shows the
invariant mass fit of non-prompt D0 signal in 6 pT bins in the range 3 < pT < 10
GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV. The reflection will be included after
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further study. The information for number of signal S, number of background B,
signal over background ratio S/B and significance can be found in each panel. In
general, good quality of fit can be obtained in each pT interval with the significances
about 10. The fnon prompt is around 90%.
Figure 6.9: The invariant mass fit of non-prompt D0 signal without reflection in 6
pT bins in the range, 3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
In order to illustrate the power of BDT, the BDT technique is also used for
prompt D0 analysis. The top panels of Fig. 6.10 6.11 show the invariant mass fit
of prompt D0 signal without reflection after BDT selections in 6 pT bins in the
range, 3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, compared
with traditional rectangle cut method results (bottom panels). As we can find from
the plots, the significance of BDT method is 20%-35% more than the traditional
rectangular cuts method’s one, which indicates that there is still room to improve the
rectangular cuts, and BDT technique can be potentially used for D0 yield extraction
of flow or D0 tagged-jet analysis, which are limited by the poor statistics.
6.4 Corrections
Similar with what has been discussed in Sec. 5.3, to calculate the non-prompt
D0 cross section, the correction includes selection eﬃciency and fnon prompt.
6.4.1 Selection Eﬃciency
The calculation of selection eﬃciency via BDT technique can be divided into
two parts: the first part is pre-selection eﬃciency which follows the same procedure
described in Sec. 5.3, the second part is the BDT selection eﬃciency which is calcu-
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Figure 6.10: The invariant mass fit of prompt D0 signal without reflection after
BDT selections in 3 pT bins in the range, 3 < pT < 6 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions
at psNN = 5.02 TeV (top panels), compared with traditional rectangle cut method
results (bottom panels).
Figure 6.11: The invariant mass fit of prompt D0 signal without reflection after
BDT selections in 3 pT bins in the range, 6 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions
at psNN = 5.02 TeV (top panels), compared with traditional rectangle cut method
results (bottom panels).
lated by using the testing MC samples to avoid the bias from training samples. The
left panel of Fig. 6.12 shows the pre-selection eﬃciency (acceptance*eﬃciency) of
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prompt (red) and feed-down (blue) D0 eﬃciency calculated by central (open circle,
sample with SDD readout) and fast (solid circle, sample without SDD readout) MC
samples, respectively. As we can find in the ratio, the eﬃciency from central sample
is 3-5% larger than the fast one, the eﬃciency from fast is used for the final results
currently. The right panel of Fig. 6.12 shows the BDT eﬃciency of prompt (red)
and feed-down (blue) D0 eﬃciency calculated by fast (solid circle) and fast+central
(open circle) MC samples, respectively. Instead of calculating the two steps BDT
eﬃciency individually, a overall BDT eﬃciency is obtained from the ratio between
the number of signals before BDT selection and after the second step BDT selec-
tion in order to avoid the bias from statistical fluctuations during the middle step
calculation.
Figure 6.12: Left: the pre-selection eﬃciency (acceptance*eﬃciency) of prompt (red)
and feed-down (blue) D0 eﬃciency calculated by central (open circle) and fast (solid
circle) MC samples, respectively. Right: BDT eﬃciency of prompt (red) and feed-
down (blue) D0 eﬃciency calculated by fast (solid circle) and fast+central (open
circle) MC samples, respectively.
6.4.2 Correction for non-prompt D0 fraction
The procedure of non-prompt D0 fraction calculation is similar to what has been
described in Sec. 5.3.2. First, the FONLL predictions based method is tried, the
equation can be found in Eq. 6.2. To check the stability of this method, the final
cross sections and corresponding fnon prompt are calculated with diﬀerent BDT cuts.
The results are presented in Fig. 6.13. The numbers indicated in the plots are the
BDT cuts used for the final cross section. One can find that as the BDT cut goes
tighter, the fnon prompt increases, and the values of cross section go down, nearly
flat at high fnon prompt fraction range. Due to the discrepancy between FONLL
and data, when the fnon prompt is not high, the corrections will lead bias or large
uncertainties to the final cross section (only FONLL uncertainty is considered). In
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this scenario, an improved method is developed which uses the prompt D0 cross
section obtained from data to replace the FONLL predictions. Fig. 6.14 shows
the stability of cross sections with the new method, the cross section trend at low
fnon prompt disappears, although with diﬀerent BDT selection, the results are quite
stable if taking the statistical uncertainties into account. However, the trend is still
there for the bin 3-4 GeV/c, which needs further investigation.
Figure 6.13: Non-prompt D0 cross section (blue points) and fnon prompt (red points)
using FONLL predictions as a function of BDT cuts in 6 pT bins in the range,
3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
6.5 Results
The cross section of non-prompt D0 can be expressed as:
dND
0
dpT
     |y|<0.5 =
1
2
1
 y pT
fnon prompt(pT) ·ND0 raw(pT)
   |y|<yfid
(Acc⇥ "pre ⇥ "BDT )non prompt(pT) · BR ·Nevt . (6.3)
The details have already been discussed in Sec. 5.3. Fig. 6.15 shows the non-prompt
D0 cross section obtained via BDT technique with data based approach (blue points)
in 6 pT bins in the range, 3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02
TeV, compared with FONLL predictions (grey band). The data results are close to
the upper band of FONLL predictions.
On the other hand, the prompt cross section can also be measured via BDT
technique, the results is shown in Fig. 6.16, the data points are close to the upper
band of FONLL predictions. Moreover, the result has better statistical precision
with respective to the results obtained by traditional rectangular cut method.
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Figure 6.14: Non-prompt D0 cross section (blue points) and fnon prompt (red points)
using the results from data as a function of BDT cuts in 6 pT bins in the range,
3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the measurements of non-prompt D0 cross
section in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV via a novel machine learning based
method, which can achieve very high fraction of non-prompt. The results is close
to the upper band of FONLL predictions. At the same time, the prompt D0 cross
section can also be obtained via this method, which can achieve better significance
compared with traditional rectangular cuts method, indicates that the traditional
rectangular cuts method could still be improved. And the new technique can po-
tentially be used to extract the raw yield for D0 flow and D0 tagged jet analysis,
which is limited by the statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 6.15: The non-prompt D0 cross section obtained via BDT technique with
data based approach (blue points) in 6 pT bins in the range, 3 < pT < 10 GeV/c
in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV, compared with FONLL predictions (grey
band).
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Figure 6.16: The prompt D0 cross section obtained via BDT technique (pink points)
in 6 pT bins in the range, 3 < pT < 10 GeV/c in p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02
TeV, compared with FONLL predictions (grey band).
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Conclusion and Outlooks
This thesis has presented the IAA measurements with high pT ⇡0 triggers in pp
and central Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76 TeV. On the Away side, the IAA is
strongly suppressed to around 0.6 with pT > 3 GeV/c, and increase as the momenta
decrease, reaching about 5.2 at lowest pT. On the near side, an enhancement of
IAA from 1.2 to 1.8 at lowest pT is observed. Consulting the model predictions
with the JEWEL and AMPT event generators, as well as a pQCD calculation. All
the models can qualitatively describe the strong suppression on Away side at high
pT. Only AMPT can qualitatively predict the enhancement at low pT on both
Near and Away side. However, it’s disfavored by data above 5 GeV/c, especially
on the Near side. The coincidence of the away-side suppression at high pT and the
large enhancement at low pT on the near and away side is suggestive of a common
underlying mechanism, likely related to the energy lose by high momentum partons.
The data hence provide a good testing ground to constrain model calculations which
aim to fully describe jet-medium interactions.
The D0 nuclear modification factor has been measured in 0-10%, 30-50% and
60-80% Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV. The average non-strange D-mesons
RAA values are compatible with those measured at
p
sNN =2.76 TeV and they have
smaller uncertainties by a factor of about two, as well as extended pT coverage up to
50 GeV/c in central collisions. The similarity of the RAA values at the two energies
was predicted by the Djordjevic model, and it results from the combination of a
higher medium temperature at 5.02 TeV (estimated to be about 7% higher than at
2.76 TeV) with a harder pT distribution of charm quarks at 5.02 TeV. In central and
semi-central collisions the average RAA of non-strange D mesons is compatible with
that of charged particles for pT < 6 GeV/c, while it is larger at lower pT. The RAA
of D+s mesons have generally larger central values than those of the average of non-
strange D mesons, a hint of smaller suppression for D+s with respect to non-strange
D mesons caused by coalescence in the strangeness enriched environment in QGP,
but the two measurements are compatible within about one standard deviation of
the combined uncertainties. The RAA of non-strange D mesons at high pT (above
10 GeV/c) is fairly described in the three centrality classes by model calculations
that include both radiative and collisional energy loss. This indicates that the cen-
trality dependence of radiative energy loss, which is the dominant contribution at
high pT, is under good theoretical control. The RAA in the transverse momentum
region below 10 GeV/c is described by several transport model calculations in cen-
tral collisions, but most models fail in describing the centrality dependence of RAA
and in describing simultaneously RAA and the elliptic flow coeﬃcient v2. Therefore,
the measurements provide significant constraints for the understanding of the inter-
action of charm quarks with the high-density QCD medium, especially at low and
intermediate pT, where the RAA is the result of a more complex interplay among
several eﬀects.
The non-prompt D0 cross section has been measured in p-Pb collisions at
p
sNN
= 5.02 TeV, via BDT technique, which allows to extract very high fraction of non-
prompt D0 yields. The cross section is close to the upper band of FONLL predic-
tions. Although this work is still not finalized, several potential technical problems
need to be solved, but it provides a novel method to study the production of non-
prompt D0, and the preparation for the analysis in Pb–Pb, which can help us to
investigate the beauty quark hadronisation in QGP.
ALICE has finished its Run 2 data taking at the beginning of December in
2018. 8.5 times more statistics in central collisions and 3.8 times in mid-central
collision are acquired with respect to the 2015 data. The high statistic may make
the non-prompt D0 analysis possible in Pb–Pb collisions, it will also provide a better
precision of prompt D0 RAA measurements, especially at low pT, which can help
us further understanding the centrality dependence of the energy loss. However,
due to the current detector tracking resolution is not good enough, it’s still hard
to a precise prompt D0 measurements in Pb–Pb collisions. Thanks to the upgrade
of ALICE’s Inner Tracking System, it will make a measurement of total charm
cross section possible in Pb–Pb collisions during Run 3. On the other hand, a
multivariable analysis approach has been applied to the analysis, which can aid in
reducing the uncertainty in the measurement of prompt D0 production. It’s also
possible to extend this approach to other physics signals. This technique could oﬀer
new insights of the observables which is limited by the uncertainties currently.
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